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Abstract 
_____________ 

 
 

Electronics are rife with significance to the complex workings of the global economy: 

commodity circuits to produce devices like personal computers and smartphones include 

materials mined and manufactured from across the globe, and the recycling and disposal 

of these commodities has attracted significant attention due to globe-trotting electronic 

wastes (e-waste) as well. This dissertation begins and ends with contemplating Delhi’s 

diverse e-waste industries as part of the global economy, with ramifications for both the 

Delhi-based workers themselves and the circuits of capital in which they operate. Against 

the common discourse on informal electronic waste recycling labor in India as crude, 

polluting and hazardous work, my research argues that this local industry is rooted in the 

creative reinvention of electronics and their reentry into commodity circuits, rather than 

their disposal. I demonstrate how Delhi’s organized and uniquely efficient informal 

secondary use electronics industries provide environmental services for the city as well as 

the immaterially and materially interconnected world. This inventive repair work exists in 

what is otherwise conceived of as a world in the digital ‘cloud,’ the ephemeral and 

immaterial world of the human mind and the computer processor. Revaluing supposedly 

local, used and non-corporate secondary use electronics labor reveals the politics behind 

electronic waste management, in which access to e-waste as a valuable ‘urban’ mine is 

fought over through environmental governance and corporate campaigns.  

By understanding supposedly local electronics repair work as inseparable from global 

economic processes, these electronic circuits of capital reveal the global economy to be 

densely connected and fundamentally informal, based in a variety of illegal, legal-adjacent, 

unauthorized and unregulated business practices that form the backbone of India’s 

electronics industry. Rather than the informal sector and informal labor representing the 

forgotten underbelly of global consumption, I argue that not only is global trade and 

corporate capital dependent on informality but it is intimately entrenched in this informality 

as a basis for ensuring smooth capital flows. The circuits of capital are connected through 

the processes of moving materials both across categories (of waste/value, informal/formal, 
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non-corporate/corporate, non-capital/capital) and across places in the world. All this 

positions the informal work of waste not as peripheral or ancillary to global capitalism but 

right in the middle of it all, enabling its flows of supply and demand through the wastage 

of materials along with their informal trade networks. In this way, the work of waste is not 

just a facilitator of global electronics production, consumption and trade but illustrative of 

the norms and functions of global capitalism as rooted in waste production, subterranean 

pathways and salvage accumulation.  
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INTRODUCTION 
__________________________ 

 

 

1. Introducing repair 

 The mother and her teenage son brought their Dell laptop to Kavita’s1 Nehru 

Place repair shop in South Delhi, India for an urgent repair. The screen’s hinge was 

broken, and they were having a hard time opening and closing the laptop. Each time the 

laptop was opened, it got worse, and the plastic body near the screen was buckling from 

the bent metal hinge and threatening to break in half. The mother and son stood in the 

hallway in front of the shop, watching with the owner as her repairman inspected the 

laptop. The narrow shop had two small work spaces: the front counter that was placed at 

the entrance to the shop and a worktable in the back, outfitted with a soldering iron, a 

variety of screwdrivers, tweezers and replacement parts, among other things. Praneet, the 

repairman, explained that in order to reach the part of the hinge that was broken, 

everything near it had to be removed, and he proceeded to disassemble the laptop.  

 It was then laid open and empty on the front counter so he could examine the 

frame. The laptop (is it still a laptop, without its insides?) was now a metal and plastic 

body with empty spaces of different shapes and sizes, its circuit board resting on top. The 

glass screen reflected its exposed and barren frame, and the countertop’s white linoleum 

                                                           
1 I have used pseudonyms for all interlocutors and do not include any identifying characteristics; 
however, I have kept religious and caste markers consistent in order to highlight common 
religious divisions in the e-waste and electronics industry. I discuss this more below. 
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was visible through where the keyboard should have been. All its unattached parts were 

arranged on both the front counter and back worktable. As my research assistant Arya 

and I sat down to have a cup of chai with Kavita, Praneet took the laptop frame to the 

back table and soon returned with it, the hinge working perfectly. He hadn’t replaced 

anything but had worked the hinge back into its proper position and shape and then 

secured it; this took about ten minutes.  

 Praneet then had to put the laptop back together again. On the front counter, he 

spread out around 30 little screws of different sizes, all saved from the computer’s initial 

dismantling, and the various parts to reconnect. Over the course of around 20 minutes and 

without consulting any diagrams or notes, we all watched as he reattached the processor 

and the disc drive, connected the motherboard to the power cable, the power cable to the 

screen, the thin antennas for the wireless card (which run along a little track in the plastic 

frame), and the touch-sensitive mousepad to the motherboard. Every component had just 

enough space for itself, a belt here, some wires there, each getting connected in 

overlapping layers. Reposition the motherboard, secure everything, reattach the keyboard 

itself, do a final check, and then restart the computer. The entire process took around an 

hour and cost the mother and her son less than 500 rupees ($8).  

 After many visits to electronics repair shops in New Delhi, India, I became 

accustomed to seeing things get fixed. The ease and regularity with which everyday 

things in Delhi are repaired always struck my American self as exceptional, and I 

regularly commented to repairers that this rarely happens in the US – that in fact, repair 

was so uncommon and cost-prohibitive that it was often cheaper to buy a new device. 

Repairers and scrapers in Delhi were rarely surprised; an electronics scrap-dealer named 
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Anuj was the first of several people to inform me that America was a “use and throw 

desh,” or “use and throw nation” (“use and throw” was an English term I heard regularly 

from Hindi speaking waste dealers). Anyone dealing with electronic waste knew that 

waste from the Global North was thrown out much earlier than when they would consider 

a legitimate end-of-life, and it was easily inferred that very little repair work took place in 

the US.  

 In the context of global production networks and complex supply chains, work 

that revalorizes used and possibly non-working things can seem insignificant and thus 

easily overlooked in questions of value creation.2 Repair work in particular is often taken 

as part of a general culture of craftwork and juxtaposed to the more significant scale of 

industrial production (Carr and Gibson 2016). In comparison with advanced 

manufacturing, the work of repair and resale of used goods can appear to be low-skilled 

or just old fashioned, like a sewing machine repair shop on Main Street: a relic from a 

time when people had less, and thus more deliberately participated in the maintenance of 

their things (Strasser 1999).3 Like the aforementioned broken computer, repair also 

suggests the management of small-scale and individual problems, not a bustling economy 

built on the repair, resale and manufacturing of used electronic devices and IT systems 

commonly subsumed under the term “electronic waste,” or e-waste. Following Carr and 

Gibson’s (2016) assertion on the importance of repair and efforts to re-inscribe such labor 

                                                           
2 For example, even as Herod, Pickren, Rainnie and McGrath Champ (2014) aim to reemphasize 
labor in discussions of value in recycling industries, they focus solely on the original productive 
labor in their emphasis on congealed labor in used electronics, which, however inadvertently, I 
argue neglects the skilled labor and creation of value by reuse and repair workers. 
3  See also Bond, DeSilvey and Ryan (2013) for a photo essay on traditional repair practices in 
England. 
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into larger practices of “making,” along with Graham and Thrift’s (2007) theorization of 

the city as made through repair, and based on almost 2 years of research on India’s e-

waste sector in Delhi, I situate e-waste in India as grounded in and driven by economies 

of reuse and repair, rather than waste and recycling. This view of e-waste from the repair 

shop (and even the scrap shop) rather than a recycling factory offers a very different 

rendering of e-waste and particularly informal e-waste labor in the Global South than is 

presented in policy and popular media.  

 

1.1 Revaluing rubbish electronics 

My approach expands on scholarship on economies of recycling, and the industry-

wide realities of recycling not as a municipal service (along with things like trash 

collection and snow removal) but as a secondary resource economy in its own right (cf. 

Gregson, Watkins and Calestani 2013; Lepawsky and Mather 2011; Norris 2015; Stanes 

and Gibson 2017). I do not examine e-waste recycling as the primary way in which used 

electronics are produced as commodities (in other words, their breakdown into raw 

materials). Instead, my research understands electronic waste as a potential commodity, 

whose fate is determined not just by its legal and technical management but through its 

movements in secondary use markets and its multifaceted interactions with repairers, 

manufacturers and traders. In emphasizing the vastness of Delhi’s extended used 

electronics economy and not its electronic waste sector, I argue that what is commonly 

known as India’s informal e-waste economy is actually driven by vast reuse and repair 

industries that defer and reverse the transfer of used electronics into e-waste. This 

approach also runs against interpretations of informal work, and specifically waste work, 
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as marginal and survival-based.4 Instead, I examine e-waste as a major industry, 

dominated in India by informal sector workers but quickly expanding into the formal 

sector – with major global consequences. Rather than being composed of peripheral labor 

processes feeding off the detritus of the formal economy – what is often understood as 

part of life at the urban margins (Lancione and McFarlane 2016) – I demonstrate that 

India’s electronic ‘waste’ sector is in fact a powerful source of value (and product) 

creation.  

This approach necessitates distinguishing waste and its ‘management’ after death 

(including recycling, along with burning and landfilling, all of which occur in tandem 

with reuse industries in India and across the world) from different labor processes that 

facilitate its reuse and repair. While reuse (in which I include repair, resale and 

reassembly of used devices and appliances) is sometimes casually referred to as 

“recycling” in the broader sense of “using again,” and reuse is often included in broad 

definitions of waste management, I contest this categorical emphasis on waste. From a 

technical perspective, recycling consists of materials recovery processes through which a 

thing’s original use and value are rendered insignificant and it is reduced to its 

constitutive materials (for example, plastic and metals) to become a raw material again – 

processes with very different material, political and economic meanings and effects than 

those of reuse and repair work (Liboiron 2016). 

                                                           
4 Chen, Roever, and Skinner (2016) provide a clear analysis of the different types of labor and 
business roles in the informal sector. Central to their argument is that the informal sector operates 
(like the formal sector, I would note) based on a hierarchy of power and wages, which they 
connect to gender disparities in the informal sector. Particularly in illegal-adjacent industries like 
e-waste, I would also emphasize the hierarchy as being oriented through one’s proximity to 
formal actors (and ability to use those connections to appear or become ‘legal’). I discuss this 
more in Chapter Three. 
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This slippage between reuse and recycling, and in general the discussion of reuse 

as related to handling waste, is regularly reflected in scholarly and policy literature as 

well as waste management regulations, and is often difficult to escape. From the confines 

of the waste management hierarchy (which places reuse between the less preferable 

options of recycling and landfilling, and the more desirable waste reduction; see Figure 

0.1) to efforts to transcend waste beyond something to be managed, ordered, and 

rendered invisible, “reuse” is often something that can be done to “waste.” For example, 

even as scholars of waste such as Gregson and Crang (2010: 1026) direct attention to the 

materiality or “stuff” of waste and argue that waste’s common subsumption into 

discussions of management causes “the matter of waste [to become] fixed and limited,” 

reuse remains stuck within the confines of debates on waste. Instead, through my study of 

reuse and repair, I call into question e-waste as a definitive “waste” product and its 

management in a straightforward waste economy, emphasizing processes of making 

Figure 0.1: Waste management hierarchy according to the U.S. EPA, 2018 
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electronics in place of their common categorization as electronic waste (Ingold 2013). I 

contend that what is broadly called “e-waste” is only notionally waste, as it can exist in 

starkly different conditions and be enlisted in a variety of different labor processes. “E-

waste” can be a high-quality working but used electronic device ready for resale; it can 

be composed of parts in various states of working or non-working condition that may be 

reused or repaired; or it can represent the most common understanding of e-waste: a 

device that contains within it different materials to be extracted through recycling 

processes (or headed to a landfill). E-waste is not static, and within its body it always 

possesses the potential to be something else, from the individual parts to the device itself. 

 

1.2 On disorder and the politics of waste 

 Waste has been conceived in different ways as signifying disorder or the threat 

thereof, whether spatial disorder or the violation of social norms of propriety. Well-

known characterizations include Mary Douglas’s (2002) discussion of dirt as “matter out 

of place,” Michael Thompson’s (1979) discussion of “rubbish” as the result of social 

difference and conflicting social categories, as non-utilitarian excess (Bataille 1988), and 

as abjection and violent rejection (Kristeva 1982; Ferguson 2002). The symbolic realms 

of waste and disorder are mobilized in politics in India, as life is shaped by claims to 

order and the importance of normative spaces. In Delhi, slums and informal work spaces 

have been branded as spatial disorder and a threat to propriety, and the middle class has 

organized against practices and people that are considered outside or in excess of “middle 

class norms of civility and civic virtue” (Ghertner 2012: 1162). These “zones of 

incivility” (Ibid.) for the middle class are in regular conflict with the everyday lives of 
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many urban residents, who rely on that excess for their survival.  

 When I first met Mr. Gupta, it was in a real estate office on the fourth floor of a 

building in Nehru Place.5 Mr. Gupta was the head of a welfare association for Nehru 

Place, as well as a repair shop owner, lawyer and real estate trader in the market. Unlike 

the computer repair shops I normally visited, this office featured marble floors and glass 

walls, with tea served to us in porcelain teacups with a mix of cookies and snacks on a 

sheesham (Indian rosewood) tray. Mr. Gupta was seated at one of office’s open computer 

stations, working on a court case he was planning to file at the end of the week. Right 

after I sat down, Mr. Gupta handed me a thick stack of color photos, printed on letter-

sized paper, and watched for a minute as I scanned through them. It quickly became clear 

that these were CCTV stills from across all of Nehru Place market, including lesser-

frequented alleys and alcoves. Mr. Gupta explained that he was working on a case to be 

brought before the Delhi High Court about the condition of Nehru Place: he was charging 

that there were terrible sewage and trash problems across the market, and that the area 

was also adversely affected by disruptive business practices, mainly that commerce from 

shops spilled out onto the pavement and street hawkers had proliferated. The video stills, 

to me, seemed to indicate perfectly normal business practices: the chaiwallah (tea seller) 

whose burner for making tea sits on the pavement, the scrap shop with screens stacked 

outside its doorway, the tables out on the pedestrian pavilion for selling electronic 

accessories and printer ink refills. More than anything, the photos felt like a severe 

invasion of privacy: that someone had access to hundreds of CCTVs across the market 

                                                           
5 Interview on 5 October 2015, Nehru Place. 
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and was screening them for “unlawful” activities. I felt from Mr. Gupta the expectation 

that I too should be horrified by what the photos showed as the market’s state of affairs, 

and I awkwardly tried to get more information on what he wanted the law suit to 

accomplish. Soon after, he made it clear that he needed to continue work on the lawsuit 

and Arya and I left the office.  

 I didn’t give much thought to Mr. Gupta’s law suit until almost a year later, when 

my auto rickshaw pulled up to Nehru Place’s main entrance, by the movie theater, and I 

immediately sensed something was wrong. I registered each oddity as a singular change 

and inconvenience: for example, my regular chaiwallah on the stairs wasn’t there (and I 

needed my sweet caffeine!), and then I noticed that the opening to the pedestrian pavilion 

looked wide and expansive, like it was being renovated. It took a minute to dawn on me 

that it was empty of all the normal street hawkers and repair shop advertisers. Usually the 

walk down the main pavilion has a guy every ten feet offering bootleg software or printer 

ink refilling services, but this time there were only pedestrians. Something was definitely 

going on, but I was decaffeinated and my brain was working slowly, putting together the 

pieces one by one. 

 As I walked farther into the market, where the pavilion splits into a T junction, I 

saw the raid in action (see Figure 0.2). Several government trucks were idling in the 

middle of the intersection, with merchandise confiscated from street vendors piled up in 

the open trucks. People were standing on the sides, some watching warily, but most with 

a shrug. These types of crackdowns are not new to anyone accustomed to the informal 

economy and policing in South Asia: government raids happen fairly regularly, but not 
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regularly enough as to significantly interrupt commerce.6 I’ve seen raids in a well-known 

clothing bazaar (Sarojini Nagar) in which, by the time the government trucks reached the 

end of one lane, the street vendors at the beginning of that lane had already begun to set 

out their shops and displays again. This raid was clearly more serious, as no one was 

getting ready to set up again, and I was informed by several people on the street that this 

“cleaning” was going to last over a week, until after August 15th, India’s Independence 

Day. Rumor on the street was that it was spurred by a law suit in the Delhi High Court 

that charged that the South Delhi Municipal Corporation was not keeping Nehru Place 

clean. I never determined whether this raid happened because of Mr. Gupta’s case, and it 

is entirely possible that it was the government’s normal “clean-up” process before 

                                                           
6 Street vendors and shops that extend onto the sidewalk are allowed to exist through the “hafta”, 
or “weekly” system. This is a fee paid informally (often called a bribe) to local government 
representatives to allow their shop to remain. This system lowers the amount of harassment and 
policing, but does not prevent a few crack-downs every month or so, which continue to establish 
these shops as having an ambiguous and precarious relationship with the law. 

Figure 0.2: Nehru Place during a government raid: on left, open pedestrian plazas without any 
street vendors; on right, trucks confiscating goods from unauthorized vendors (photos by author). 
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Independence Day.7  

 Instead of the disorder and pollution that Mr. Gupta saw in Nehru Place, shop-

keepers and workers saw abundance and prosperity. Whenever I walked down the interior 

hallway towards the shop of one of my main interlocutors, Samir, I could tell 

immediately how business was going. Samir was a jack-of-all-trades, a computer repairer 

who purchased, traded and sold all forms of new and used computers, servers and IT 

accessories from a shop in Nehru Place. I spent a lot of time hanging out in his shop, and 

I got to know the rhythms of hiss business quite well. Sometimes I would walk down the 

hall and see stacks of computers or boxes of supplies outside his office; other times a 

group of four to five men would be standing in front of his counter, selling him things. 

One time, as I approached I noticed a huge stack of shipments outside his shop, and his 

already narrow shop (which could barely fit two chairs side-by-side) was even narrower 

and more difficult to navigate. Samir proudly announced that he’d gotten a great deal on 

a batch of used servers from a company that was going out of business. He was 

refurbishing and upgrading the servers and estimated that he would make almost double 

what he had paid for them. Another time, over two years after first meeting Samir, I went 

by his shop again to say hello and make plans to see his family. This time, the entire 

righthand wall of his shop was covered, floor to ceiling, in desktop computers neatly 

stacked on top of each other to take up as little space as possible. I joked that now he was 

just making walls out of computers, and he smiled and said, business is good.  

 In India – and in global trade – the conflict between top-down efforts to instill 

                                                           
7 Major holidays like 15th August (pandrah Agast) generally meant stricter security and law 
enforcement across the capital. 
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order and the abundance that everyday disorder often signifies is ever present. In her 

work on global trafficking, Bhattacharyya (2005) notes that “the strange and exciting 

processes of globalisation can be characterised as an ongoing and irresolvable battle 

between forces of chaos and forces of order” (4). “Order” in the case of India’s 

electronics includes the ‘proper’ accounting of commodities and transactions across their 

entire lifetime, the enforcement of city planning code and a ‘world-class’ aesthetic, and 

preventing piracy (which can sometimes mean even preventing reuse and repair, or any 

action that disrupts the familiar order of production, use and disposal). “Disorder” 

therefore represents any instance where the façade of order is broken, from a shop’s 

wares spilling out of its doors to illicit trade deals. One of the major themes that travels 

through this dissertation is the impossibility of instilling order, and that in fact “chaos has 

been a byproduct of one style of ordering...[and] chaos ensures that the order can be 

maintained” (Bhattacharyya 2005: 4). Even as waste management across the world 

attempts to render order on the detritus of our lives, I argue that that detritus – the excess, 

surplus, and rejectamenta – shape urban life and the global movements of commodities 

and people in profound and frequently unrecognized ways.  

I consider this to be an explicitly political project: as Bhattacharyya (2005: 5) 

aptly points out, “the global structures we inhabit have no emerged spontaneously, 

inevitably, and without historical context,” and this dissertation attempts to bring together 

multiple threads to ethnographically narrate the significance of “low-end globalization” 

(Mathews 2011) while simultaneously acknowledging their connections to historical and 

political processes. In what follows, I discuss electronic waste as rooted in historical and 

political inequities and injustices that shape global manufacturing, commodity chains and 
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waste flows. My positioning at the so-called ‘local’ level – primarily small electronics 

shops in Delhi – demonstrates not only how the local and global intermix, affect each 

other and are inseparable, but also that “there are no sustainable metanarratives, just 

broad conceptual frameworks that must be filled with local detail to bring any insight” 

(Bhattacharyya 2005: 6).  

 

2. Research design and methodology 

2.1 Research motivations 

 I decided to focus on electronic waste during pre-dissertation research in the 

summer of 2012. I knew I was interested in informal waste labor and initially thought that 

I wanted to focus on organic waste, often called “wet waste” in India. This interest 

stemmed from my prior work before graduate school for the New York City Compost 

Project, a public-private partnership funded and managed by the NYC Department of 

Sanitation (DSNY), in which I worked primarily on waste reduction campaigns that 

focused on increasing urban organic waste recycling. While working for the Department 

of Sanitation, I became well-versed in questions of waste as a business. While for city 

residents, waste management is a city service, for city government it is composed of 

many budget lines and contracts with waste management companies, and the city’s waste 

disposal costs are offset by the sale of recyclables collected. In this way, DSNY’s budget 

is always in flux based on the value of recyclables that the city collects. These costs and 

their potential to be offset by revenue became starker during the recession beginning in 

2008, less than a year after I’d begun working for DSNY. When the value of scrap 

materials collapsed, the costs of the city’s recycling program sky-rocketed, and many 
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services were cut. Some recyclable materials were warehoused with the hope of a 

recovery in the near future, and the waste management industry had to contend with a 

sudden free-fall of the value of their materials (see Figure 0.3).  

 I first become aware of the prevalence of New York’s waste scavengers during the 

recession, when DSNY became protective of “their” materials. According to city law, 

once waste and recyclables are put on the curb for collection by the Department of 

Sanitation, an individual’s or apartment building’s discards become property of the city. 

Some of these discards contain more valuable materials by weight than others, primarily 

white goods (household appliances like refrigerators and air conditioners). While white 

goods are technically considered electronic waste, they are less likely to be given 

attention and tend to be discarded less frequently than our computers and cell phones. 

However, by weight these appliances contain a lot of value, and metal scavengers would 

circle the city collecting these appliances for their own sale to scrappers. Waste 

scavengers in New York are regular city sights. They are most visibly people who collect 

Figure 0.3: Prices for recycled plastics (L) and scrap metals (R) after the 2008 recession. (Images from 
the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, using data from the Plastics Recycling Update and the U.S. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics). 
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aluminum cans for their 5-cent deposit value, but I have also seen things like a van 

driving around my neighborhood in Queens with discarded mattresses stacked high on its 

roof. I do not know anything about mattress scrappers, but it is clearly a niche business 

— in Minneapolis, I have seen mattresses disemboweled on the street, their insides 

collected for some unknown use.8 

 During the recession, DSNY — and particularly Robert Lange, at the time the 

director of the Department’s Bureau of Waste Prevention, Reuse and Recycling, which 

managed my contract and dealt with the recycling side of the department — became 

preoccupied with people “stealing” the city’s resources. In 2012, he published a short 

article in Resource Recycling entitled “Stealing Recycling’s Future” and claimed that 

waste scavenging was not, as often asserted, a “victimless” crime. Lange — and DSNY 

— maintained that waste scavenging formed a “shadow economy” that interfered with 

the Department’s budget by “stealing” the city’s valuable waste, thus threatening the 

municipality’s ability to provide these important services. Lange (2012: 27) referred to 

the growing informal waste economy as “scavenging on steroids” and argued against the 

legal loophole that allowed for non-vehicular waste scavenging.9 Waste scavenging was 

mentioned several times during monthly meetings with DSNY staff, and NYC Compost 

Project and DSNY staff understood it as a municipal problem affecting the city’s waste 

management budget. 

                                                           
8 Metal springs could be separated as scrap metal, but the disemboweled mattresses I saw in 
Minneapolis alleys still had their springs, and their internal cushioning material had been 
removed. 
9 Vehicular-based waste scavenging was outlawed in the city in 2007 through Local Law 50, and 
NYC regularly impounded vehicles caught illegally collecting recyclables (Lange 2012). Non-
vehicular waste scavenging was not covered, as it was seen as “picking on the ‘little guy’” (Lange 
2012: 29). 
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 India —  like many countries in the Global South — functions predominantly 

through the informal economy, and waste management and recycling are run primarily 

through informal businesses and networks. When I arrived in Delhi in 2012 for pre-

dissertation research, informal waste scavenging and struggles over access to the value in 

waste were already part of my background research approach. I had not, however, 

allowed myself to consider electronic waste, as I still felt a personal attachment to 

working with wet waste, composting and growing projects on organic matter. That year, 

however, was when the E-waste Rules were first brought into action, and a journalist at 

Down to Earth encouraged me to focus on electronic waste as an increasingly important 

waste stream. At the time, I did not know that my research would bring me back to the 

questions of waste, value and territorial claims that I was introduced to in NYC over a 

decade ago. 

 

2.2 On research methods and gender 

 My research took place over the course of approximately 20 months, the bulk 

occurring from September 2014 to December 2015. During this time, I conducted 15 

interviews with policy makers and government officials and approximately 90 interviews, 

meetings, or hangings-around with more than 30 actors working in a variety of fields 

related to used electronics. I also attended several conferences and workshops on 

electronic waste policy, law and business as an observer. I conducted a second research 

stint for two months during the summer of 2016 and follow up research for a month in 

2017. During the summer of 2016 I followed up on research threads that were incomplete 

as well as conducted follow-up research with previous interlocutors; in total, I conducted 
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25 interviews and visits. On that visit, I also undertook research outside Delhi: I traveled 

to Bangalore10 to visit e-Parisaraa, a formal recycling company (whose founder I had met 

at the US-based E-scrap Conference in Florida in 2014) and interviewed informal-to 

formal recyclers in Bangalore, and then traveled to Moradabad, about four hours outside 

Delhi in the neighboring state of Uttar Pradesh (UP), to visit underground informal 

recycling sites and conduct interviews.  

                                                           
10 Bangalore officially became known as “Bengaluru” in 2014, but is most commonly called 
Bangalore. It is the capital of the south Indian state Karnataka. 

Delhi 

Moradabad 

Bangalore 

Figure 0.4: Map of research cities in India 
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 Overall, my interviews encompassed informal electronic scrap collectors, traders, 

and recyclers; electronics repair and maintenance workers; used computer salespeople; 

reassembly factory owners and workers; and traders of used and new electronic devices 

and parts. Much of what I am calling “interviews” or “meetings” included regular 

participant observation of business dealings at shops across Delhi as well as factory and 

warehouse tours, and regularly lasted for several hours. These meetings were a mix of 

what would normally be called participant observation, semi-structured interviews, and 

hanging out; several of the people I met with more regularly became friends. Sitting in 

shops included asking specific questions, generally chatting about work and technology, 

learning about each other’s families, and discussing current events. As I explain in detail 

below, I did not record any interviews. Instead, after each meeting I took copious notes. 

These conversations were interspersed with observing business transactions and moving 

out of the way when work was going on. Some visits were quick and uneventful, and 

others lasted all day and meant that I traveled with someone around Delhi to different 

sites. On Eid in the summer of 2015, I visited three different houses and attempted to 

pace my kheer (rice pudding) consumption so that my stomach did not explode. In 

Moradabad, my research assistant and I rescheduled our return journey and took a train 

back to Delhi in the middle of the night. We spent the evening at my main contact and 
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interlocutor’s house in Moradabad,11 finished our work-based discussion after dinner, and 

then napped with his niece in her double bed until he dropped us off at the train station at 

2am.  

 Most of my interviews and meeting were with men, and weeks could go by when 

I barely encountered another woman during the course of research visits. Every market 

and industrial area I visited was dominated by men: in Delhi, this included Nehru Place, 

Seelampur, Shastri Park, Loni, Mustafabad, Jhilmil Industrial area, Okhla Industrial area, 

Lakshmi Nagar, Mayapuri Industrial Area, Lajpat Rai Market, Turkman Gate, and visits 

to offices in Gurgaon and Noida. In Bangalore, all the managers at e-Parisaraa were men 

but many of the factory workers, from local villages, were women. I endured an awkward 

lunch with these men, all at least a decade older than me, while we were served an 

(amazing, multiple course) meal by women workers, who waited on us for the entire 

leisurely business lunch meeting. In Bangalore’s older, informal section of the city, I met 

with informal to formal e-waste recyclers in a neighborhood where all the workers were 

men. This same gender divide was evident in Moradabad too: I met with and was shown 

around by men (some of them local government officials) and witnessed basic recycling 

work being done by women. Since I had been brought to observe the work, even though I 

was offered a chance to ask the women questions, it felt completely mediated by the men 

                                                           
11 I was initially connected to my contact in Moradabad through someone at the Centre for 
Science and Environment, as they had done a comprehensive report on recycling in Moradabad 
with the support of the Uttar Pradesh Pollution Control Board. It became clear that all work in 
Moradabad goes on with the knowledge of government officials and local police, and that nothing 
that happened was a local secret to anyone; it was only outsiders that were in the dark. This was 
acknowledged by environmental regulators, as they said they couldn’t just destroy an entire 
region’s economy, but it was also clear that much of the business was mediated by local police 
and officials (for a fee, of course). 
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in the room, and I refrained from asking much.  

 Over the course of my research, I only interviewed one woman who was not a 

government official or NGO worker. Kavita, introduced at the beginning of this chapter, 

ran a computer repair shop in Nehru Place and had led a fascinating life learning to 

operate a range of evolving technologies over the course of her working career (see 

Chapter 1). I also ran into her a few times in the bathroom, because there was only one 

woman’s bathroom in the entire Nehru Place market that was vaguely inoffensive. Most 

buildings in Nehru Place had at least a bathroom with a urinal, but I rarely encountered a 

public bathroom for women in any of the buildings (there was one high rise office 

building that had a lockable bathroom that women could use that was technically in 

Nehru Place, but because it was an office building, visitors had to check in at the front 

security desk and that was the only way to use the bathroom). Otherwise, we all went to 

the bathroom in the old cinema building, which was on the edge of Nehru Place market. 

Technically it was the public restroom for the attached (small) mall and one was 

supposed to be a patron of a shop, but the security guards were quite lax with that 

expectation and certainly wouldn’t stop a white woman or an Indian woman who looked 

middle class. I encountered women in that bathroom who were changing into street 

clothing from their fast-food work uniform, and the bathroom was almost always in use. 

It is there that I ran into Kavita, and realized that it was the only bathroom women in 

Nehru Place regularly used.12  

                                                           
12 It may seem silly to focus so much on bathrooms, but access to bathrooms shaped much of my 
research experience and is a direct example of the intense maleness of these markets and 
industries. Despite doing research in intense heat, I had to moderate how much water I drank so 
that I did not have to go to the bathroom too often, and when I did go to the bathroom it often 
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 Besides Kavita, the only women I encountered regularly in markets and work 

areas were laborers and poor women, from waste-pickers to the factory workers at e-

Parisaraa and informal wage workers in Moradabad. At visits to people’s homes, 

however, women were not only involved in household labor but also seemed to help with 

home-based business. One e-waste trader depended on his daughter for all internet-based 

trade, and when I met him at his house in Turkman Gate, his daughter seemed to know 

about all aspects of his business and run much of the newer web-based business 

relationships.  

 In many ways, I found being a white woman in a man’s world to be exceedingly 

useful for research purposes. I had no explicitly inappropriate encounters (at least on 

gender lines; there was plenty of painful anti-Muslim rhetoric during some conversations) 

and almost everyone I talked to was respectful and interested in sharing their work with 

me. I believe being a woman worked to my advantage as a researcher because I was 

almost never seen as a threat; a man (and especially an Indian man) might have been seen 

as competition or inspired more suspicion about his motives.13 There were only a couple 

                                                           
entailed a break of almost half an hour to walk to the bathroom and back to the part of Nehru 
Place that I conducted most of my interviews. 
13 I can only speculate on how an Indian woman would experience this differently. For example, 
another PhD student, Somjita Laha, conducted research on e-waste dismantling in Delhi, and she 
(2015: 82) similarly believed she had an easier time as a woman while researching e-waste 
recycling (even though she is Indian), as she assumed that men thought she had less “business 
acumen” and was “less intimidating.” Laha’s (2015) research focused specifically on e-waste 
recycling, and included research with formal recyclers in Europe. In general, identities are so 
multi-layered that it is hard to predict such experiences based on generalities of identity. For 
example, while my research assistant, Arya, is Indian and fluent in Hindi, she is a south Indian 
Christian and her Hindi is clearly not that of a native speaker, so she was also often perceived as 
an outsider, but to a lesser extent than myself. I think the main benefit I received as a white 
woman, and especially one from an American university, is that I automatically received respect 
and was at times treated like a special guest during routine interviews. This was more common in 
places like Moradabad or at people’s homes, rather than in places of business. 
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of occasions when people voiced suspicion about me and did not trust my explanation 

that I was researcher from an American university; most of the time, jokes were made 

about how I could start my own business after all of my research — with the underlying 

joke being that we all knew I clearly wasn’t a business person and even more clearly 

knew nothing about technology. In many ways, my ignorance of technology and 

engineering also likely worked in my favor, as I probably came across as extremely 

unthreatening. It also meant that at times I could play dumb and continually ask 

clarifying questions without losing face. I could seem earnestly interested and excited and 

clueless all at the same time, and was given a lot of leeway as a white American woman 

and a non-businesswoman at that. 

 However, I am certain I would not have been comfortable in these all-male spaces 

if it were not for my research assistant, Arya Thomas. I am intensely indebted to Arya for 

a number of reasons. She accompanied me to most of my interviews and visits in Delhi 

(excluding policy and government interviews) and came along with me to Moradabad. 

The company of a female research assistant who was also a fellow social science 

graduate student and became a good friend meant that I was much more at ease. It was 

much easier for us to be two women wandering together through extremely male spaces, 

and it took several months before I felt comfortable going into shops on my own, or 

being the only woman around for hours. It is really Arya who made my research possible, 

and by the end she had become much more of a co-researcher and friend than an 

“assistant,” and our relationship has made me excited about collaborative research 

projects in the future. 

 Arya was also instrumental for helping me keep track of all the information 
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covered in interviews. My Hindi is functional (particularly as a listener) so she did not act 

as a direct translator, but Arya helped clarify things for me, intervened when I missed 

something that was said, and often ended up explaining things at interviews when my 

spoken Hindi was a bit too broken or interviewees got impatient with my awkward 

explanations and poor grammar. Many conversations, particularly those with regular 

interlocutors, were three-way conversations, which also allowed me to take breaks to jot 

down notes and just listen. Since I was not able to record any interviews, we both took 

notes during interviews and then would sit together at the end of the day so that I could 

coordinate her notes with mine. Together we were able to recall more details and 

reconstruct meetings. At home, I would take the notes from meetings, which had been 

overlaid with additional notes gleaned from Arya’s recollections, and I would then type 

up detailed field notes on the meetings. I used the application Scrivener for organizing 

my field notes, which helped me organize all my notes in order by date and with 

keywords all in one document. 

 

2.3 On pseudonyms 

 I made a unilateral decision to use pseudonyms throughout my dissertation 

without consulting individually with interviewees about their wishes. I did this in part 

because I think even asking may have made some people uncomfortable (in particular 

people I met only once or twice), even if essentially the informal workers and 

businesspersons I spoke to would not be easily recognizable to someone visiting Delhi, 

much less being publicly recognizable. Markets like Nehru Place are so large and shops 

change so regularly that one is unlikely to find people who know each other in another 
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building or on another floor. In Seelampur, people’s names would probably be 

recognizable within the e-waste market, however. 

 I have tried to keep the pseudonyms consistent with the individual’s religious and 

caste markers, which are almost always communicated through names (this is particularly 

clear with respect to the difference between Muslim and Hindu names). This is important 

for understanding the divisions along community lines in the used electronics and e-waste 

industry. Anyone familiar with the differences in names will notice that Muslims are 

almost exclusively involved in the electronic ‘waste’ side of the industry, while Hindus 

dominate the used and new electronics trade. Repair work seemed to be relatively mixed 

in terms of religion, but was always consistent across an individual business: Hindu shop 

owners predominantly hired Hindus, and Muslims did the same. At times I was unable to 

ascertain someone’s religion, for example some of the workers for Muslim scrap dealers 

who may have been Hindu; but it’s extremely likely that if they were indeed Hindu, they 

were lower caste or Dalit. I explore these religious divisions more in Chapter One.  

 The only exceptions to my use of pseudonyms are for some public officials and 

well-known NGO workers or policy makers, who I interviewed in a professional capacity 

at their offices. However, I avoid using their names and identifying information when it is 

not necessary or easy to leave out. This is in part because I felt and continue to feel 

uncomfortable with what can seem like a “gotcha” interview, in which they do not realize 

that my intentions are to criticize their work. I realized early on in my research that the 

topic of electronic waste elicited guarded responses from almost everyone until they 

knew and trusted where you stood on the issue, and I had few meetings with NGO 

workers that did not feel somehow tense, even with women around my own age. As 
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someone who has worked for municipal government and for environmental NGOs, and 

who in the past would have viewed environmental policy like the E-waste Rules 

uncritically, I still feel some sort of kinship with NGO workers and government officers 

working on environmental issues. I see the sincerity and genuine thoughtfulness 

regarding environmental questions, even as I felt it often betrayed a classist or casteist or 

subtle Hindutva leaning that manifested itself in a disregard for informal workers’ 

livelihoods or became a paternalist attempt to “help” with their health problems.  

 

2.4 On politics and contingency in research (or, why I did not record any interviews) 

 During the time between when I decided to focus on electronic waste in the 

summer of 2012 until when I settled in India for my main fieldwork period beginning in 

the fall of 2014, much had changed in environmental and local politics. India’s new 

regulations on e-waste, the E-waste (Management and Handling) Rules of 2011, went 

into effect in May 2012. While e-waste recycling had been just another informal industry 

prior to the E-waste Rules, the new regulations remade electronic waste into a distinct 

and separate waste stream marked by its supposed hazardousness. Along with the (slow) 

implementation of the E-waste Rules, global attention to e-waste as a hazardous waste 

and environmental injustice continued to expand. Several prominent environmental 

NGOs based in Delhi, Toxics Link, Chintan and Centre for Science and Environment, 

were focusing on electronic waste as a significant environmental problem and were 

networked with a prominent American NGO working on e-waste, the Basel Action 

Network. Newspaper and magazine reports on e-waste multiplied, all discussing the 

immorality (if not illegality) of informal e-waste trade and handling in the Global South 
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(Bhowmick 2015; Gandhi 2015; Hardy 2018; Masara 2014; Nichols 2015; Sudhir 2016). 

Due to the sustained media attention and India’s new regulations, e-waste recyclers in 

India had gone underground, and I heard rumors that recyclers were now processing 

materials indoors, rather than in courtyards or on roofs, in order to avoid detection.14  

 It took me several months to realize that my research was now being conducted in 

a new political terrain, which had also become more complicated due to local Delhi 

politics. The newly formed Aam Aadmi Party (AAP, which translates as the Common 

Man’s Party) was beginning a meteoric rise in Delhi state governance, fueled by its 

popular campaigns against corruption. The party began as a movement in support of the 

Jan Lokpal Bill (also called the Citizen's Ombudsman Bill), which demanded an 

independent investigatory body to examine issues of corruption in the government. This 

was part of a national campaign called “India Against Corruption,” led by Anna Hazare 

and Arvind Kejriwal. Kejriwal then split off from Hazare to form a new political party, 

expanding the anti-corruption movement into a populist political party in support of the 

“common man,” called the Aam Aadmi Party. AAP chose the jhadu, or broom, as their 

political symbol, widely acknowledged to be a powerful political decision. The jhadu 

connected the party to sweepers, sanitation labor composed of dalit laborers and more 

broadly the aam aadmi or regular laborer; it also simultaneously communicated its 

connection to its anti-corruption roots, with the broom symbolizing a clean sweep for the 

nation by ridding the government of the corrupt national political parties (at that point, 

primarily Congress-I).  

                                                           
14 Indoor processing of e-waste was said to be much more dangerous for workers, as work in 
courtyards and on rooftops has natural ventilation.  
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 AAP first contested elections in Delhi’s legislative assembly at the end of 2013. 

The party had an impressive victory for a newly established party, winning 28 of 70 

Assembly seats. They formed a minority government, and Kejriwal announced that his 

government would operate a phone hotline for reporting bribes and corruption in 

government. However, AAP dissolved the government after less than 50 days and opted 

for a new election, hoping to win enough seats to form a majority government and put 

Kejriwal’s anti-corruption programs into action. Delhi was under President’s Rule until a 

new election in 2015. AAP swept that election in February 2015, winning 67 of 70 seats 

in Delhi’s legislative assembly.  

 In January 2015 (just a few months after I began my primary fieldwork stint, and 

during the intense election season) Kejriwal tweeted: “Opponents trying to ‘buy’ our 

volunteers. I have told volunteers not to refuse anyone who approach. Paise lekar sting 

kar lo. Spread this msg” (“Now, Kejriwal asks AAP” 2015; also see Figure 0.5). “Paise 

lekar sting kar lo” translates as a directive to take the money (paise, in this case implying 

a bribe) and then to do a “sting” operation. At the time, there were widespread reports of 

other parties trying to bribe voters in the election (a common occurrence in India, 

Figure 0.5: Arvind Kejriwal’s tweet encouraging people to record and report corruption  
(source: Twitter). 
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although there was never any way to guarantee success since the actual act of voting is 

private). Kejriwal was instructing his volunteers (and through his tweet, all Dilliwale, or 

Delhi residents) to accept bribes and record them, therefore running their own “sting” 

operation on any corrupt party workers. Once he was reelected in 2015, Kejriwal 

reinstated the phone number for reporting government corruption that he had first started 

after the 2013 elections (Mehrotra 2015). 

 I moved to India in June 2014 to begin my dissertation fieldwork, but my research 

in Delhi did not begin in earnest until November 2014. Over the summer I completed an 

intensive Hindi language program in Jaipur and flew back to the US in the fall in order to 

complete my preliminary defense and attend the E-scrap Conference, an industry 

conference for e-waste recyclers.15 I returned to India in November 2015 to an intense 

political climate, in which reports of secret recordings being made and sting operations 

were rampant. At this time, people across the National Capital Region (NCR) were much 

more cautious about their personal interactions and business transactions, and it was 

acknowledged across the city that anyone could be secretly recording a conversation at 

any time.  

 Given the political mahaul (atmosphere) and anxiety across the city about being 

recorded and double-crossed, I found it nearly impossible to ask anyone if I could record 

our conversations. I cautiously asked a couple of times and the looks of surprise and utter 

discomfort that I got in response made it clear: I was not going to be recording any of my 

conversations or interviews. In one early visit, a group of men that worked together in a 

                                                           
15 It is at this conference that I first met Mr. Parthasarathy, the founder of a major e-waste 
recycler in Bangalore, E-Parisaraa, whom I visited in the summer of 2016. 
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hallway in Nehru Place openly accused me of being an agent for the Delhi police (and I 

had not asked to record anything at all; I was just stopping by their shops). I tried to 

return later to talk to the men who hadn’t seemed suspicious of me, but my presence was 

clearly unwelcome and after an awkward second visit I never went back. After several 

suspicious and fearful responses to requests to record conversations, I gave up and made 

the decision to take meticulous notes of meetings from my jottings and memory. Several 

months later, one government official at the CPCB did ask me why I wasn’t recording 

our conversation, and explained to me that he had been interviewed by a PhD student a 

year before who had recorded their interview. I had been afraid to ask, assuming that it 

would be perceived as a threat.  

 The combination of e-waste as a newly illegal industry and fears of sting 

operations and secretive recordings based in anti-corruption politics meant that I recorded 

almost none of my conversations with people in the extended e-waste industries.16 While 

I began this a bit reluctantly and at first hoped to be able to record interviews with 

interlocutors once they were more comfortable, only one such long-form recorded 

interview occurred. As such, my research is almost entirely based on comprehensive field 

notes and all quotes are from notes and memory, rather than from transcripts. From my 

primary fieldwork time, my fieldnotes totaled over 200,000 words. For the sake of 

narrative, I have written about some interviews in first person from the perspective of my 

interlocuter whenever my notes were comprehensive and detailed enough to recreate a 

narrative. These narratives are written in italics, rather than in quotations marks. 

                                                           
16 Again, Laha (2015) conducted similar research on e-waste dismantling in Delhi and also 
documented that she did not record any conversations due to interviewees’ discomfort and 
refusals. 
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Sometimes I was able to jot down direct quotes (often in Hindi), and if I use those quotes 

they are written in quotation marks, often in Hindi with the English translation alongside. 

 

2.5 On myths and rumor, or attempting to understand worlds that are purposefully elusive 

 From the very beginning, it was clear that I was exploring an illicit and ever-

changing world, one that I had never personally encountered before and could not easily 

evaluate as fact or fiction. Many of the stories told during interviews and conversations 

were unclear to me or difficult to interpret, and I regularly wondered about their accuracy 

and how much exaggeration was employed. Oftentimes peoples’ narratives would be 

similar, but with just enough difference to be confusing, and I was left without knowing 

what follow up questions to ask. When one is completely confused, how do you even 

know what to clarify? 

 After months of existing in this world, during which time I allowed myself to 

float along in a sea of confusion, something clicked. I stopped evaluating each individual 

narrative or story about the informal e-waste trade as something that was either true or 

false, and began to accept that I was in a world whose realities simply could not be 

conventionally tested or corroborated; it was too heterogeneous, diverse and dynamic to 

lend itself to the social-scientific touchstone of a singular truth that can be captured by 

well-constructed research. Because so many contradictory or different things happen – or 

might happen, or have happened before – I soon realized the impossibility of reporting on 

this world as if anchored by provable, stable facts. Relinquishing my anxiety to determine 

what constituted ‘fact’ in interviews allowed me to look beyond individual accounts and 

gain a gestalt view of the used electronics industry. The stories I heard were consistent 
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enough in their overall outlook that I have taken them to be a way of seeing and 

understanding the electronics industry from the other side, or under-side.  

 It was only after stepping back from the thick encounters of field research that I 

was able to glimpse and then see this bigger picture, rather than focusing obsessively on 

details and constantly seeking explanations and justifications for why things were the 

way they were. Reading back on some interviews I now feel a little embarrassed: did I 

really ask why a company might want to dump things into the grey market? Of course, it 

was a useful question, as it elicited an instructive explanation, but I remember that when I 

asked it, I really did not have a clue what the answer could be.17 I spent most 

conversations thoroughly confused, often not even sure about what follow-up questions 

to ask. I’m now more comfortable with not knowing, with trying to find partial answers 

and explanations that do not restrict the emergence of the unexpected.  

 My main concern was about the times when I only have one story or example of 

an incident – a fleeting glimpse into an intricate milieu – that I’ve taken to be significant 

for understanding this world. An example in Chapter Three, Mayur’s description of 

facilitating a trade deal with HP for replacement laptop keyboards through grey market 

traders, stands out as the most dramatic example in my dissertation of one piece of 

evidence that I take to represent an overall normal functioning of an industry. This is 

partly because over the years I came to trust Mayur and his business instincts, but also 

because I now truly believe that what he described is commonplace. At first, I regarded it 

as something that was significant even if it happened very infrequently – that even 

                                                           
17 For example, companies might like to off-load overstock into informal markets to avoid their 
brand’s reputation being diminished by a major sale (and therefore devaluation) of their goods; 
also, once things were sold through informal markets, the warranty was usually rendered useless. 
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unusual occurrences or practices were important to take into account. But as I went 

deeper into my research, I became convinced that these practices are the norm. While 

interlocutors were often reluctant to explain detailed trade transactions, they would 

openly talk generally about how things happened: items mislabeled in shipping, deals 

with customs officials, work with formal companies on the side, and all manners of trade 

paths to avoid fees and taxes (I detail this more in Chapter Three). I believe that Mayur’s 

overall narrative explains the reality of how trade in electronic parts functions, and I 

asked myself: could I imagine that what he described doesn’t happen regularly? I always 

came to the same conclusion: after all my conversations with so many people, I could not 

imagine a scenario where OEMs (Original Equipment Manufacturers) like HP are not 

relying on grey market trade networks. After spending a lot of time in Nehru Place, I 

honed enough of an instinct about the electronics trade to evaluate stories and determine 

that most everything I heard about was in fact happening, even when details of 

transactions or events were based on relatively few informants. To reiterate, because the 

segment of electronics I researched is both a secretive industry and because there are so 

many circuits — so many ways in which these networks and trading relationships operate 

— the stories taken together are indicative of the diversity and unmappability of a world 

whose surface I was able to merely skim.  

 The power of myth was, however, pervasive in my encounters, reflecting not only 

grey market trade but also the cultural and religious divisions in India and their symbolic  

weight in everyday life. Along with conversations about trade with HP, Mayur narrated to 

me many other, plainly not factual, stories. A few stand out: one day, somehow our 

meandering conversation turned to peacocks, an important symbolic animal for India and 
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its national bird. Mayur explained to me (matter-of-factly) that peacocks did not, in fact, 

mate, but procreated through their tears. At first I responded jokingly, but it soon became 

clear that he was genuinely invested in this myth: that peacocks, as an important symbol 

for the Indian (and thus “Hindu”) nation, were too pure to have sex. Instead, they 

exchanged tears, or the peahen ingested the peacock’s tears. I tried to approach this 

rationally: how is this possible? Is there sperm in a peacock’s tears? Are the tears of 

peacocks and peahens tears different? How do the tears/sperm/semen enter into the 

peahen’s reproductive organs? Why would a peacock be completely different from all 

other birds? It was to no avail. This came up months later with friends in Delhi, who had 

also heard this rumor, and a brief internet search revealed that this is a relatively common 

myth in India: even a judge in the Rajasthan High Court referred to the peacock as “a 

lifelong celibate.”18  

 Another time, Mayur greeted me at the entry to his hallway with a photo on his 

phone (probably from a text chain in WhatsApp). He showed me a photo of people 

excavating what looked like a giant human skeleton, where the archaeologists were 

barely the size of the giant’s head. Again, I expressed disbelief, but he insisted that it was 

a recent discovery made somewhere in the Middle East. This time, I fought back less, as 

                                                           
18 This was in a judgement on the treatment of cows, in which he also said that inside cows 
“reside some 330 million gods and goddesses” (Bedi 2017). Apparently, this myth is in part based 
in the fact that peacock mating is not observed frequently. More broadly, the myth of the celibate 
peacock falls into a category of current national myths (or rumors) that are based in and reinforce 
Hindu nationalism and the attendant anti-Muslim views and actions. For example, rumors of 
cows being killed or eaten (mostly untrue) are regularly used as pretense for Hindu attacks on 
Muslims, and “gau rakshak” (cow protection) vigilante groups have expanded in the past several 
years. There have been many lynchings of both Muslims and Dalits (who handle the remains of 
dead animals) due to these rumors. For more on cows and communalism in India, see Sarkar and 
Sarkar (2016). 
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it was very hot and I did not have the energy to debate the democratization of photoshop 

skills and internet rumors.  

 Rumors were easily spread through markets and across the country through 

WhatsApp group message exchanges. After demonetization (notebandi),19 I went back to 

Delhi several months later (summer of 2017) for a short follow-up research trip. Rupees 

that I had kept from my last trip had already been rendered useless, as all 500 and 1000-

rupee notes were replaced with newly issued 500 and a 2000-rupee notes, and the 

government required the old notes to be exchanged rapidly. By the time I arrived, banks 

weren’t accepting the old notes. I was immediately struck by how annoying the 2000r 

note was: worth about $30, it was much too large for everyday purchases in India. 

Already 1000r notes had been difficult to break, and now being stuck with a bunch of 

2000r notes was a nightmare (ATMs primarily distributed the highest denomination, and 

since I was charged fees for every withdrawal I always withdrew the maximum amount, 

10,000r - meaning I received exactly 5 bills from the ATM worth about $150). Many 

everyday purchases were under 100r (less than $2), from auto rickshaw rides to purchases 

from the local fruit and vegetable vendors and street snacks, and the uselessness of the 

2000r note was evident to everyone.  

                                                           
19 In November 2016, the Indian government suddenly announced that it was demonetizing all 
500 and 1000-rupee notes, immediately making those bills useless. People were required to either 
deposit their money in bank accounts or exchange their bills for new currency (newly printed 
500r and 2000r notes). The Modi government justified the sudden demonetization as a way to 
crack down on black money. This caused a major disruption for India’s economy, as over 80% of 
India’s currency was out of circulation, there were not enough new notes printed and daily 
withdrawal limits were instated. It was estimated that almost 100 people died in the following 
weeks: some because they were unable to reach medical help due to lack of currency, others 
while waiting on bank lines, and some from heart attacks attributed to worry about their small 
monetary savings immediately rendered useless (Saxena 2016). 
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 When I mentioned this to my regular electronics interlocutors and asked how they 

had handled demonetization, I heard from multiple people that a 1000r note was going to 

be released soon, or that a 200r note was coming. Everyone who told me seemed sure that 

this was imminent. It made perfect sense to me: what government would essentially not 

have any bills between $7 and $30, especially when many purchases were under $2? I 

mentioned this to a friend of mine who was a banker in a government bank, and he 

laughed. That was a rumor, he said. He’d heard it too, but all bankers knew it was false: 

there had been no indication that the government would be releasing any new 

denominations. At that point, it occurred to me that this rumor was just another story 

spreading in markets without any basis — like the photos of giant human skeletons —  

and I dismissed it. Six months later, 200r notes were issued, and newspapers began 

reporting that a new 1000r note would be issued soon too (BT Online 2018). 

 How does one differentiate between myth, rumor, and fact? I approach my writing 

with the conviction that these differences do not necessarily matter; instead I examine 

stories as telling me something about a larger system, whether it be Hindu beliefs or 

economic relationships. Mayur’s story of peacock mating told me how he understood the 

Indian nation, and aligned with his account of the greatness of Indians (and, particularly, 

Punjabis) and his general nationalistic pride. Rather, in writing this dissertation, I have 

sought to identify common narratives that emerge from my interlocutors’ experiences and 

helps outsiders like myself understand what is going on in the multi-layered world of 

global electronics manufacturing and trade. I did not know a priori that would be my 

project, that from a motley array of used electronics repairers and traders I would learn so 

much about global electronics. But I have emerged chastened: their embeddedness in the 
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larger business world has convinced me that e-waste (and, more broadly, waste 

management) is fundamentally a business economy, and must be studied as such. They 

also convinced me that the on-the-ground realities of global trade were much messier 

than I ever could have imagined. 

 

3. Major themes and outline of dissertation  

Chapter One, on a global sense of place, discusses how to interrogate and better 

understand the relationship between supposedly local places and global processes, and 

how places are themselves composed of flows of people, things, processes and histories. I 

introduce my three key “sites” — Nehru Place, Seelampur, and Moradabad — as not just 

sites, but interlocutors themselves. Through narratives of these places as produced 

through a multitude of people, relationships, transactions and histories, they become key 

informants to understanding global electronics production and disposal (and, more 

broadly, ‘global’ capitalism). I understand global electronics trade and the e-waste 

industry as made up of many people and things — networked and intersecting together in 

some places — that are best studied through following the seemingly ‘small’ objects and 

distinct processes that together shape, reproduce and change monoliths like globalization 

and global capitalism. Following Massey (1994: 137) I conceive of not just capital as a 

process, but also places, and the world not as a single global village but a web of 

outward-looking places, stitched together by uneven political, social, economic and 

historical relations. Chapter One explores these places and their connections to one 

another in the global electronics trade, along with their histories as globally-connected 

markets as well as spaces shaped by local politics of urban development, segregation and 
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economic change. 

While the first chapter introduces India’s current-day e-waste economy and local 

markets as deeply imbedded in global capital circuits and the changing global economy, 

Chapter Two delves into the things themselves and their rebirth through processes of 

reuse. The chapter explores the many ways in which electronic waste in these global 

flows moves from waste back into value, in turn complicating categories often assumed 

to be stable: those of rubbish, value, new and old. Against the common discourse on 

informal e-waste recycling labor in the Global South as a polluting and hazardous global 

“matter of concern” (Latour 2004), this chapter argues that reuse economies are the 

economic fulcrum on which India’s e-waste industry rests. I discuss the ways in which 

waste electronics are transferred from categories of rubbish back to use and value, and 

explore how used electronics are revalued and provide new value for electronics markets 

and workers in Delhi through processes of repair, resale, refurbishment and 

remanufacturing. In exploring everyday examples of electronics secondary use markets, 

this chapter reveals the liveliness of materials assumed to have reached their end of life. 

Chapter Three contemplates the possibilities of global capitalism as 

fundamentally informal, what Mathews (2011) calls “low-end globalization” or a form of 

Sundaram’s (2010) pirate modernity for the global stage. It explores how a variety of 

illegal, legal-adjacent, unauthorized and unregulated business practices form the 

backbone of India’s electronics industry (extrapolated from Delhi) — not just what goes 

on in the ‘informal sector’ but also aspects of ‘formal,’ corporate and often multinational 

sectors. This chapter introduces India’s regulations on e-waste, the E-waste Rules, and 

discusses how regulations are bypassed and legal paperwork rendered mobile on the grey 
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market, all serving the purpose of transferring electronic ‘waste’ back into circuits of 

value. In sum, this chapter shows how informal trade regularly benefits formal companies 

– and that informal or illicit commodity movements are not marginal or separate but 

intertwined with formal commodity production and trade. 

In Chapter Four, I explore India’s used electronics industries through the 

interactions between diverse, flexible and ever-changing materials and creative labor 

practices, which I argue constitute and thus enable the industry as a whole. The interface 

between inventive haptic labor and the things themselves is often called “jugaad” by 

repair workers, who reinvent the lives of discarded computers, monitors and TVs. This 

chapter understands the improvisatory and creative work taking place in Delhi’s used 

electronics shops as a form of making that recognizes the worker as existing in a world of 

materials, in which the worker works with the materials in a constant process of 

becoming for both the commodity and technician. It details the accumulation of used 

electronic commodities through collection and storage of e-waste in warehouses across 

Delhi and attends to the sheer quantities and types of commodities and former 

commodities along with the knowledge required to assess and test the accumulated 

electronic goods, to enable their movement into secondary use industries. The chapter 

concludes by connecting inventive labor to networks of workers, who produce a 

collective compendium of knowledge, and the significance of these community networks 

and haptic labor in creating markets. 

Chapter Five turns to the politics of waste to explore how the new interest in 

electronic waste as an “urban mine” directs attention to how the value of used electronics 

as commodities is fought over on the global stage. I discuss the myth of clean waste 
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management, beginning with an analysis of how informal e-waste recycling in the Global 

South has been framed and then juxtaposing this to studies of the hazards of e-waste 

recycling labor in the Global North, to show the myth of clean techno-management of 

waste in the Global North. This globally hierarchical discourse on waste forms the basis 

of strategic arguments regarding the morally legitimate ownership – or territorial control 

– over the urban mine. Chapter Five argues that while waste work in the Global North is 

depicted as technopolitical management systems, absent of pollution problems or dirty 

labor, waste work in the Global South is entirely overdetermined by descriptions of dirt, 

pollution and abject, desperate poverty. The chapter concludes by arguing that all labor is 

material, and that claims to immaterial information-based labor only serve as ways to 

produce “a false dichotomy between complex human actions involved in productive 

processes, all of which entail mental processes and require knowledge, communication 

and affect” (Yanagisako 2012: 19). While clearly this false distinction mirrors global 

hierarchies of labor and production, I argue that attending to how the lines between labor 

types and waste/resource are punctuated, manipulated and redefined reveals common 

narratives and governance of electronic ‘waste’ to be enmeshed in global efforts to gain 

access to these materials. 

The Conclusion discusses my dissertation’s three main overlapping arguments 

about waste, labor, informality and the global economy. My first argument, concerning 

waste, focuses on the revaluation of waste and its movements in circuits of value to 

complicate categories often assumed to be stable: rubbish, value, new, used, and old. 

Based in these flexible categories, I argue that India’s electronic waste are economically 

rooted in the reinvention of electronics and their reentry into commodity circuits, rather 
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than their wasting and recycling. More broadly, I assert that we are living in what I call a 

“great material continuum,” rather than a world of easily demarcated things, uses and 

waste, and I argue that waste is not a given or ‘natural’ occurrence, and that it is produced 

through social, economic, political and material processes. My second argument is based 

in my observations of the organized and uniquely efficient informal labor in Delhi’s used 

electronics industry, which – while unintentionally, or at least without self-promotion – 

provides environmental services for the city as well as the immaterially and materially 

interconnected world. This important work exists in what is otherwise conceived of as a 

world in the digital ‘cloud,’ the ephemeral and immaterial world of the human mind and 

the computer processor. The work of jugaad, or bricolage, brings this work from the 

digital cloud of ones and zeros back to the earth of continuous transmissions of 

information from one thing to another, what I call “analog” labor in a “digital” world. My 

final argument uses the specifics of India’s local electronics industry to emphasize the 

interconnectedness of the informal and formal in the global economy. Electronic circuits 

of capital reveal the global economy to be densely connected and fundamentally 

informal, based in a variety of illegal, legal-adjacent, unauthorized and unregulated 

business practices that form the backbone of India’s electronics industry, and my 

dissertation argues that lawlessness is the norm for sustaining capital flows. This offers 

one of many windows into what Tsing (2015b) calls “salvage accumulation,” capital 

accumulation based on “the conversion of stuff with other histories of social relations 

(human and not human) into capitalist wealth.” These different, non-capital social 

relations include not just the creative labor of electronics work, but the informal 

connections that are the engine of global trade.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

“Now you send everything by email in seconds”: 
India’s electronics markets and a global sense of place      

______________________________________________________________ 
 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Nehru Place at night 

 Every night, the Nehru Place outdoor market lights up. The market’s buildings are 

arrayed in a long T shape, and the rows of connected buildings feature name-brand 

computer shops on the ground floor (HP, Dell, ASUS) and repair shops on the second 

floor. The rows of buildings are divided by wide, open-air pedestrian pavilions. These 

pavilions are home to many informal (and a few authorized) open-air shops – tables and 

display stands with wares that include workout clothing, electronics accessories, 

smartphone cases, sunglasses, printer ink refilling services, children’s toys, and lassis.1 

To cross from one shop to another across the pavilion, you have to navigate through a 

maze of sales displays and merchants selling cheap things, all yelling their prices or 

offering to show you their products: 3 pairs of socks for 100 rupees, cheap softwaaaare 

softwaaaare software, all different patterns of polo shirts, madam can I show you? 

 Nehru Place is the kind of market that confronts you with a bevy of things you 

have never contemplated but suddenly realize could be immensely useful. If the price is 

                                                           
1 A cold yogurt drink, delicious on a hot summer day. 
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right (and it always is – or can be after some energetic bargaining), you realize you would 

actually love a USB-powered flashlight and a set of portable Bluetooth speakers. 900 

rupees later (less than $15), you walk away with several electronic accessories you didn’t 

even know existed just ten minutes earlier. 

 The outdoor market continues until past dark, operating at least until the regular 

shops close around 8pm. Because the market was not initially designed to host a 

nighttime outdoor market, at dusk a group of men fan out across the pavilions, setting up 

lights alongside all the little shop tables. At just the right time, the market is lit up with 

standing LED lamps and business continues uninterrupted (see Figure 1.2). The lamps 

are about five feet tall and made of repurposed devices from the market itself. The LED 

light strips rest on top of thin but sturdy metal stands, so that they can be easily 

positioned over the many sales tables. Thin wires from the LED lights wind down the 

metal frame and connect to a big rechargeable battery pack at the base of the stand, 

Figure 1.1: “Nehru Place Welcomes You” (photo by author) 
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whose weight keeps the stand upright. Every battery is from a previously disposed of 

UPS, or uninterruptible power supply, a device used to ensure power fluctuations and 

outages do not affect a computer or data center’s ability to process data. Each light’s 

battery was formerly an instant battery backup for an IT system; even though its 

usefulness as a computer’s power backup may have ceased, it still has years of remaining 

battery power. These lamp batteries were used and broken UPSs, sold to a kabaadi 

(scrap) shop in the market and then repaired and resold to the men running the market’s 

outdoor lighting business. The wires connecting the LED lights to the battery were 

similarly procured, and possibly the lights themselves, too. Every evening, a few men set 

up over a thousand and as many as two thousand of these repurposed lights, and the 

market carries on uninterrupted. 

 Nehru Place, a major electronics market in South Delhi, is one of three sites that 

were central to my ethnography of Delhi’s e-waste industry, along with Seelampur, a 

neighborhood in East Delhi with a major e-waste dismantling and trade market area, and 

Moradabad, a city 130 miles east of Delhi that is host to informal e-waste recycling 

Figure 1.2: Nehru Place outdoor market at night (L); lamps being set up (R) (Photos by author) 
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industries. I write this basic research description (an “ethnography of Delhi’s e-waste 

industry”) hesitantly for several reasons. First, I don’t really consider this research to 

have taken place in “Delhi” in any bounded sense, or to be specific to Delhi. In fact, one 

of these sites is clearly not in Delhi, and not even in the normal boundaries of the greater 

Delhi area, referred to as the National Capital Region or NCR. However, it feels too 

broad to say that my research was on the Indian e-waste industry, as I spent the vast 

majority of my time in the NCR. The boundaries of site are already becoming nebulous. 

Second, to continue this discussion of which geographical space in India I can 

comfortably say I studied: most of my interlocutors were not working in geographically 

bounded spaces. From a literal perspective, international travel and trade were central to 

the businesses I observed. But more broadly, the shops I sat in felt both very Delhi and 

also very global: global relationships were regularly discussed as part of work, people 

paid close attention to commodity prices, new inventions, business developments and 

industry gossip in a very global industry. My research site was not just India, or Indian 

businesspeople, but the global flows of electronics. Third, it quickly became clear that I 

was not studying electronic “waste” but secondary electronics markets, or perhaps more 

accurately informal electronics trade that included both used and new parts and devices. 

The designation of some electronic things as ‘waste’ is not a stable material fact but a 

flexible category whose manipulation is deeply political, moving both ‘forward’ and 

‘backward,’ from turning things to waste to turning things to not-waste. Fourth, I realized 

that my supposedly local markets, their networks and flows, were providing me insight 

into the realities and textures of global capitalism much beyond e-waste trade, and that I 

was ensconced in a microcosm of global capitalism in the vernacular. 
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 This first chapter, on a global sense of place, discusses primarily the first two 

complexities of my “ethnography” of “Delhi’s” electronic “waste”: how to interrogate 

and better understand the relationship between supposedly local places and global 

processes, and how places are themselves composed of flows of people, things, processes 

and history. Chapter Two delves into the many ways in which electronic waste moves 

from waste back into value, in turn complicating categories often assumed to be stable: 

those of rubbish, value, new and old. Chapters Four and Five continue this discussion. 

Chapter Four discusses the ways in which things and people are made through co-

constitutive interactions, what Ingold calls “working with,” while Chapter Five turns to 

the politics of waste to explore how some things (and people and processes) are produced 

or turned into pollution and waste. Chapter Three and the Conclusion contemplate the 

possibilities of global capitalism as fundamentally informal, a form of Sundaram’s (2010) 

pirate modernity for the global stage. 

 

1.2. Sites as interlocutors 

 I conceive of my three “sites” — Nehru Place, Seelampur, and Moradabad — as 

not just sites, but interlocutors themselves. Made up of a multitude of people, 

relationships, transactions and histories, they are key informants to understanding global 

electronics production and disposal (and, more broadly, ‘global’ capitalism). This is not to 

say that I only studied places or physical markets, but that to understand world-shaping 

processes is to explore how they unfold in diverse places and amongst diverse people, 

what Tsing (2005: 1, 4) calls “friction” or “the grip of world encounter,” made up of “the 

awkward, unequal, unstable, and creative qualities of interconnection across difference.” 
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This means that Nehru Place, Seelampur and Moradabad are not static sites that can be 

studied as stable entities, but – just like people – they are complicated, sometimes 

unreliable and always changing under different circumstances and through different 

perspectives. My situated ethnography of e-waste circuits attempts to recognize the 

constant making or becoming of places, through the people and things that interact within 

and without.  

 These sites are not bounded. I mean this both physically and abstractly: “Nehru 

Place” as an electronics market functions through warehouses located across Delhi (many 

of which are in the nearby South Delhi industrial neighborhood of Okhla) but also as part 
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Figure 1.3: Map of research sites in Delhi 
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of global trade networks, Skype sessions and family relationships. “Seelampur” is the 

stand-in neighborhood by which I’ve chosen to represent an area in East Delhi that is 

involved in electronics dismantling, repair and remanufacturing. What I call Seelampur 

actually included visits to nearby East Delhi neighborhoods like Mustafabad, Jhilmil and 

Shastri Park. Made up of predominantly Muslim migrants and resettlement colonies, 

these neighborhoods in East Delhi have dense ties to kabadi ki dukans (scrap shops) 

around Delhi (particularly the e-scrap shops at the back end of Nehru Place) as well as 

Moradabad. Moradabad is a city in the neighboring state of Uttar Pradesh, a three-hour 

train ride from Delhi, known for its metal-working skills and informal e-waste recycling 

industry. I only spent a little less than 24 hours in Moradabad, and this visit supplemented 

with Orlanda Ruthven’s scholarship on Moradabad provides a brief glimpse into 

Moradabad as an e-waste center. With such little time spent in Moradabad, it inevitably 

functions more as a figure rather than a real place.2 However, the significance of 

including Moradabad is that it has become a reified figure of informal, polluting e-waste 

work in government and NGO reports, and I hope that my own brief figuration counters 

and complicates this simplified version of Moradabad. 

 Following Doreen Massey (1994: 120-1), this ethnography understands these 

places as ever-changing, a “product of interactions” and “open and porous networks of 

social relations.” Massey (1994: 122) insists that it is precisely these interactions, 

overlaps and effects that one studies when examining “Place” – that “the geography of 

social relations forces us to recognize our interconnectedness, and underscores the fact 

                                                           
2 It took almost two years to finally connect with someone in Moradabad willing to meet with me: 
it is an exceedingly secretive place, and I have heard accounts of visitors who were unable to 
meet anyone who even acknowledged e-waste recycling in the area. 
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that both personal identity and the identity of those envelopes of space-time in which and 

between which we live and move (and have our ‘Being’) are constructed precisely 

through their interconnections.”3 Just as you cannot step in the same river twice, places 

are not bounded or static but are made up of “particular moments in…intersecting social 

relations, nets of which have over time been constructed, laid down, interacted with one 

another, decayed and renewed” (Ibid.: 120). Tsing (2005: 5) describes global 

interconnections as based in the uncomfortable yet productive encounter: “A wheel turns 

because of its encounter with the surface of the road; spinning in the air it goes nowhere. 

Rubbing two sticks together produces heat and light; one stick alone is just a stick. As a 

metaphorical image, friction reminds us that heterogeneous and unequal encounters can 

lead to new arrangements of culture and power.” I understand global electronics trade and 

the e-waste industry as made up of many people and things — networked and intersecting 

together in some places — that are best studied through following the seemingly ‘small’ 

objects and distinct processes that together shape, reproduce and change monoliths like 

globalization and global capitalism. It is not just capital that is a process, but also places 

(Massey 1994: 137), and the world is not a single global village but a web of outward-

looking places, stitched together by uneven political, social, economic and historical 

relations.  

                                                           
3 Massey (1994: 132) discusses how this argument has some kinship with postmodernism, 
although she argues that locality studies “are not necessarily part of the turn to the postmodern” 
and that the similarities are “more the result of accidents of language than real connections.” 
Massey argues that the main similarity between locality studies or the study of place and 
postmodernism is that they share “a recognition of the potential significance of…both the local 
and variety,” and she shares with David Harvey the recognition of its “concern for difference.” I 
personally see more of a kinship, especially to Donna Haraway’s work, than Massey might have 
been willing to admit at the time. 
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 The significance of both Tsing’s and Massey’s arguments is that they clearly 

assert the importance of specifics, the study of ‘small’ objects and distinct processes, as 

essential to ‘theory’ and understanding ‘big’ things like globalization and global 

capitalism. By defining places in terms of interaction and change, they simultaneously 

keep in mind global processes while not neglecting how these processes are made up of 

many different particularities, places and social processes. Massey’s (1994: 117) 

approach, and her argument about a global sense of place, are in part a response to the 

rise of critical geographic scholarship on global capitalism that assigned “virtually all 

causality to a somehow unlocatable level of ‘the global.’” At the time most clearly 

represented by David Harvey, this scholarship conceived of the ‘local’ as a concrete place 

that was often marked by a reactionary protectiveness against change, which Massey 

(1994: 129) says is common to geographical scholarship that “[confuses] geographical 

scale with processes of abstraction in thought.” Theory is juxtaposed to the concrete and 

local, positioning theory as dealing with the ‘big’ things and thus not possible when 

embroiled in local and specific issues. 

 According to this logic, local scholarship and more broadly the concept of “place” 

becomes part of past traditions and an almost timeless or stationary concept (“Being”) 

that theoreticians of the ‘global’ or of global capitalism see as divorced from the 

progressive project of Becoming (Massey 1994: 119). Massey’s project is distinctly 

feminist, questioning the hegemony of critical geography’s focus on global processes and 

their rejection of local processes, movements and social groups as reactionary, which is 

what Harvey (1989, cited in Massey 1994) calls the “fetishism of social groupings.” 

Massey’s conversation with David Harvey is one prominent example of an on-going 
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debate in geography and the wider humanistic social sciences and humanities, of the 

conflict between abstraction and particularities (Deutsche 1991; Oswin 2018). This type 

of debate can be summed up as being about the global/local, as Massey frames it,4 or the 

more recent iteration of the planetary versus the urban (cf. Brenner and Schmid 2014, 

2015) and their many critics including Derickson (2017), Jazeel (2017), Khatam and 

Haas (2017), Reddy (2017), Schindler (2017). An analogous debate has emerged in 

economic geography regarding the significance of local versus global economic 

processes, summed up as a debate on the significance of geographically clustered 

industry versus geographically-diffuse globalization (Sturgeon 2003). I believe this 

debate is most important in geography with respect to geographical research and 

ethnographic methodologies, in part because of the discipline’s murky position on what 

constitutes research and how to conduct it. I hope through my research to demonstrate 

locally-grounded research that intervenes in questions of global processes.  

 While technically my research could be called a multi-sited ethnography, I do not 

find that designation particularly useful, methodologically or theoretically. The reasons 

that Marcus (1995: 96) advanced multi-sited ethnography are certainly relevant, as a way 

to investigate “an object of study that cannot be accounted for ethnographically by 

remaining focused on a single site of intensive investigation.” However, as I discuss 

above, I do not have multiple distinct sites of ethnography. Instead, Anna Tsing (2005) 

referred to her research on environmental movements in Indonesia as a “patchwork” 

ethnography of global connections, while Jenna Burrell (2009) describes her ethnography 

                                                           
4 Outside of Geography-specific debates, the question of the relationship between the global-local 
has been richly explored in Anthropology: cf. Bear (2013); Ho (2009); Ong and Collier (2005); 
Tsing (2000, 2005, 2015); Yanagisako (2013). 
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of cyberspace as a study of the field site as a “heterogeneous network.” Burrell’s 

reflections on researching the internet, in which she was “concerned with the relationship 

between global processes and situated experiences” of internet users in Accra, Ghana, 

places these methodological and site-based questions dead center. Research on the 

internet lends itself to such a clearly global and non-Cartesian social space, making the 

question of how to study it all the more significant. It is clearly impossible to “[draw] a 

boundary around such a social phenomenon,” as the internet is “a global network of 

machines, information, and people…too vast to be studied as a whole” (Burrell 2009: 

187-8). However, Burrell (2009) notes that studying the lives of internet users in Accra 

was also not spatially fixed: that she was not studying life in the city per se, and that life 

in the city never actually stayed in the city: Accra was both too big and too small. I 

understand my own methodology as akin to their patchwork or networked sites, 

“composed of fixed and moving points including spaces, people, and objects” (Burrell 

2009: 189), spatially unbounded. 

 This chapter charts the connections between these three places (Nehru Place, 

Seelampur, and Moradabad) as well as their connections to global electronics trade. Their 

relationship to each other is most easily understood as linear: places like Nehru Place are 

spaces of production, which then produce e-waste that travels to areas that dismantle and 

sort the waste (in Seelampur), which is then sold on to recyclers (in Moradabad), who 

recover the materials. While this linear relationship is mostly accurate, there are also 

movements in other directions. For example, the metals recovered in Moradabad go back 

into various production networks, and recovered precious metals are most likely bought 

by jewelers. Waste traded through Seelampur might not be ‘waste’ but working 
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electronics that are sold to refurbishers. Electronic parts at the kabadi ki dukans in Nehru 

Place are regularly purchased by repairmen. As I discuss in Chapter Two, the movements 

of electronic “waste” are not linear, and therefore neither are market relationships. 

 Similarly, the relationship between these markets and the global economy is not 

linear. Places like Seelampur and Moradabad are not passive dumping grounds for the 

Global North’s waste, but are instead skilled industrial clusters working their way 

through the distinctly uneven and cruel disparities that define the global economy, which 

are always shaped by local tensions like anti-Muslim government policies.5 Nehru Place 

is not a poor man’s market for counterfeit and used goods but a site indisputably shaped 

by what Mathews (2011) calls “low-key globalization” and what Sundaram (2010) calls 

“pirate modernity.” While often marked as distinctly separate from or prior to the 

culmination of “capital” as a teleology and Western based norm, my research exposes 

pirate modernity not as an ‘other’ or ‘low-key’ and definitely not a ‘pirated’ version of 

modernity, but the norm, the underground reality of how global capitalism functions. 

 

3. Nehru Place 

3.1 The Nehru Place of Jagmohan’s dreams 

 A planning document from 1972 describes the initial vision of Nehru Place. 

Overseen by Jagmohan Malhotra (regularly referred to as Jagmohan), who was at the 

time the Vice Chairman of the Delhi Development Authority (DDA), Nehru Place was 

envisioned to be a “landmark in the city’s development, a new chapter in its modern 

                                                           
5 Clearly at this point, Islamophobia is a global phenomenon, albeit with different traits in India 
and the West. 
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history, a memorable episode in the saga of its development.”6 Jagmohan later became 

the Lieutenant Governor of Delhi, and then the Governor of Jammu and Kashmir. He is 

most well-known for his efforts to “beautify” Delhi through urban development projects 

that notably involved large-scale slum demolitions. Slum demolitions and evictions are 

the other side of ambitious development projects like the design of Nehru Place 

(Benjamin 2004; Bhan 2014; Ghertner 2012), and I discuss evictions and their role in 

shaping the city in the section below on Seelampur. 

 Nehru Place was designed as an extension (and perhaps an eventual replacement) 

to Delhi’s main market areas, “a new hub of social, cultural and commercial activity in 

                                                           
6 In this section, unattributed quotes are all from this DDA planning document attributed to 
Jagmohan, dated 10th September 1972. The document does not have consistent pagination. 

Figure 1.4: DDA map of Nehru Place, 2004 (obtained by author from DDA office in Nehru Place, 
2015) 
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the capital” that would “relieve pressure from existing ‘district/shopping’ centres, thereby 

saving them from congestion and decay.” It was to herald a “new chapter” for the city, 

which would reflect the “scientific and progressive outlook” of its namesake, Jawaharlal 

Nehru (India’s first prime minister). The commercial space was to equal almost 1.5 times 

the size of Connaught Place,7 conveniently located in South Delhi. With its wealth of 

historical sites and green spaces (from Qutub Minar to Hauz Khas and Tughlakabad 

Fort), a commercial district in South Delhi was seen as an important step in the 

development of the city. Nehru Place’s location on one of the two main ring roads that 

circle the city meant easy access to the district, and the site was designed with two hotel 

sites, 3 cinema sites, high-rise buildings up to 20 stories with space for open-air shops on 

two floors — all connected by open pedestrian plazas. Jagmohan’s new district center 

was to be a place of ‘culture,’ where the planning document predicted, “some come to 

trade, some for shopping, some for enjoying a cinema or theatre, some for roaming 

                                                           
7 Connaught Place is part of Lutyens’ Delhi in central Delhi, designed by the British to be part of 
the Imperial capital’s administrative area and featuring very low-density housing (mansions built 
for British administrators), wide roads and roundabouts. 

Figure 1.5: Aerial view of three Delhi market areas (L to R): Old Delhi (pre-colonial), Connaught 
Place (colonial) and Nehru Place (post-colonial). Source: Google Maps. 
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around and parading new fashions, while others throng the restaurants and coffee houses, 

bubbling with passion and poetry, stimulating their intellect with hot cups.” The 

description of coffee houses and open pedestrian plazas evoke distinctly European 

stereotypes, of cinema, theatre and cafes: an ordered and peaceful place for strolling. 

 While Old Delhi is not mentioned in this planning document (only Connaught 

Place is mentioned as a rival commercial area), the description of a future Nehru Place 

stands in sharp contrast to markets in Old Delhi, the city’s center for trade and cultural 

activity for centuries. Whereas Old Delhi is congested, with small streets and alleys 

designed for carts and foot traffic now awkwardly fitting motor vehicles, Nehru Place 

would be open and built to be ‘modern,’ with organized parking lots below ground and 

behind the plaza. Whereas Old Delhi’s modern urban infrastructure was haphazard and 

unreliable, with electrical wires dripping over streets and tangled above houses and 

regular flooding during monsoon rains, Nehru Place would be “fully developed” and 

include a fire station, a bus terminal and a design to “achieve uniformity and civic order.” 

Old Delhi was not ‘planned’ for modern life,8 but Nehru Place would be. Sundaram 

(2010: 101) describes Nehru Place and another planned market, Palika Bazaar, as 

“expressions of the DDA's blank urbanism, planning’s own generic city, a form of 

bureaucratic escape from the memory of the old city and partition.” The vision of 

modernity and an orderly, curated experience of the city’s history permeates the 

aspirations of Jagmohan’s Nehru Place: “Time is not far, when this area will become a 

                                                           
8 Old Delhi, or more specifically Shahjahanabad, was actually planned in detail by Shah Jahan 
(who built the Taj Mahal); older photos of Old Delhi show a walled city with open pedestrian 
plazas and boulevards, but of course this was before cars, urban growth, and electricity, which 
has made a knot of wires in Old Delhi. 
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star attraction of the tourists. We visualise the tourists alighting from the Jumboo [sic] Jet, 

driving along the Outer Ring Road straight to Nehru Place, living in its modern hotels, 

strolling on the piazzas and shopping malls, and then getting on to the nearby historical 

places around which new woodlands and parks have recently been laid by us.”  

 

3.2 The real Nehru Place  

 Anyone who has visited Nehru Place knows that Jagmohan’s vision did not come 

to fruition. It is not remotely orderly or developed in the way that Jagmohan wanted: it 

houses many informal shops and street vendors who sell black market and counterfeit 

goods, and pedestrian movement is not so much a stroll as an obstacle course of people 

and temporary stalls. Its infrastructure regularly fails, although it is much improved from 

the 1990s, when smoke filled the market from diesel generators providing the market’s 

main source of electricity (Sundaram 2010). It is most certainly not free from congestion: 

the parking lots are overflowing and traffic to get in and out of Nehru Place can take what 

seems like forever (it has taken me half an hour just to get out of the market area in a taxi 

– the equivalent of maybe three or four city blocks).9  

 On the other hand, in many ways Nehru Place has been a complete success,  

operating as a “new chapter” in India’s “modern history,” what Jagmohan hoped would 

be “a focal point of activity, wherein many commercial, social and cultural currents and 

cross currents meet, merge and coalesce.” It is arguably the most important market in 

India for electronics and electronics trade, and probably one of the main markets in South 

                                                           
9 For example, a recent article in Businessweek by an architect argues that “Nehru Place needs to 
be completely replanned and regraded” (Sabikhi 2016). 
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Asia for regional trade and importer offices in general.10 Besides the many authorized 

retailers for global electronics brands, Nehru Place also features a dense and well-

networked array of repair and resale shops, specializing in computers and related 

electronics. Its buildings and piazzas burst with activity, and the open plazas serve not as 

places for strolls but as open, public space for informal street vendors and kiosks that 

offer quick services like printer-cartridge refills, lamination and the sale of counterfeit 

computer software. The architectural design of Nehru Place required each building to 

“provide a public corridor for shoppers both on the ground floor and the first floor” and 

with the open-air elevated corridor on the first floor “linked with the piazza at ground 

floor by means of stair cases at intervals.” Offices were allowed only from the second 

                                                           
10 I’m not aware of any data or research on this. 

Figure 1.6: Nehru Place, November 2015 (photo by author) 
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floor and above (see Figure 1.7).11 

 While the ground floor shops are dominated by global brands selling their newest, 

sexiest computers (it’s gold-colored and weighs just one pound!), the other shops in 

Nehru Place provide a wide range of products and services. Walking through back 

hallways and upper floors, you might run into men sitting on stacks of boxes outside a 

shop, applying stickers with identifying codes for new products. Some shops operate 

solely as repair shops, fixing all technology items imaginable; other shops sell last year’s 

computer models, or locally branded speakers, or used electronics, or computer parts. 

Some shops do all of the above. This design — the piazzas, the many public corridors, 

the segregation of foot traffic and vehicles —  does indeed provide what its architects 

designed it for: many spaces and opportunities for people to “meet, merge and coalesce,” 

and arguably Nehru Place market does indeed function as it was intended: as a “[centre] 

with centralised social, cultural and economic activities…[that plays] a very significant 

role in the development of a town or city.” 

                                                           
11 In India, the 2nd floor is the American 3rd floor; the 1st floor is one floor above ground. These 
plans are from the previously mentioned planning document attributed to Jagmohan. 

Figure 1.7: Images from Jagmohan’s Nehru Place planning document, 1972. At left, the location plan 
for Nehru Place as a district center in South Delhi; at right, plans for building architecture. 
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 Instead of serving as cultural center by way of cafes and foreigners alighting 

from Jumbo Jets, Nehru Place gradually developed as an informal center of technological 

innovation, which “respectively [suggests] that the 1980s contained a secret unfolding 

history of Delhi. New productive sites and criss-crossing networks emerged, along with a 

vast economy of small and minor practices” (Sundaram 2010: 79). Since it was first built, 

Nehru Place has hosted evolving forms of technologically-based industries. “Madhu,” a 

repairwoman in Nehru Place, recounted her knowledge of these technological changes as 

part of her own work history in Nehru Place. She had been working on and off in Nehru 

Place since the early 1980s, when she was a teenager, and was the only woman I 

interviewed during my research that was not at an NGO or working for the government. 

Madhu is clearly an exceptional woman, having worked for over 30 years in a market 

distinguished by its masculinity-as-technology.  

Figure 1.8: Nehru Place: at left, outdoor kiosks on the plaza; at right, inside a shop (photos by 
author) 
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 Madhu first came to Nehru Place and began her working life in the printing 

industry in the 1980s. At that time Nehru Place had a number of printing businesses, back 

before digital printing when newspapers, ads and posters took a lot of labor to design and 

print. Madhu operated phototypesetting machines, which replaced the previous process of 

letterpress or linotype (which rely on physical printing of letters) with photographic 

systems to design and reproduce text and images. Her work included not only managing 

the machines, from loading photographic paper and developing it, but also proofing text 

and translating ads into different languages. She said that after years of work readying the 

text for printing, she learned the basics of many different languages and was able to 

provide basic translation for text in Gurumukhi (Punjabi), Marathi, Gujarati, and several 

South Indian languages. 

 In Nehru Place, Madhu witnessed firsthand the birth of the now-dominant digital 

world as it emerged in India: before, it could take two to three days to make an ad. Then 

things moved to the floppy [disc], then CD, and now you send everything by email and it 

can happen in seconds.12 In many ways, her life mirrored the technological changes, as 

she moved from industry to industry in Nehru Place. She started when she was 19 and 

going to college. While in school, she worked in a printer’s “processing unit” as part of a 

training program and received a stipend of 400 rupees/month ($6/month). After three 

years, when I finished my degree, I started my own company in Nehru Place and had 12 

employees. When I started [in phototypesetting], I didn’t know what a negative or 

positive was. She then began running her own business, and at one point she claimed that 

                                                           
12 As I note in the Introduction, because I do not have transcripts, I italicize narratives in first 
person when my notes were detailed and I felt comfortable recreating first person narratives. 
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she took care of 99% of ad work in Delhi. This was not an easy industry to be in: There 

was a lot of pressure in this work. For example, if you got something wrong on the ad, 

then the printer had to pay a penalty. One time, I had to pay 3.5 lakhs because I put a 

dollar sign instead of a rupee sign in an ad. It was an ad in a newspaper for a clothing 

shop, named Ebony or something. 

 Madhu’s stories about an early Nehru Place seemed almost absent of social 

norms. She was running her own business in a man’s world, and said that women did a 

lot of the printing labor, working day and night to keep up with deadlines.13 Girls would 

be working until late, smoking cigarettes and drinking, leaving Nehru Place at night to 

go home [on their own]. Nehru Place was the hub for all this work. Multiple times, 

Madhu mentioned that one of her personal interests and hobbies was to travel (“Ghumne 

ka shauk hai”), and she did this not only when she was younger but as she began to make 

connections for her own business. When she started her own business, Madhu had to 

balance her family responsibilities and her work. She brought her son to work with her 

when he was only 20 days old, and has kept on working since. Now, her adult son runs a 

printer ink refilling kiosk on the ground floor below her shop.  

 Of course, when the computer came to India, the phototypesetting business ended, 

and Nehru Place’s industry changed with the technological changes. The personal 

computer arrived in India around 1994, about a decade after Madhu first began working 

in Nehru Place, and there was a period of rapid technological transition. During this time, 

it was not clear to me what Madhu did as she adjusted to the new digital economy. She 

                                                           
13 I see this work as possibly existing akin to many types of office work done by women before 
automation, including the programming of computers. 
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mentioned screen printing as a stopgap business, as her phototypesetting business was 

being rendered obsolete, and she started her current repair business in 2000. She summed 

up her many years of work — the ups and downs— matter-of-factly: “There have been a 

lot of losses over the years. Where we started, we’ve stayed.”  

 

3.3 Scrap shops and communal divides in e-waste management 

 At the back end of Nehru Place, both spatially and socially, are around ten kabadi 

ki dukans that manage all the recyclable waste produced by the ‘front’ shops in the 

market, and specialize in waste electronics. As Nehru Place was designed to have open 

pedestrian pavilions throughout its center, the exterior of the market’s buildings face the 

parking lot and loading docks, through which people and shipments for the market come 

and go. This exterior, what functions as the back end or outside of Nehru Place (one side 

of which faces Outer Ring Road, the major Delhi thoroughfare) is where the kabadi shops 

are located. Some of them are attached to the main buildings but many of them are on 

concrete islands in the parking lots, next to small restaurants serving laborers cheap plates 

of rajma chawal.14 Nehru Place is not remotely unusual for hosting kabadi ki dukans: 

most market areas and neighborhoods in cities across India have local scrap shops, where 

scrap materials (glass, plastic, paper) are collected locally.  

 During many afternoons spent sitting around Javed’s Nehru Place scrap shop, I 

watched local waste pickers regularly circle back to the shop to sell what they’d 

collected. If it was a bulk material (a metal sign, a bundle of paper) the waste picker 

                                                           
14 A kidney beans dish served with rice, a staple of street-side dhabas. 
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would place the scrap on a raised digital scale, each material separately, and Javed paid 

him or her by weight according to the day’s trading rates. Nehru Place’s kabadi shops are 

remarkable for the percentage of electronic scrap that they carry, and they operate not just 

as scrap shops but also as a source of supplies for electronics repair shops and 

refurbishment industries (for example, the lights used to illuminate street vendors’ tables 

at night; I go into the fluidity of things considered ‘waste’ in Chapter Two). If a waste 

picker came to sell an electronic device or part, he or she was paid set prices for what 

they had collected, with each part based on an evaluation of their value either as a 

working part or for recoverable materials.15 Three or four workers dismantled and sorted 

different materials: keyboards were dismantled on the pavement outside the shop, laptop 

batteries were removed from their casings and sorted by quality, hard drives sorted and 

                                                           
15 For example, hard drives were based on their age and size, and whether they were laptop or 
desktop hard drives. Prices fluctuated on a regular basis, based on global commodity prices that 
impacted recyclers and then trickled down to individual waste-pickers. 

Figure 1.9: Images from a Nehru Place scrap shop: left, keeping the books; right, view from outside, 
with the raised scale at the bottom right (photos by author). 
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stored inside (see Figure 1.9). I spent a lot of time at Javed’s shop, observing the 

weighing, purchasing, sorting, and selling of all different categories of electronics 

kabaad, which were then sold on to kabadiwalas higher up the scrap trade hierarchy, the 

bade kabadiwalas or big kabadiwalas. 

 Prices for raw materials and electronic parts came from the top down: at the very 

top were global commodity markets, and most everyone in scrap followed the daily 

commodity prices and could discuss daily, monthly, and yearly fluctuations in the prices 

of gold, silver, aluminum, plastic, paper, and other commodities. Prices for certain 

electronic devices were set by recyclers in Moradabad, who estimated the amount of 

precious metals in different parts; traders in Seelampur, who sold e-waste to Moradabad, 

then dictated what the smaller kabadiwalas would receive for materials based off 

Moradabad’s prices. These places were not coincidentally linked by their relationships to 

electronic waste, but directly connected by personal networks based in geographic and 

religious relationships.  

 It remained unspoken during much of my research that almost everyone I talked 

to in the e-waste industry was Muslim, and most of them migrants from northern and 

western Uttar Pradesh. I interviewed only one Hindu scrap dealer in Nehru Place; 

everyone else was Muslim, and many of them related. Javed’s brother ran an e-scrap shop 

nearby in Nehru Place, and his older brother had a scrap shop in Kalkaji, a neighborhood 

bordering Nehru Place. Another e-scrap shop in Nehru Place was run by the family of 

Javed’s behnoi, his sister’s husband.16 They all sold their electronic scrap to Ahmed Bhai, 

                                                           
16 Hindi (and in general Indian languages) have specific names for familial relationships. For 
example, paternal and maternal grandparents have different terms. Behnoi translates generally to 
English as brother-in-law, but specifically your sister’s husband, not your wife’s brother. 
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whose e-waste shop was in Seelampur, and Ahmed Bhai sold his scrap on to Moradabad. 

Everyone clearly knew each other — people lived in the same neighborhood, or traded 

with each other, or were related to each other — or some combination of all three.  

 A neighborhood in West Delhi, Mayapuri, was regularly mentioned as another 

major scrap market. Infamous for the 2010 discovery of radioactive waste that was 

collected unknowingly by someone in Mayapuri, it is a major industrial area that hosts 

many scrap trade businesses including metal and automobile scrap trades and plastic 

recycling (Mahesh et al. 2014). Unlike Seelampur and other nearby neighborhoods, 

traders in Mayapuri are primarily Hindu (Laha 2015). Trade happens between Seelampur 

and Mayapuri, and each area specializes in different types of work and had different 

connections. The trade networks, however, are shaped primarily by religion. Ahmed Bhai 

explained to me, Mayapuri regularly sells to Seelampur because Moradabad prefers 

Seelampur. When I asked why, Ahmed Bhai said that Seelampur is closer to Moradabad. 

Geographically this is true: Mayapuri is in West Delhi while Seelampur is in East Delhi, 

and Moradabad is east of Delhi. I took his explanation of closeness to be more than just 

proximity: when I met with Ahmed Bhai after my trip to Moradabad and I told him where 

I’d gone he looked exasperated: Why didn’t you tell me you were going to Moradabad? I 

would have introduced you to people there!  

 

4. Seelampur 

4.1 Seelampur’s gali number six 

 When I first heard about Ahmed Bhai, he was described by kabadiwalas in Nehru 

Place in somewhat mythic terms. He was a “Don,” a thief (“chor”), a major e-waste 
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trader who controlled Nehru Place market’s vast flows of e-waste. He has 19 homes in 

Delhi! He owns a bunch of farmland! His godown is huge! Of the four e-waste scrap 

shops in the area of Nehru Place where I spent the most time, Ahmed Bhai bought the 

scrap from the three biggest ones. Every Sunday, he came to Nehru Place and picked up 

e-waste in trucks, paying lakhs in cash for computers, air conditioners, cell phones, 

printers, and the occasional x-ray machine. One scrap man estimated that 10-12 lakhs of 

e-waste ($16-18,000) was purchased from Nehru Place every Sunday,17 conceivably 

much of that from Mohammed Bhai. As the bada kabadiwala (big scrap man, towards the 

top of the scrap hierarchy) and as the local face of Seelampur’s bulk cash exchanges, 

Ahmed Bhai was a larger-than-life character, dropping in to Nehru Place once a week to 

supervise his business arrangements. 

 But when I finally met him, Ahmed Bhai certainly didn’t look like a Don. He 

arrived at Nehru Place wearing an old, greyed button-down shirt, tattered trousers, and 

cheap plastic chappals (sandals) with one sole coming apart. At one of his regular scrap 

shop suppliers, the maal (stuff or material) was neatly sorted for the pickup, but another’s 

materials appeared to be less orderly. Ahmed Bhai took one look at the maal packed in 

plastic burlap sacks and immediately began to dump things out. He started separating 

everything himself, quickly and efficiently, everything banging as it was dumped out and 

tossed around. At first it felt like a performance for me and Arya, a demonstration of 

Ahmed Bhai’s superior expertise, but it became clear after multiple visits that while 

perhaps louder and more exaggerated than normal, this sorting needed to happen in order 

                                                           
17 I just want to establish that I did not ask details of their weekly or monthly expenses, so I do 
not have any specific data  other than individual estimates like this one. 
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for the deal to be made. He brought things over to the scale, figured out prices and then 

had everything repacked in the sacks and readied for transport. He continued to go 

through the scrap, dumping, sorting, weighing, re-packing, until it was all ready to be 

loaded in his truck. Even in his broken chappals, Ahmed Bhai exuded power. He felt 

clearly in charge, both one of the scrap men and also above it all, an expert in his field.  

 I did not see Ahmed Bhai in Seelampur until months later, when Arya and I met 

him at his shop, one of several hundred similar looking e-scrap shops-cum-warehouses. 

The e-waste section of Seelampur includes many intersecting streets and lanes on the east 

side of the neighborhood, but the entire area is referred to as one lane, “gali number six” 

or “lane number six.” All shops are described as being on “gali number six” even when 

they are not on the same street at all, and to find a shop means knowing the neighborhood 

by sight or asking for people by name. Not everyone knows each other, but it is likely 

people have at least heard of one another, and news travels fast: during one visit, by the 

time I had reached my interviewee’s shop, he had already heard of my arrival in the 

neighborhood (even though I had been in the area for less than ten minutes). Of course, 

news of outsiders, and in particular a white woman, might travel particularly fast. Still, 

it’s not a small neighborhood and the area handles a huge quantity of e-waste from 

around the country. Different people in Seelampur estimated a wide range of the number 

of e-waste shops, from 150 to 300; Toxics Link, a Delhi-based environmental NGO, has 

estimated 200-250 (Mahesh et al. 2014).  

  The various lanes of gali number six have different maal stored in the shops, and 

often bags and piles of electronic debris spill out onto the narrow street. Most shops are 

10-12 feet wide, and are relatively uniform concrete rooms with the main doorway 
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encompassing the entire road-facing wall (like a garage door) and raised about a foot 

above the road, so that they appear to have been designed as storage facilities for a truck 

to back up into them for ease of loading and unloading. Ahmed Bhai explained that some 

shops purchase bulk e-waste from outside the market, while others sort, dismantle and 

trade parts within Seelampur itself, before the sorted goods are sold on to recyclers and 

manufacturers. Each shop specializes in one or a few materials or types of trade, and after 

a couple of visits one can begin to see through the piles of aggregate “junk” and develop 

an eye for the distinct types and parts of electronics, the detailed taxonomy of the e-waste 

market. One lane appeared to specialize primarily in the classification and separation of 

printed circuit boards (PCBs), with white plastic woven sacks storing different PCB 

types. These shops further specialize, as some will trade in older circuit boards from 

bulkier devices, with the most interesting being boards from old telephone connections: 

heavy, technologically ancient-looking boards, each with 16 individual slots featuring 

their own hunk of copper for the phone line connection.  

 The roads themselves, barely wide enough for two cars to pass one another, often 

served as additional storage areas when a shop’s inventory grew too big for the shop 

floors. The informal e-waste market visibly expanded and contracted in the roads 

themselves: during my first visit, the roads were absolutely clear and the neighborhood 

looked neat and orderly, with wide paths and clean shops. One e-waste trader, Salman 

Bhai, gestured to it and lamented that business was down. Later visits confirmed that the 

streets were often filled with bags of e-waste, getting ready to be weighed and sold or 

waiting in the street to be transported to the next step in their afterlife. At these times, 

men are working everywhere, and the streets are overtaken with clamorous activity. 
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While to the environmental NGO and city planner, this is a mess of disorder and 

pollution, to the resident it is a sign of plenty. The more the streets are cluttered with stuff 

and the harder it is for a motorcycle to pass through, the better off the residents.   

 

4.2 A brief history of Seelampur 

 The fraught politics of disorder and urban pollution permeate Seelampur’s history. 

Ghazala Jamil (2017) follows a longer history of the segregation of Muslims in Delhi, 

with Partition and the Emergency as major inflection points in India’s modern history of 

communalism, which continues in 21st century Delhi with government campaigns to 

‘clean up’ the city and install ‘order’ (Baviskar 2003; Ghertner 2015). Delhi has been a 

major locus of Muslim Indian culture; modern Delhi stems from the walled city of 

Shahjahanabad in the mid 17th century but the city’s Muslim influences stretch back 

much farther in time, including the Delhi Sultanate beginning in 1200. Jamil (2017) 

begins her narrative of modern Delhi Muslim history after the 1857 ‘mutiny,’ when the 

British responded to the rebellion against colonial rule through punishment directed at 

Muslims, who were considered traitors. Muslim property in Delhi (along with property of 

‘guilty’ Hindus) was confiscated, and for at least a year Muslims were required to have a 

“pass” (given to Public Works workers) in order to go back into the walled city of Old 

Delhi (Shahjahanabad) (Jamil 2017: 4). The Partition of India and the creation of 

Pakistan furthered Muslim precarity in Delhi and across India. Most of Delhi’s wealthy 

and educated Muslims moved to Pakistan during Partition, leaving the “poor labourers 

and artisans” in the walled city (Jamil 2017: 6). The next major event in Delhi Muslim 
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life was Emergency rule, imposed in 1975 by Prime Minister Indira Gandhi.18 During the 

Emergency, slums were demolished across the city, with many people displaced from Old 

Delhi, and in the Emergency’s 21 months, approximately 700,000 people were evicted 

(Tarlo 2003: 38). Slum evictions were overseen by Sanjay Gandhi, Indira Gandhi’s son, 

who was only 30 years old at the time.  

Jagmohan’s ordered planning and desire for a modern city, which shaped Nehru 

Place, extends much beyond plans for modern shopping plazas in Delhi: his vision for 

Delhi pervades Seelampur and other Muslim neighborhoods in East Delhi. Jagmohan was 

the primary architect of slum demolitions in Delhi during the Emergency, which focused 

disproportionately on areas in Old Delhi and aimed to ‘beautify’ the city by forcing 

compliance with zoning regulations and the Delhi Master Plan. The displacement of 

Muslim communities reached a fever pitch in April 1976, when residents of Turkman 

Gate and surrounding areas came out to protest evictions in their neighborhood (Tarlo 

2003: 38). Residents of Turkman Gate, an “ancient Muslim stronghold” in Old Delhi, had 

asked to be resettled in a neighborhood called Welcome or the bordering Seelampur, so 

that the community could settle together after being displaced (Ibid.). Tarlo (2003: 39) 

recounts that Jagmohan, who at the time was the Vice-chairman of the DDA, responded 

to the Turkman Gate residents’ request: “do you think we are mad to destroy one Pakistan 

to create another Pakistan?”  

At this point, Welcome and Seelampur were on the outskirts of Delhi, on land 

                                                           
18 During this time, political opponents were imprisoned, the press was censored, and sterilization 
campaigns inflicted mass forced vasectomies on poor men in order to fulfill quotas. Tarlo (2003) 
connects the sterilization campaigns to slum evictions, as resettlement was sometimes promised if 
a neighborhood fulfilled its sterilization quota.   
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used for hunting and farming. Situated on the east side of the Yamuna River (across the 

river from the rest of the city, including Old Delhi) and referred to as Trans-Yamuna or 

Yamuna Par, this land is “a belt of exclusive or predominantly Muslim settlements 

beginning from Seelampur and extending towards the Loni Border”19 (Jamil 2017: 57). 

After Partition and accelerating after Emergency, Seelampur and more broadly Trans-

Yamuna became sites of resettlement colonies for people (mainly Muslims) displaced 

from slum demolitions across Muslim neighborhoods in Delhi. Jamil’s (2017: 58) 

interviews with residents reveal how Seelampur was not “settled in one go…it happened 

in parts.” Almost everyone in Seelampur “owned or was employed in small 

manufacturing workshops in other parts of this cluster….[and] most said they came from 

the walled city or were from various towns of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar” (Jamil 2017: 60).  

 Manufacturing work in East Delhi, as is true for small-scale manufacturing across 

India, overlaps significantly with handicrafts industries. Factories can feature a good deal 

of handwork, depending on what is being manufactured, and communities known for 

artisanal work often overlap with work in manufacturing. Seelampur has been known as a 

significant region in Delhi for small-scale manufacturing. One of Jamil’s (2017: 64) 

interviewees explained, “I have often heard people call Seelampur ‘mini-Pakistan.’ This 

is propaganda. The truth is that this place is ‘mini-Japan.’ From a needle to parts of 

aircrafts everything is made here.” Another interviewee continued, “People live here in 

Trans-Yamuna because there is business here.…All kinds of goods are produced here and 

supplied all over the world.” The two men recounted difficulties in buying and selling 

                                                           
19 Loni and Mandoli (at the state border of Delhi and Uttar Pradesh) are also semi-rural areas 
known for informal e-waste recycling. 
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land as Muslims, and how they were unable to “take advantage of the larger 

environment,” instead staying in Muslim areas to live and run their businesses (Jamil 

2017: 66).20 They said that in Delhi, traders were non-Muslims, and Muslims instead 

worked predominantly in small-scale manufacturing in East Delhi, and Jamil (2017: 67) 

argues that “they are unable to get beyond operating in the lower echelons of the supply 

chain in any item of business.” 

 Manufacturing and handicrafts continue to play an important role in Trans-

Yamuna, with work in electronic waste recycling growing as local manufacturing and 

artisan work grow less competitive. One e-waste trader in Seelampur, Salman Bhai, said 

he had worked in e-waste since 2009. Before his shop in Seelampur, he manufactured 

jewelry in Loni, a neighborhood on the border of Delhi and UP that is now also known as 

an e-waste hotspot. Salman Bhai explained that he had manufactured “artificial 

jewelry”21 made out of brass, bone, glass, and wood, for export to Europe. However, 

cheap things from China and Taiwan began to flood the market, and his business became 

unprofitable: manufacturing in China can imitate all sorts of jewelry but they make it out 

of plastic — it can look like wood or bone or whatever — and it’s much cheaper, so I 

wasn’t unable to compete. I asked what he meant by making artificial jewelry and he 

                                                           
20 Overall Jamil (2017) offers a comprehensive account of how anti-Muslim state and social 
practices shape access to space and livelihoods in the city. During my own research, I did not 
focus specifically on religious divisions and their impact on people’s work, but I regularly heard 
comments from Muslim interlocutors that indicated widespread concern about personal and 
community safety and access to urban markets. In general, trade networks and neighborhoods 
were almost always divided along religious lines, which could be seen as enforcing not only a 
spatial ghettoization but also a labor ghettoization.  
21 The interview was in Hindi but he referred to his former business as in “artificial jewelry.” I 
understood this to mean jewelry that did not use precious metals or precious or semi-precious 
stones; in other words, costume jewelry. 
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clarified: it was not machine made, everything was made by hand with inexpensive 

jewelry materials. He explained that “with handmade things, there is a lot of work and 

therefore less profit” (“haath ka kaam zyada hai to profit kam hai”) and told me that he’d 

heard that labor in China was free.22 I asked if this jewelry making was still going on in 

Loni, and he said yes, but that only people who have no other option stay in the jewelry 

business, and the implication was clear: the e-waste business was substantially more 

profitable, and definitely growing in the connected communities of East Delhi and 

western Uttar Pradesh. 

 

5. Moradabad 

5.1 Peetal Nagri, the city of brass 

 Moradabad always lurked in the background during my research in Delhi. 

Anytime I asked about e-waste recycling, I was told that things went to Moradabad. The 

founder of E-Parisaraa, Bangalore’s major e-waste recycling company, said that printed 

circuit boards from all over India go to Moradabad, all the way from Kanyakumari (the 

very southern tip of India). Kabadiwalas in Nehru Place told me that they sold things to 

Seelampur and that from Seelampur, it all went to Moradabad. I asked, what about the 

South? Does e-waste from Chennai, for example, go to Moradabad? The unanimous 

answer was yes, Moradabad was the main location for gold extraction from PCBs, and no 

other place was ever specifically mentioned as a major destination for e-waste. The 

consensus across many interviews was that people were sure e-waste must be recycled in 

                                                           
22 Several people I talked to said off-hand that they thought labor in China must be free; I took 
this to be a rumor that helped people grapple with how little their own labor was worth, and how 
quickly their manufacturing industries had declined on the global market. 
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other places,23 but that Moradabad was the center for e-waste, and more specifically 

circuit boards. 

 Environmental NGO reports confirm this assessment of Moradabad as a major 

circuit board recycling location. At the behest of the central government, the Centre for 

Science and Environment (CSE), an NGO and research organization based in Delhi, 

conducted research and published a report on e-waste recycling in Moradabad in 2015. 

The introduction to the report acknowledges Moradabad as a major e-waste site in the 

nation: “the e-waste in Moradabad comes from all the metro cities, majorly from New 

Delhi (Shastri Park, Silampur,24 Mundka and Mandoli), Mumbai, Kolkata, Bangalore and 

Chennai” (3). The report documents various different recycling processes, including open 

burning to remove copper from the board itself, grinding and sieving to separate parts and 

metals, and acid baths to recover gold and silver. Estimates of how many people work in 

Moradabad’s e-waste industry range dramatically: the district administration estimated 

100-150,000 people, while the municipal administration estimated around 20,000 (Centre 

for Science and Environment 2015: 6). According to CSE (2015: 6), locals said that 

“every family is involved directly or indirectly in the business. Some transport, some 

trade, others dismantle and recycle, while still others buy the recovered metals that are 

consumed within the city by businessmen and manufacturers of brass as well as 

aluminium and copper to make ingots.” 

 Prior to Moradabad’s notoriety as India’s e-waste recycling capital, it was known 

as “Peetal Nagri,” or “Brass City.” Moradabad still hosts a robust metal-crafts industry, 

                                                           
23 This was a common theme during my fieldwork: anything can happen, and probably is 
happening, somewhere! Never say never. 
24 An alternate spelling of Seelampur. 
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and is widely known for skilled artistry and metalwork. Orlanda Ruthven conducted 

detailed research from 2003-2007 on Moradabad’s metal-working industry for her 

dissertation in Development Studies at the University of Oxford. During that time, 

Moradabad was one of India’s major artisanal clusters, and it accounted for 1% of India’s 

exports in 2005, producing $760 million worth of metal products for the global market 

including “lamps, trays, planters, candlestands, cutlery, mirrors, brackets and small 

furniture pieces, fashioned from cast or pressed- and-turned brass, aluminium and iron” 

(Ruthven 2008: 1). Moradabad as the renowned Peetal Nagri was widely recognized as 

an important export cluster, and it supplied products for major companies including 

IKEA, Zara, J.C. Penney and Walmart (Ruthven 2010).  

 Ruthven (2008) offers a brief history of Moradabad’s metal sector, which she says 

began in the late Mughal period (approximately the late 17th century). By the 19th 

century, Moradabad had become “extremely outward-looking, fast to imitate those luxury 

imported items which reached it and to respond to emerging European demand” and by 

the 1940s, Moradabad exported 80% of its output and the metalwork industry’s 

productivity was increasing rapidly (Ruthven 2008: 5). Between 1960 and 1980, the 

value of Moradabad’s exports increased thirty-fold, from 20 million to 650 million 

rupees25 (Ruthven 2008: 5). In 2001, Moradabad had a population of almost 650,000, of 

which Ruthven (2008: 1) estimates that one third worked in the export industry.  

                                                           
25 A very basic calculation is that 650 million rupees from 1980 in 2016 dollars is approximately 
$160 million. I used the website www.inflationtool.com to convert 650 million rupees to their 
value in 2018 (approximately 11 billion rupees) and then used the exchange rate from June 2018 
to convert it to dollars. Another website, http://calculatorstack.com/inflation-calculator-india.php, 
estimated that 650 million rupees in 1980 was worth 10 billion rupees in 2017, which would be 
$146 billion. 
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 Moradabad’s long history as a metal-working artisanal cluster is foundational to 

the new e-waste-based Moradabad. Little research connects the two industries; Ruthven 

did not mention any aspect of e-waste as a part of Moradabad’s economy, and personal 

correspondence with her suggested that she had not heard of the changes to Moradabad’s 

industrial focus. Reports on Moradabad’s e-waste recycling clearly recognize its former 

status as a metal-working cluster, and CSE notes that it has “been affected by the global 

recession and consequent decrease in demand for brass products” and that 

“manufacturers and handicraft workers are shifting towards the informal, unauthorized e-

waste sector” (pg. 3). While there is no research on the transition from export-orientated 

household goods to e-waste recycling in Moradabad (as far as I know), the skills and 

infrastructure of the two industries clearly overlap significantly. When primarily a 

metalworking city, most of its work was classified as “hazardous” under India’s Factories 

Act, 1948, which includes “the casting and forging of metal, electroplating, or the 

grinding and glazing of metals” (Ruthven 2008: 8). These processes involve close contact 

with hot metal, toxic gas emissions, “water tanks wired with electric current” (for 

electroplating), emissions of metal dust and ambient dust, and the use of machines 

without protective equipment (Ruthven 2008: 8). Ruthven (2008) argues that two 

different regulatory regimes, government labor laws and ‘market-led’ regulations 

stemming from the global brands, were not able to control labor practices in Moradabad, 

which were varyingly hazardous, underpaid and dependent on child-labor.26 Still, 

Moradabad’s industry continued a successful period of growth until perhaps the early to 

                                                           
26 Of course, global brands benefit from, and implicitly encourage, outsourcing and auditing that 
ignore labor violations and allow goods to get to market quickly and cheaply (Ruthven 2010). 
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mid-2000s. 

 

5.2 “Moradabad is famous”: e-waste recycling today 

 By the time I visited Moradabad, in July 2016, the homewares metal-working 

industry was in rapid decline. My research assistant Arya and I took an overnight train to 

Moradabad from Delhi, and arrived in the morning. Before meeting with our recycling 

contact, we went to the Bartan Bazaar and Peetal Mandi (brass markets). The shops 

featured open doorways with many metal wares on display, including shops that sold only 

trophies (trophies hi trophies!), bartan shops (which sold pots, pans and kitchen utensils 

of all sizes and shapes), shops that specialized in religious iconography and featured all 

manners of god statues, and many shops that sold household decorations and housewares. 

Many of these shop-keepers said their industry was export-oriented: one shop owner 

rattled off a list of places that he exported to, including Dallas, Ohio and Vancouver. He 

said – along with everyone else that I talked to in Moradabad - that business was “very 

down”27: there is still demand for [brass/copper] goods, but it’s much lower than it was 

in the past, because the market is flooded with cheaper things. This makes it hard to make 

a profit off brass things, because after the price of the material and labor you can’t 

charge much because there are always cheaper options…I wouldn’t want the next 

generation to go into this industry…it’s only a niche market with little future.  

It seems that, with the decline of Moradabad’s metalwork export industry, 

Moradabad’s e-waste industry arose somewhat organically. After visiting the metalcraft 

                                                           
27 Hindi/Urdu speakers regularly used English words like the word “down” when discussing 
market fluctuations. For example, “Market down hai” (“the market is down”) was a common 
refrain. 
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market, Arya and I met up with my main contact, Nawaz. Nawaz was a smaller-scale 

businessman, connected to the informal recycling world, who was setting up a formal e-

waste recycling facility in Moradabad. Before e-waste, Nawaz’s family specialized in 

manufacturing brass candlesticks for export, but that business had been shuttered for a 

while. He told us that the e-waste industry happened because over time, people figured 

out that there were metals in the e-waste (specifically gold, silver, copper, loha (iron), 

aluminium, peetal (brass), solder), and essentially after that there was no turning back. 

This work is done by a Muslim community of artisans-turned-e-waste recyclers. Nawaz 

estimated that there were 400,000 families in Moradabad doing this work, and that the 

work had expanded to surrounding areas. All around Moradabad in villages and small 

towns, people were now doing e-waste recycling. The common story was that formal 

Figure 1.10: Stored circuit boards (left) and removing components from circuit boards (right) in a 
village outside of Moradabad. Photos by author, July 2016.  
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education wasn’t necessary for this work, people already had the skills, and there was 

money to be made: illiterate people can do this work, and once people realized there is 

money in it, the industry grew… it [e-waste] comes here because people have special 

knowledge here. Moradabad is famous.  

 Personal stories of work and life of Muslim workers in Nehru Place, Seelampur, 

Moradabad communicated the same overall narrative: that of being buffeted around by 

the changing global economy, and the role e-waste played as an industry that people 

could work in and get by. Muslim communities with well-established artisanal industries 

both in Delhi and from surrounding states struggled with their loss of footing in global  

trade along with rampant state-supported discrimination and violence. At the same time 

that their position as producers of global commodities was diminishing, a new industry 

was rapidly spreading: that of information technology. Like migrants from all over India, 

Muslims from Uttar Pradesh came to Delhi and settled in neighborhoods and found work 

in this new locally-based but globally connected industry. The informal e-waste industry 

traveling from places I’ve labeled Nehru Place, Seelampur and Moradabad is not solely a 

local, bounded and community-based economy of making do: it is not a basic “hustle 

economy” (Thieme 2017). Instead, the hustle may be local but embedded in very 

globally-linked webs of changing economic fortunes, shaped by local and global 

Islamophobia. Everyone in the chain of e-waste is connected: in Moradabad, the values 

of different circuit boards were based on estimates of their metal content and global 

commodity prices, and local vernacular newspapers in Delhi published daily metal 

trading rates from London.  
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6. Conclusion: The uneven global 

 The connections between these sites and the ‘global’ are most certainly dense, but 

they are not remotely even. Their connection to global flows (which in Nehru Place in 

particular was mediated by Chinese manufacturing and trade) are highly uneven and 

differentiated – as are all relations to global capital. People across Nehru Place, for 

example, regularly invoked the market’s trade relations, both national and global. Nehru 

Place’s functionality as a global trade center was based in travel to China for electronics 

parts and devices: smaller traders sometimes “had a man” in China (mainly Shenzhen) 

through whom they imported Chinese parts and products, and some importers made one 

or two trips to scout things out and then relied on those contacts for regular trade 

relationships.28 Bigger traders regularly traveled around the world for work, from China 

and Hong Kong to Singapore and Dubai.29 The biggest trader I interviewed, Rajan, 

owned a lot of real estate in Nehru Place (and probably across Delhi). He regularly 

traveled for business and tourism: several family members were software engineers in the 

US, and he had just come back from a vacation to Las Vegas and told me about his 

winnings. He said he went to China around four times a year. China came up so much 

during my fieldwork that a search of my field notes shows China mentioned in almost 

every single interview. 

On the other hand, Madhu, for example, had never traveled to China. When Arya 

                                                           
28 My impression was that most of these international trade networks were based on community 
affiliation so that, for example, Punjabis were networked with other Punjabis, etc.  
29 While I’m discussing trade in Nehru Place as primarily in electronics, there are many general 
importers and traders with offices in Nehru Place whose businesses I know nothing about. I 
would not be surprised if general import-export businesses in India often had offices in Nehru 
Place. 
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asked her if she had, Madhu said no, but that she’d seen Shenzhen through other people 

in the market. She explained that one time she was in a shop when a trader was talking to 

‘his man’ in China. He’d sent someone as an intermediary to meet with his trade contacts 

and he was giving directions to find his Chinese dealer over Skype, pointing out which 

hallways to take in a Shenzhen electronics market. Although it was clear that she would 

never go herself, Madhu described the Chinese market to us, and seemed familiar with 

Nehru Place’s electronics trade and international connections. Similarly, one of Javed’s 

brothers, another e-waste kabadiwala, mentioned to us one day that he was going to go to 

China after Eid to begin importing new computer parts. When I asked where in China, 

and Arya asked about his import paperwork, he waved off our questions and said he was 

going with a friend who spoke English and regularly went to China, and he was taking 

care of all the logistics.30 When we mentioned this to Javed a couple of months later, 

asking what had happened and if he’d gone, Javed just laughed. I never followed up with 

his brother, who was more reluctant to talk shop, but I got the feeling that the China trip 

was never actually going to happen. Javed’s response seemed clear: people like us don’t 

become traders with Chinese manufacturers.  

These three ‘sites’ – Nehru Place, Seelampur, and Moradabad – are global players 

who are themselves often spatially fixed. While some people can move freely, just like 

global commodities, many people remain rooted to their localities, prevented from 

traveling by global economic relations, language and education barriers, international 

travel regulations and bans, and local threat of violence. Their connections to the ‘global’ 

                                                           
30 Interview, Nehru Place, 8 July 2015. 
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— or perhaps more accurately, the movements between them and ‘outside’ them — are 

most certainly dense, but they are not remotely even. Local places seen as spaces of 

pollution, like Nehru Place’s disordered shops, Seelampur’s overflowing (and now 

illegal) e-waste dismantling, and Moradabad’s e-waste recycling, are inevitably tied up 

with local and global hierarchies and social difference, whether it be former colonial 

powers claiming environmental and industrial expertise or local neighborhoods populated 

by Muslim or dalit workers. This means that we must look beyond localized spaces of 

pollution and local informal markets, which are all too easily depicted as underdeveloped, 

to see these places as directly part of — not just impacted by or dependent on, but also 

integral to — global processes of capital accumulation. 

 And this returns us to Jagmohan, the architect of Nehru Place’s ‘modern’ vision 

and of slum demolitions and small business sealings. Jagmohan’s ideal ‘modern’ and 

‘developed’ Delhi was to be a place of implicitly (and sometimes explicitly) upper-caste 

and upper-class Hindu order, a development ideal that continues to be central to 

communal, environmental, gendered and political conflicts (Desai 2011; Doshi 2013; 

Reddy, D. 2011). In many ways, this chapter (and dissertation) are part of that continuous 

fight against the homogenizing and cleansing campaigns that fall under the rubric of 

“development”: I show that places like Nehru Place, Seelampur and Moradabad are not 

undeveloped, backward and dirty but instead are key parts of the global economy. This 

does not mean that they are “clean” or desirable from an environmental conservation or 

worker health perspective, but that they are the more visible manifestations of exactly 

what occurs behind the scenes in all parts of the global economy: polluting yet 

economically vital industries underwritten by the labor of poor people and minorities, 
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informal and black-market deals, corruption, and above all a web of transactions marked 

by contingency and flexibility. Rather than there existing (in some places) a perfectly 

calibrated system of global capitalism, I argue that the blending of global and local in 

Indian markets reveals the myth of a machinic corporate global capitalism. In other 

words, places like Nehru Place, Seelampur and Moradabad do indeed accomplish what 

Jagmohan and his architects wanted: they “cater to the new needs and provide for [the] 

growing… technological complexity of business” that exists in the real world, a globally 

connected network of local, vernacular business practices. 

 In this chapter, I have provided a background for e-waste work in India as part of 

the changing global economy of commodity production, global trade and recessions. In 

the following chapter, I turn my attention to the political and material realities of 

understanding work with electronic waste as globally polluting, and e-waste as the 

underside of globalization. The following chapter explores the many ways in which 

electronic waste in these global flows moves from waste back into value, and I argue 

against the common discourse on informal e-waste recycling labor in the Global South as 

a global “matter of concern” (Latour 2004). In exploring everyday examples of 

electronics secondary use markets, I reveal the liveliness of materials assumed to have 

reached their end of life. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

“Nothing is useless in nature”: 
Life beyond waste in Delhi’s reuse economies 

_____________________________________________________ 
 

 

1.  Introduction: “The Electronic Wasteland”  
 

It’s a town in China where you can’t breathe the air or drink the water. A 
town where the blood of the children is laced with lead. It’s worth risking a 
visit because much of this poison is coming out of the homes, schools and 
offices of America. This is a story about recycling, about how your best 
intentions to be ‘green’ can be channeled into an underground sewer that 
flows from the United States…and into the Wasteland. 
-60 Minutes, “The Electronic Wasteland,” 2008 

 
Over the past decade or so, the predominant imagery of used electronics and 

electronic waste has become singularly focused on the health and environmental dangers 

of dumping waste in impoverished places. In this ‘global’ imaginary, exemplified by the 

60 Minutes exposé quoted above, e-waste is a hazardous waste product that is approached 

through a moral lens: the importance of recognizing that the everyday devices we use as 

consumers are toxic, and that even our efforts to recycle can be harmful, misplaced and 

misinformed.1 While municipal solid waste (MSW) has long been a concern for 

governments around the world, e-waste has more recently been singled out as a separate 

waste stream because of the hazardous materials embedded in our everyday electronic 

                                                           
1 Chapter Five explores how this is used and manipulated in the global e-waste business. 
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devices, from computers and cell phones to air conditioners and wearable devices. 

Globally increasing quantities of electronic waste demonstrate the environmental 

problems stemming from our (read: middle-class and Global North) lifestyles of 

consumption and its potentially far-off destructiveness. Reports on e-waste recycling in 

Global South have also provided important click-bait for many magazines and 

newspapers, most often featuring photos of burning e-waste and children sorting waste  

(cf. Masara 2014; Nichols 2015; Sudhir 2016) (see Figure 2.1).   

E-waste recycling has been targeted by international campaigns as an 

unambiguous example of a global and transnational environmental justice problem,2 both 

                                                           
2 It is important to note that local communities involved in recycling did not start these 
environmental justice campaigns, and their views of their own situation are mostly neglected; this 
is in significant conflict with much of EJ’s stated goals and its approaches in the United States. 

Figure 2.1: Images from articles on informal e-waste recycling. Top: Bhowmick (2015) (source: 
Catch News); bottom: Hardy (2018), photo by Kai Loffelbein (source: Wired). 
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in academic literature and environmental justice (EJ) activism (among them: Agyeman 

and Carmin 2011; Cairns 2007; Crang 2010; Crang, Hughes, Gregson et al. 2013; Nixon 

2011; Smith, Sonnenfeld and Pellow 2006). Concerns about the waste trade and informal 

recycling in the Global South have emerged from non-profit campaigns that exposed the 

unhealthy working conditions and local pollution of informal recycling and have spurred 

national and international regulations restricting the trade of electronic waste. Reports 

spanning almost two decades assert that much of the West’s e-waste is shipped to the 

Global South for cheap and unregulated recycling (Agarwal, Ranjan and Sarkar 2003; 

Nichols 2015; Puckett et al. 2002; Puckett et al. 2016). Based on this now dominant 

narrative, electronic waste and the e-waste trade have become a potent symbol of 

globalization and its human and environmental tolls. The e-waste trade is imbedded in 

global geographies of responsibility, as waste travels around the world and brings with it 

systemic injustices created by the Global North.  

According to theorists on nature and value, nature functions in capitalism as either 

an externality devoid of value, or as a natural resource that is valued through extraction 

and capture. Used, old, broken or obsolete electronics easily fit into the standard reading 

of waste in capitalism: waste as a result of production and consumption, an externality 

unaccounted for that remains outside of the market. Capital “freely appropriates” nature, 

which ultimately “takes for granted and…destroys nature” (Huber 2017: 43). Whether 

prompted by social justice concerns or the threat of an impending ecological or economic 

catastrophe like climate change, externalities are by nature (pardon the pun) not 

calculated into capital’s production costs, and more broadly capitalism does not recognize 

value in nature. Huber (2018: 150) refers to this lacuna as “capitalism’s blind spots,” or 
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the “ecological impacts that are not captured by systems of monetary value.”  

Kay and Kenney-Lazar (2017: 300) draw on Richard Walker’s claim that “the 

degradation and destruction of the environment occurs when nature is incorporated 

within capitalism” to argue for understanding “the creation of value and the destruction 

of biophysical materiality in dialectical terms”. According to Walker, processes of 

production and consumption – necessary to creating value and fostering accumulation – 

inherently produce waste, depending on “the biophysical world as both source and sink” 

along with the “wastage of human bodies” through exploitative labor practices that create 

more surplus value (Kay and Kenney-Lazar 2017: 300). Moore (2015) argues that value 

produced by nature is provided by “Cheap Nature,” and understands capitalism as a way 

of organizing and harnessing nature in order to facilitate accumulation of capital. Cheap 

Nature’s unpaid work includes ecosystem services, ranging from the atmosphere and 

oceans operating as carbon sinks to the geologic processes that produce natural resources 

valued in capitalist markets. Moore’s theory of “Cheap Nature” follows feminist Marxists 

like Silvia Federici, who point to the lack of capitalist value assigned to reproductive 

labor - value that is ignored based on the social valuelessness of the bodies that perform 

the labor. 

Environmental justice movements have recognized the inequalities inherent to 

these “blind spots” and in particular how global wastes are predominantly sited and 

managed in poor communities and communities of color – or that “Nature” is usually 

exploited on the backs of the poor (Nixon 2011). Electronics in particular are a clear 

example of the connection between devaluation of the environment and labor because of 

their dependence on globally-sourced materials and labor (Pellow and Park 2002). Global 
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environmental justice scholarship and activism quickly recognized the vast global 

inequities of global trade in waste in general, and e-waste in particular, as exemplified by 

the Basel Action Network, an American-based environmental NGO that continues to 

work towards ending the global trade of electronic waste. 

The Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous 

Wastes and their Disposal stands as the primary global intervention designed to account 

for the global movement of wastes and correct global inequities that have positioned the 

Global South as a sink for hazardous wastes. The Basel Convention, convened in 1989 

and entered into force in 1992, regulates the trade of hazardous waste from developed 

countries to less developed countries (LDCs). The subsequent Basel Ban Amendment 

(which has never gone into effect but was vigorously campaigned for by the Basel Action 

Network) sought to ban all hazardous waste trade to LDCs. The adoption of the Basel 

Convention, with the support of environmental NGOs and EJ organizations, officially 

recognized the movement of hazardous wastes as a global environmental injustice.3 This 

reinforced an ethical critique of consumption and disposal, in which marginalized people 

are exposed to hazardous materials because of the movement of waste from sites of 

wealth to sites of poverty.  

Several years after the Basel Convention, the Ban Amendment was adopted in 

1995 to prohibit all movements of hazardous waste between Organisation for Economic 

                                                           
3 While the Basel Convention categorizes electronic waste as hazardous, not all national and local 
law agrees, including the categorization of specific devices. For example, the US EPA does not 
consider e-waste to be hazardous, but some individual states do (the USA is also the most notable 
non-party to the Basel Convention). More commonly, governments do not categorize e-waste as 
hazardous but as containing hazardous materials and components (this is true for the EU and US), 
and some specific devices may be considered hazardous (such as CRT TVs and monitors and 
some batteries). 
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Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries and non-OECD countries. The Ban 

Amendment, while never ratified, was adopted at the behest of developing countries and 

environmental activists who argued that “economically motivated waste exports 

particularly from developed to developing countries were in effect cost externalization 

and were both an affront to human rights and the environment” (Basel Action Network 

2012: 2). With the vast majority of India’s e-waste work categorized as outside the formal 

economy, all work with used electronics has been easily overdetermined by this larger 

discourse on e-waste as a global “matter of concern” (Latour 2004).   

As the fastest growing domestic waste stream globally (Baldé et al. 2017), e-

waste and the need for its management continues to confront countries and 

municipalities, as the increasing things in our lives, particularly technological devices, 

need to go somewhere. Strasser (1999: 4) refers to this culture of consumption and 

disposal as a “trashmaking” culture, in which “we of the developed nations at the turn of 

the millennium have additional reasons for throwing things out—reasons that, while not 

entirely new, operate on an unprecedented scale…we discard stuff simply because we do 

not want it.” Echoing Douglas’s (2002) theory of waste categorization, Strasser (1999: 6) 

highlights the important of creating trash by sorting, but argues more importantly that 

“sorting and classification have a spatial dimension” where trash always leaves the 

household for somewhere else. Waste as marginal material continues spatially, as 

“disposal takes place in the intersection between the private and the public, the 

borderland where the household meets the city” and waste is moved away from its origin 

to the margins (Ibid.). While Strasser focuses on the history of American waste, she 

recognizes that today this movement of waste continues in a dramatic fashion globally, 
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using as an example the movement of e-waste to developing countries. 

E-waste that is transported to countries in the Global South is recycled primarily 

through informal recycling networks; in India, it is estimated that between 90 and 95% of 

e-waste is recycled in the informal sector (Kandhari and Sood 2010; Reddy 2013). 

Because a single computer consists of many materials, including plastics, glass and many 

metals, recyclers have developed different informal materials markets. Many reports and 

studies of now-notorious e-waste areas document widespread use of “backyard” informal 

processes and the hazards of extracting metals from printed circuit boards through acid 

baths and burning (Agarwal and Wankhade 2006).4  While the category of things 

designated as “e-waste” generally includes household appliances such as refrigerators, 

the global circuits of electronic waste have gained attention due to the increased 

technological evolution, production and use of computers and cell phones.  

The environmental and human health impacts of both the process of recycling and 

the materials themselves can be hugely harmful. The presence and ubiquity of lead, 

cadmium, brominated flame retardants and other toxins in e-waste is clearly cause for 

concern about the management of these products after usage – what is often simplified to 

be their disposal (Agarwal et al. 2003; Iles 2004). Some of the many health and 

environmental problems reported to afflict informal recyclers of e-waste include 

respiratory diseases caused by burning of materials; high rates of cancers likely due to 

carcinogens such as dioxins; neurological problems due to heavy metals like lead that 

have been recorded at record levels; water pollution; skin problems; and other health 

                                                           
4 I discuss and critique the assumption that all informal and formal e-waste work differs 
significantly in Chapters Three and Five.  
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problems (60 Minutes; Agarwal and Wankhade 2006; Iles 2004).  

E-waste recycling has thus become representative of the dangers of recycling in 

the Global South, as supposedly weak environmental regulations (or weak enforcement) 

and poor laborer conditions have drawn waste from around the world for cheap disposal.5 

These forms of electronic waste often bear identifying marks from Western companies or 

governments along with the symbolic weight of the affluence accompanying rapid 

replacement and disposal of personal electronic devices (see Figure 2.2). Not only are 

resources becoming increasingly transnational, but so is their disposal and recycling, 

especially for waste streams like electronic waste, which can be dangerous to recycle or 

dispose of and require special knowledge of materials and markets. The widely cited 

ubiquity of global trade in e-waste along with health and environmental dangers due to 

informal recycling have led e-waste in the Global South to be framed as an environmental 

injustice,6 with waste flows characterized as politicized “geographies of responsibility” 

(Walker 2009) and the e-waste trade as “garbage imperialism” (Pellow 2007). 

As I discuss in Chapter One, electronic waste is certainly part of – and arguably a 

highly relevant symbol for – globalization, but not solely because of the “cost 

externalization” of its disposal in the Global South. While Chapter One introduces India’s 

current-day e-waste economy and local markets as deeply imbedded in global capital 

circuits and the changing global economy (and Chapter Three continues this discussion 

                                                           
5 I think it’s important to note that the United States actually has no national regulations for e-
waste recycling, as opposed to some so-called developing countries. 
6 For more on environmental justice in India, see Williams and Mawdsley (2006). In the context 
of the Indian postcolonial state, they note that environmental and social injustices take different 
forms than how they are commonly understood in the West, in part due to different relationships 
with legal systems, land use and agriculture, and state interventions, and argue against a direct 
translation of environmental justice into the South Asian context. 
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by looking at how global electronics trade functions), this chapter deals with the ‘waste’ 

in question in these global flows. Against the common discourse on e-waste that I outline 

above, this chapter argues that reuse economies are the fulcrum on which India’s e-waste 

industry rests. Contrary to the implicit assumption of waste management that waste is 

inevitable and must be ‘managed,’ examining the dense and creative work of India’s 

secondary use economies questions the normative process of production-consumption-

disposal implicit to most environmental law and scholarship. In the next section, “The 

liveliness of ‘dead’ electronics,” I review scholarship on the changing geographies of 

electronic waste and discuss the ways in which waste electronics can transfer from 

categories of rubbish back to use and value. In the remainder of the chapter, 

“Reincarnating scrap,” I contest the widespread discourse on e-waste as terminally waste 

and discuss how used electronics are revalued and provide new value for electronics 

markets and labor in Delhi. In exploring everyday examples of reuse, repair, and 

Figure 2.2: Institutional labels on e-waste found by the Basel Action Network in Guiyu, 
China (source: Puckett et al. 2002: 14) 
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remanufacturing, this chapter reveals the liveliness of materials assumed to have reached 

their end of life. 

 

2.  The liveliness of “dead” electronics 

2.1  Beyond waste 

A growing body of incisive research on e-waste economies and global trade 

(Grant and Oteng-Ababio 2012; Gregson and Crang 2015; Kirby and Lora-Wainwright 

2015a; Lepawsky and Billah 2011; Lepawsky et al. 2015; Reddy 2013; Tong et al. 2015) 

complicates the now well-traveled discourse on e-waste as a hazardous environmental 

injustice, what Furniss (2015) calls “the neocolonial geographies of inequality paradigm.” 

Scholars have pointed to changes over the past two decades in global trade relationships 

(Barrientos et al. 2016) and the nature of e-waste recycling (Furniss 2015; Lepawsky 

2015a, 2015b) along with the continued over-reliance on a well-circulated but out-of-date 

narrative from the early 2000s, first set into motion by the NGO the Basel Action 

Network (BAN) and its international partners. For example, the 60 Minutes episode 

quoted at the beginning of the chapter was produced with the Basel Action Network, and 

featured BAN’s executive director and founder Jim Puckett as the episode’s primary 

expert. In particular, scholars (among them Lepawsky et al. 2015; Reddy 2015; Tong et 

al. 2015) have noted that one Basel Action Network report, “Exporting Harm: The High-

Tech Trashing of Asia” (Puckett 2002), has been consistently cited in reports on e-waste 

in the Global South, and the now 15-year old report frequently provides the basic 
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narrative on e-waste as a polluting injustice.7  

Instead, numerous studies including my own point to much less straightforward 

global trade relationships. My research with traders and e-waste buyers indicated that 

while international trade in e-waste to India does continue through discrete business 

connections, it has significantly reduced due to Indian laws restricting the import of used 

goods as well as international trade restrictions,8 and thus international supplies may 

represent a minuscule source of India’s e-waste. More importantly, India’s own corporate 

and IT industries provide a vast quantity of e-waste to fuel the nation’s used electronics 

sector. Overall, the frequency of international trade in e-waste to countries in the Global 

South is widely debated, and these rates change based on trade restrictions, global 

commodity prices, etc. (Furniss 2015; Lepawsky 2015b). In one of the most 

comprehensive studies of existing trade data, Lepawsky (2015a) analyzes UN 

international trade statistics data (COMTRADE) data to show that e-waste is moving 

predominantly to the Global North, both from other nations in the Global North as well as 

countries in the Global South, with less than 1% of trade moving from Annex VII 

(“developed” countries) to non-Annex VII countries9 (“developing” countries). His study 

also argued that many imports of electronic waste are in fact “predominantly working and 

repairable equipment” and that domestic e-waste production is a significant source of e-

waste in countries in the Global South (5). Lepawsky (2015a: 10) concludes that his 

study “[plays] havoc with the neat, bi-modal world imagined by the Basel Convention 

and the dominant framing of the e-waste problem” and that “at least with respect to e-

                                                           
7 I address the political and economic consequences of this in Chapter Five. 
8 I discuss these trade pathways in Chapter Three. 
9 These are regional distinctions set in the Basel Convention. 
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waste the Convention is regulating a geography of trade that is no longer relevant.”  

As Lepawsky (2015a) readily admits, reported trade data does not accurately 

reflect the on-the-ground realities of global e-waste movements, which are difficult to 

track even when reported. However, this does not mean that we are only missing accurate 

reporting on illegal international hazardous waste “dumping.” Recent critical scholarship 

on e-waste has endeavored to draw attention to the “disjuncture between this narrative of 

e-waste as primarily a hazard contrasted to the lively afterlives of e-waste” (Reddy 2015: 

168), focusing on the ways in which e-waste is part of vibrant waste economies that 

remake this ‘waste’ into new products, from metal locks to plastic DVD cases (Lepawsky 

et al. 2015). What has variably been called the “afterlives” of waste (Gidwani and Reddy 

2011) the waste-value dialectic (Gidwani and Maringanti 2016), waste mining (Labban 

2014), global destruction networks (Herod et al. 2014), ongoingness (Lepawsky and 

Mather 2011) and “the shit end of capitalism” (Gregson and Crang 2010: 1029) are all 

ways to connect waste to global circuits of capital and explain what happens to our waste, 

particularly our used commodities, after they are discarded. How is their value 

transferred, reinvented, or condemned, and what happens to their material bodies? How 

do their movements in space, value and identity shape cities, laws, and politics, and how 

do these in turn shape the waste? 

 

2.2 Revaluing rubbish electronics 

In contrast to the widespread discourse on e-waste as terminally waste, my 

research reveals the liveliness of materials assumed to have reached their end of life. 

Michael Thompson’s (1979) seminal work Rubbish Theory offers an understanding of 
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waste as something that is (almost) endlessly impermanent and which possesses many 

life trajectories, not a single inflexible and materially-fixed death. For Thompson, rubbish 

is a socio-cultural category in which things are constantly “on the move” between 

categories, never comfortably resting in a state of either rubbish or value. Rubbish is one 

of his trio of cultural categories, durables, transient and rubbish,10 which separate things 

according to different values and lifespans. Thompson (1979: 90) argues that the 

flexibility of these categories and the regular movement of things between them is a 

necessary outcome of existing in a world with “socially unrealizable… combination[s] 

of…world views” between individuals and communities, in which things are differently 

valued and this difference is regularly confronted.11 Indeed, he argues that negotiation of 

social difference within and between societies depends on the ability for objects to switch 

categories, and for the logics undergirding their categorization itself to be flexible. This is 

markedly different from Mary Douglas’s (2002) more commonly cited approach to 

waste, which understands pollution as an expression of disorder or contamination for 

which social rules are developed. For Thompson, “rubbish” is not necessary negatively 

valued, and he barely dwells on the potentially socially polluting nature of rubbish. 

Instead, social interaction consists of regular confrontation between different 

understandings of how things are valued and ordered, what Thompson (1979: 90) calls 

“world views,” in which “[t]he survival of a world view can be ensured only by 

                                                           
10 Durables have an increasing value and lifespan; transient objects are declining in both value 
and lifespan, while rubbish things are valueless and with no further lifespan. It’s interesting to 
note the significance that Thompson places on lifespan as defining an objects categorization. 
11 Thompson’s (1979) categories are not dealing with value in a directly economic sense because 
he is discussing cultural values and categories, although capitalist value is definitely part of his 
analysis of movements between the three cultural categories. 
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eliminating, rejecting, or ignoring these intrusive and dangerous elements that preclude 

the continued coexistence of differing world views. The elements that elicit such 

responses constitute the cultural category ‘rubbish.’” In other words, rubbish is an 

inevitable element of living amongst others and is the natural consequence of accepting 

constant contradiction in how we understand and categorize things. Thus, Thompson’s 

cultural categories of rubbish, transient and durable are fluid categories that not only 

allow for mobility of things between categories, but are relied upon for regular transfers. 

By basing his rubbish theory on following the movements between culturally determined 

material and temporal categories, Thompson focuses on the regularity and necessity of 

transfers between categories and their relationship to economic valuations. Rubbish 

theory is the act of recognizing boundaries as well as movements across them to account 

for the “social malleability of things” (88).  

According to Thompson (1979), the most common transfer between categories is 

the transfer of things from transient to rubbish, as everyday things are used and become 

waste. These transient things slowly decrease in value over time, until they reach the end 

of their life and cross the threshold into valueless rubbish. The opposite movement, from 

rubbish to transient, is “theoretically impossible” because it would require an item with a 

“value and expected lifespan” of zero to regain life – almost like a commodity zombie – 

and move into a category worth more than nothing, but not priceless (unlike the shift of 

something old to becoming an “antique,” thus moving from rubbish to durable) (106). 

While the transfer from rubbish to transient is seemingly impossible in theory, as it would 

move something considered to be rubbish back in time to a point when it still possessed 
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value, Thompson recognizes that these transfers do indeed occur.12 Transfers between 

categories are not unilinear: not only is a thing’s consignment to a category not 

permanent, but it does not always move in one direction or according to one logic.  

Not all people recognize the fluidity of social categories or unusual transfers of 

things across membranes assumed to be secure. Revaluing rubbish is not a common 

occurrence and the potential for rubbish to become un-rubbish is often willed unseen by 

most people, who wish to avoid the world of waste and its potential contamination. Waste 

work is primarily viewed negatively, as people who not only work with waste but “live 

with and in ruins,” and attention to such ruined worlds can disturb otherwise willful 

ignorance of the deeply unequal and wasteful social relations that we all inhabit (Stoler 

2013: 13). Rubbish taking a return trip to non-rubbish categories is part of the 

negotiations of both economic value and social power, and happens due to certain people 

facilitating the transfers. Transferring rubbish back into value is facilitated by “the 

dealer…the rag-and-bone man, the Gypsy and the scrap-dealer,” in which “the successful 

dealer operates by manipulating the value and expected life-span of an item: by 

depressing them in one transaction and elevating them in the subsequent transaction” 

(Thompson 1979: 106). To these characters, I would add the repairer, a person of certain 

skills who can see what others cannot or will not: the potential for manipulating 

                                                           
12 Vinay asks: “If I am starving, moldy bread and spoiling milk may both re-enter the realm of the 
edible, i.e. move from the rubbish to the transient category. No?” This is an interesting question; 
Thompson (1979) does not deal with personal category shifts, as his discussion focuses on 
differences in categories as symbolic of different world views between different people. I think 
this is certainly another example of flexibility in Thompson’s categories. 
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something’s lifespan and value through repair and reinvention.13   

In India, repair and remanufacturing workers regularly move e-waste from waste 

or rubbish to a valuable product in a variety of different but broadly related reuse 

industries. These industries are composed of people that see life and value in used 

commodities otherwise called “waste”, and who collectively use their considerable skills 

to repair and reinvent electronic commodities. Everyone connected to these industries 

possesses a similar understanding of the potential for waste to be moved back into 

categories of use and value through diverse labor processes that rework used materials. 

While recycling does, arguably, return rubbish to a material of some value, the reworking 

of e-waste through reuse industries unequivocally transfers e-waste from rubbish to non-

rubbish.  

In the following sections, I illustrate how what is considered an electronic ‘waste’ 

economy in India rests on a static understanding of waste and its assumed transfer into 

some form of waste management industry – most significantly, the recycling industry. I 

follow stories of e-waste that accentuate the broadness and depth of work with used 

electronics, the diverse ways that e-waste is moved back into repair and manufacturing 

networks, and the processes of product production and manufacturing in what is 

supposed to be a “back-end” waste industry. Through examples of the reuse, repair and 

re-manufacturing of things known as electronic waste, I show the material and temporal 

                                                           
13 Thompson does not discuss how the dealer manipulates value, and it could be assumed to be 
simple arbitrage rather than a form of labor. I consider the dealer as at least somewhat akin to the 
repairer because there is significant labor involved (albeit not always physical) in knowing and 
evaluating markets and others’ labor potential in order to successfully manipulate the value of 
things; it is not just luck. I discuss the processes of evaluation and knowledge of materials in 
Chapter Four. 
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flexibility of e-waste. This flexibility – the ability of electronic waste to become valuable 

again, to shift forms and become new products, to arise from its ‘death’ – is always 

mediated by inventive and resourceful workers whose labor is central to e-waste’s 

becoming non-waste (explored more in Chapter Four). The production of new value from 

used things is dependent on the e-waste trader and the repair worker, who can see the 

potential for seemingly unlimited trajectories of multitudinous conditions and 

configurations.  

 

3.  Reincarnating scrap14 

3.1 Beyond recycling: transferring e-waste into Delhi’s value circuits 

While there is plenty of data indicating the immensity and growing quantities of 

e-waste in India and across the world, there is almost no data on used electronics and 

their related secondary industries, and all work with used electronics tends to be 

classified as “e-waste.” Repair and resale in particular can seem like niche markets, 

offering small quantities of low quality electronics to lower-income individuals. Instead, I 

divide India’s reuse industries into three broad categories that offer significant re-

circulations of used electronics: maintenance and repair; resale and refurbishment; and 

reassembly and remanufacturing.15 Maintenance and repair practices range from the 

                                                           
14 While I hesitate to use the term “reincarnation” when discussing India for fear of falling into 
stereotypes, I find that the analogy works well for my purposes. I don’t like using the concept of 
“afterlives” of waste, which assumes a primary life and then a sort of heavenly, secondary life 
that occurs after “death”; instead, the concept of reincarnation offers the potential for each life to 
have purpose or a biography on its own terms, without an assumption of a first and primary life. 
15 While I have divided the labor and industry processes into separate categories for ease of 
understanding the variations in work, I want to stress that these categories are in practice always 
overlapping and are useful only to understand the overall industry. The realities of many small 
firms and family businesses working with used electronics would continue to complicate these 
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repair of individual devices to maintenance of large-scale data centers and anything in 

between, which begins with testing the non-functional systems to diagnose which 

component is not working. While sometimes no replacement parts are required (e.g. when 

reconnecting circuits), maintenance and repair processes often rely on a mixture of new 

and used parts sourced from the wider used electronics and new electronics imports 

sectors (e.g. soldering replacement chips onto motherboards or replacing broken 

components deemed unworthy of repair themselves). These practices allow for the 

prolonged use of devices and appliances as well as continued functioning of IT systems at 

companies across India. Resale and refurbishment involves the sale of used electronics 

either in “as-is” condition or with minor upgrades and changes (e.g. RAM upgrade or 

installation of a different optical drive). Used electronics come from both national and 

international (and formal and informal) sources, including local small-scale use, national 

and international corporations based in India and the international scrap trade. 

Reassembly and remanufacturing produce new products made of both locally collected 

used parts and new parts imported from China, sometimes sold under a local brand. 

Remanufactured electronics are sold in local markets, often with local warranties, as well 

as sold in bulk to businesses. These extended reuse processes are intimately related to, 

but functionally distinct from, e-waste recycling,16 which recovers raw materials such as 

                                                           
divisions. King et al. (2006) offer similar categories for closed-loop electronics management in 
Europe: repair, recondition, remanufacture, and recycle. 
16 Current Indian law, the E-waste Management Rules of 2016, focuses on recycling as the 
outcome of e-waste management. The law divides the industry into three separate regulatory 
categories: collection, dismantling and recycling. India’s extended used electronics economy does 
not map well onto these categories, but for most of the reuse industries to exist, electronics must 
be collected and to some extent dismantled. I explore the details of the E-waste Rules in further 
detail in Chapter Three. 
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metals, plastics and glass from electronics. Things from the reuse industries deemed 

useless are sold to recyclers and eventually end up in the relatively well documented 

recycling industry,17 but the reverse movement is also common: things at the recyclers’ 

shops and warehouses are regularly revalued and returned to the reuse industries. Instead 

of managing waste, India’s broad reuse industries are production-based, maintaining and 

making new things out of a diversity of new and used materials. 

Before e-waste ends up at the recycler (and sometimes after that!) each device and 

part is assessed and sold on to a related used electronics-based industries. All extended 

reuse industries, from repair to remanufacturing, depend on the accumulation and 

movement of these supplies, and devices and parts assessed as valuable or useful are 

constantly sorted, traded and repaired across the city (I discuss this further in Chapter 

Four). In South Delhi’s Nehru Place, a major electronics market in India (and arguably 

                                                           
17 In particular, environmental NGOs have produced detailed reports on the informal e-waste 
recycling industry in India, including Centre for Science and Environment and Toxics Link, both 
based in Delhi (e.g. Agarwal et al. 2003; Toxics Link 2014; Sambyal and Sohail 2015). 

Figure 2.3: Repair in Nehru Place; on left: repair signs outside shops, on right: laptops stored for 
spare parts (photos by author) 
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the biggest in South Asia), one can see almost every step of the valuation and revaluation 

process. Besides the many authorized retailers for global electronics brands, Nehru Place 

also features a dense and well-networked array of repair and resale shops, specializing in 

computers and related electronics and selling reassembled and remanufactured 

electronics.  

 An integral part of Nehru Place’s extended used electronics industries are the 

market’s scrap shops. In India (and more broadly South Asia and much of the Global 

South), most waste and recyclable material is managed not by municipalities or private 

companies but through locally established waste management networks considered part 

of the “informal” sector (Demaria and Schindler 2016). These businesses focus primarily 

on recyclable waste, such as paper, plastic, glass and metal, which is differentiated from 

mixed waste and called “scrap” in English, “kabaad” in Hindi. Arguably, the use of the 

term “scrap” articulates its usefulness as a material, i.e. scrap metal to be reused in 

industrial processes, as opposed to “recyclables,” which connotes a form of waste 

disposal. While the outcome of scrap and recyclables is the same (reentry into raw 

materials markets), they are part of different chains of revaluation. Recyclables are 

collected through recycling programs under the auspices of waste reduction and 

management (often funded or regulated by governments), while “scrap” (and the 

synonymous “kabaad”) are bought and sold as part of business transactions based on the 

valuable scrap materials. “Kabaad” and scrap share a similar recognition and 

prioritization of value in the materials that the term “recyclables” does not. Even though 

in India these networks are most often informal (meaning that they are not government 

authorized), they are well-organized and made up of many local businesses that excel at 
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efficient collection of recyclable materials and make money by selling recyclables on to 

recycling companies (Minter 2013).  

While most kabadi ki dukans (scrap shops) in India deal in common recyclable 

materials (similar to recycling programs in the west),18 some shops and scrappers 

specialize in electronic waste. Positioned on the so-called back end of Nehru Place, both 

spatially and socially, are around ten kabadi ki dukans that specialize in waste electronics 

produced by the ‘front’ of the market, the electronics shops. However, in contrast to the 

normal movement of waste from consumer to scrapper to recycler, in the electronics 

scrap shops plenty of people come not to dispose of waste, but instead to buy things from 

the scrap man, or kabadiwala. For example, in Javed’s scrap shop in the back of Nehru 

Place, Javed kept aside any components and devices that looked to be in working order. 

Instead of selling this “waste” to an electronics recycler, he sorted and stored different 

electronic components in case a repairman19 might stop by in search of that very thing. 

Neatly lined up and stacked on densely packed shelves along the walls of his shop were 

hard drives, sorted separately into laptop and desktop varieties; another shelf had 

different optical drives, from CDs to DVD writers. Nehru Place’s repair shops all depend 

on the e-waste scrap shops for useful supplies, and at any given time that I sat in Javed’s 

                                                           
18 In contrast to recycling programs in the West, in India the scrap dealer pays households and 
companies for recyclables, based on their value as raw materials. 
19 I am using the gendered terms “repairman” and “scrap man” during ethnographic descriptions 
when it accurately represents my interactions in the field. As I discuss in the Introduction, the 
repair and scrap electronics industries are remarkably male dominated with few exceptions, and 
after much searching, I met only one woman in the repair industry (“Kavita”), who owned a 
repair shop and employed repairmen to work for her. I never witnessed a repairwoman come to a 
scrap shop, and other than women waste pickers (who would come to the shop to sell 
recyclables), I never saw another woman in the scrap shop area besides my research assistant and 
myself. I did, however, see women involved in business and repair during visits to people’s 
homes, where work sometimes occurs. 
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scrap shop, a repairman (or three) would be rummaging through the scrap shop’s many 

electronic waste wares.  

Even though a cell phone or computer’s arrival at the scrap shop meant someone  

(or several people) had already evaluated it and decided it was worth only its value as 

scrap, that assessment is almost endlessly impermanent. Once it has been dismantled, its 

individual parts can often be reused or repaired. Even the parts of parts, for example the 

individual chips on a circuit board, are saved for repair of other circuit boards. A common 

purchase from the scrap shop was a range of circuit boards to keep at the ready in repair 

shops. The circuit boards offer a breadth of options for reusable chips, and repairers 

would keep a stock of used circuit boards in case a repair required them to replace a chip. 

All repair shops in Nehru Place have at least a shelf or two of used circuit boards, lined 

Figure 2.4: Parts at a scrap shop stored for resale, Nehru Place (photo by author) 
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up side by side, standing on their ends like books waiting to be taken off the shelf and 

thumbed through. Each one has been carefully inspected at the scrap shop and saved (in 

other words, not sold on to the recycler) because someone determined that it offered 

salvageable and often high-quality parts. In the electronics scrap shop, the rapid 

movement of materials, supplies and repairmen in and out, the constant negotiation of 

prices and discussion of something’s usefulness, the testing of batteries and power 

supplies: it can feel more like a supply shop than a site of waste disposal. 

 In India, conventionally the scrap shop and people who work with waste are held 

at a distance from ‘respectable’ people, who assiduously avoid waste’s rich symbolic 

universe of contamination. Caste-based hierarchies regarding work with waste dictate 

that it is traditionally handled by Dalits, the formerly untouchable communities, and these 

communities continue to be the predominant handlers of mixed or ‘wet’ waste, including 

Figure 2.5: Sorting of circuit boards for spare parts outside a scrap shop in Nehru Place (photo by 
author) 
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household and human waste (Prashad 2001). Scrap work, and particularly e-waste work, 

is frequently handled not by Dalits but by Muslim communities, and in Delhi, Muslim 

scrap workers and traders dominate much of the e-scrap industry (I discuss this in 

Chapter One). Waste-based work and neighborhoods that specialize in waste can induce 

an almost frantic fear of social and religious contamination. While there are notable 

historical, socio-economic and political differences between practices of untouchability 

and Islamophobia, one can broadly say that those who avoid the world of waste – both 

the people and the materials themselves – can be assumed to be Hindu, upper caste, 

middle class, or some combination of these categories. 

 Even though electronic waste is not wet waste and thus not ritually polluting, the 

religious divisions in scrap handling were ever present during research.20 Several times, 

Hindu men (who I either knew to be or assumed to be upper-caste) went to great lengths 

to stop me from visiting Muslim scrap neighborhoods like Seelampur and Turkman Gate. 

In all cases, the Hindu men seemed to want to ‘protect’ me from Muslim neighborhoods21 

and emerged from straightforward anti-Muslim sentiment, which was often socially 

acceptable within Hindu spaces. One auto rickshaw driver almost refused to drop me off 

in one of the neighborhoods and continued to argue with me when I got out of his auto 

(which, tellingly, had a BJP emblem on it). In an interview in Lakshmi Nagar, a Hindu 

used electronics trader insisted on calling a kabadiwala to his shop to talk to me, so I 

                                                           
20 I am talking specifically here about electronic ‘waste’ that is at a scrap shop, not used 
electronics in repair shops. While this chapter (and Chapter Four) argue that the lines between 
waste and not-waste are flexible, in terms of social stigma the scrap shop is certainly part of waste 
rather than repair. 
21 Of course, the intersections between religion, social class, gender and waste-work are 
complicated, so I cannot separate them and speculate on which aspect was most significant in 
these interactions. 
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would learn anything I needed in the ‘safety’ of his shop and he could prevent me from 

going to Seelampur.22 The most intimate encounter happened in Nehru Place, when a 

regular interlocutor, Mayur,23 ran into me when I was hanging out at Javed’s shop. It was 

the first and only time that my multiple Nehru Place worlds collided unintentionally, and 

Mayur seemed perplexed and disturbed at seeing me sitting outside the kabadi ki dukan.  

 The exception, however, seemed to be the business-related purchase of things 

from the electronics scrap shop. If I went to purchase a part for a repair, visiting the scrap 

shop would be understandable as the site of a necessary business transaction. When I ran 

into Mayur at Javed’s shop, Mayur almost reflexively asked if I was there to get a 

computer part. It immediately became clear to me that this was the only way Mayur could 

see my presence at the shop as acceptable.24 At the electronics scrap shop, there is 

something about the matter’s potential for revaluation, for remaking, and the shared 

knowledge of this possibility, that makes e-waste much less about waste and instead 

about mutual recognition of everyone’s search for value. It is this shared business and 

industry role that would make almost anyone’s visit to an e-scrap shop acceptable or 

socially justifiable in some way. This redemptive quality of certain types of materials has 

been observed by Gill (2010), who argues that plastic as a profitable and modern material 

has helped to “refashion” lower-caste standing and support the increasing respectability 

                                                           
22 This was easily the most painful interview during my entire research time; after calling the 
young Muslim kabadiwala to his shop, he proceeded to belittle and humiliate him in front of me, 
and I felt powerless to stop him in his own shop, surrounded by his workers. At this point, I had 
already been to Seelampur many times and kept quiet about my traversing such boundaries. 
23 Mayur is a Hindu Punjabi, almost all of whom are upper-caste. 
24 I was honest about what I was doing there – that Javed was another person that I regularly 
visited in Nehru Place – and this was clearly not a socially acceptable reason for me to be hanging 
out at a scrap shop. I believe that Mayur became colder to me after this incident. 
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of castes that work with newer and more profitable waste materials. In this way, the 

electronics scrap shop is an open recognition of the potential for waste to become not-

waste, as the movement of used electronics and electronic scrap back into repair and 

resale provides the necessary supplies for India’s non-corporate (and often informal) 

electronics industries.  

 

3.2  Reassembly and Frankenstein devices 

In the used electronics warehouse, e-waste is no longer ‘waste’ but has not yet 

reached its revaluation as ‘new’ electronic commodity. Used electronics traders provide 

the parts and materials to enable the making of new things, from an individual computer 

to larger-scale re-manufacturing units. For computers, the most common way that e-waste 

is unmade ontologically is not through recycling but instead through the reanimative 

labor of refurbishing and remanufacturing, and in particular the making of reassembled 

computers using previously unrelated parts. While the average consumer of electronics 

purchases a computer or other electronic appliance fully formed and perceived by the 

user as a unitary device, these devices can be easily separated into their many constitutive 

parts and recombined to make other computers. A reassembled, or “Frankenstein,” 

computer is just that: it contains a hard drive taken from here, a wireless card from there, 

its necessary parts assembled until a complete computer is made. These computers are 

made, or assembled, in shops according to a customer’s specifications, as the 

repairperson is “equipped with the sensibilities and disposition to conceive of things-at-

hand as only ever temporary gatherings of matter and idea, which can disperse and be 

reassembled elsewhere in new combinations” (Carr and Gibson 2016: 10). For example, 
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if Akash got a shipment of 1000 identical desktop computers from a corporate office that 

is upgrading their hardware, they are computers and also an amalgamation of separate 

parts. There are 1000 computers, but they are also a collection of 1000 hard drives, 1000 

DVD drives, 2000 RAM cards,25 etc., all of which can be reorganized for specific 

customers’ orders. Perhaps those used computers will be sold as is. Perhaps they will be 

given a basic upgrade: their RAM increased, or an optical drive changed. Perhaps they 

will enter the inventory as individual parts, combining in entirely new configurations and 

arrangements. This collection of parts and devices forms the basis for the used computer 

and repair industry. Anyone can come into a shop and make an order for computers 

without being restricted to the exact things that have already been used together in one 

computer.  

                                                           
25 RAM is commonly installed in sets of two. 

Figure 2.6: Upgrading a computer, Nehru Place (photo by author) 
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 In one of our first conversations together, a well-connected used electronics 

businessman I call Akash immediately made clear the immensity of options in an industry 

based on what would be called, in another context, “e-waste”. He explained that his 

company primarily dealt in bulk computer orders and that one of their big clients was a 

major Indian mobile phone company, which has around 8000 desks for their rotating call 

center employees. Those call centers don’t need expensive, state-of-the-art computers 

(“they don’t need to be shining,” he said), all they need are desktops that provide them 

with customer information and call logs. Another common bulk customer for used IT was 

start-ups, which were mentioned regularly in interviews with used computer shop 

managers. “Start-ups” (a term used by both Hindi and English speakers) provided a 

regular cast of new customers in need of computers right away but without the capital to 

invest in a newly outfitted office.  

Akash’s company was one of many that also had a booming used computer-

leasing business, in which he leased bulk computer set-ups to start-ups, who paid by the 

month for the use and maintenance of their computer systems. During one interview with 

Akash, our conversation was interrupted by the arrival of three young men, who had 

come to pay their monthly computer lease payment. They sat down in a row across from 

Akash’s broad wooden desk, while I moved to the side and waited on a plush animal-

print couch. The men, who looked barely 22, were past due on their monthly payment of 

11,000 rupees (approximately $170) for rentals for their small start-up, which did not 

sound to be as profitable as they had hoped. Akash made it clear that after a 5-day grace 

period, he begins to collect on his accounts. One of the men, in a plaid shirt and colorful 

high tops, sheepishly asked Akash to please call his cell phone and not his home phone to 
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collect their payment, as his mother had picked up the call from earlier that week. For 

new entrepreneurs without the security to invest in office facilities long term, the option 

to buy or lease used computers at approximately a quarter of the cost of new computers 

meant IT equipment was more readily available to diverse sizes and types of businesses 

and start-ups.  

 

3.3  Remanufacturing 

 But what if that laptop part does not become part of another laptop sold to a 

company, but instead is a resource for manufacturing a wholly different thing, maybe a 

child’s toy or a mobile battery back-up? The creative production of re-manufacturing, in  

which new products are made using the parts of old often unrelated devices, demonstrates 

another realm through which to see both the vastness of the used electronics industries as 

well as the inventive ways in which value is created out of “waste”.  I first learned about 

the extensive world of remanufacturing while sitting at the scrap shop, where I saw bulk 

purchases of parts for use in manufacturing another product. Laptop batteries were 

regularly opened and inspected for sale to re-manufacturers. The plastic casing was 

cracked open to reveal the individual battery cells that are hidden inside what we call the 

single laptop battery. Most laptop batteries have 6 battery cells. Cylindrical and shaped 

like a regular disposal battery, the batteries were colorful, wrapped in a plastic covering 

that is variably a bright teal, purple, pink, or electric green. Javed would examine the 

battery cells for visible damage and then put them aside for purchase by a re- 

manufacturer (See Figure 2.7). While we can safely assume that together these cells were 

not providing enough power for a laptop (and hence were at the scrap shop), they could 
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still be used to power a number of devices. Some used batteries were bought to be 

installed in children’s toys, like little electric cars. Many batteries went into “new” 

mobile battery back-ups: those pocket-sized devices that can recharge your phone on the 

go. In Delhi’s electronics markets I found battery back-ups that were manufactured to 

include services like a mobile wi-fi hot-spot – something I have yet to see in the US. 

These locally manufactured products were often made using the used battery cells from 

discarded laptop batteries. 

 One of the most efficient re-manufacturing industries I observed was that of the 

cathode ray tube (CRT) computer monitor. The CRT computer monitor is one of the more 

recent electrical devices being quickly phased out of usage; most offices in India now buy 

flat screen computer monitors (either new or used), and there is an abundance of heavy 

and bulky CRT monitors in India’s e-scrap. In the west, the CRT TV and computer 

Figure 2.7: Inspection of laptop battery cells, Nehru Place scrap shop (photo by author) 
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monitor are one of the most problematic components of e-waste to recycle:26 cathode ray 

tubes and the glass screens include lead, and when broken for recycling, not only can the 

lead become airborne, but it is difficult to separate the lead from the glass. In India, 

however, as the boxy CRT monitors were being swapped out, everyone in Delhi’s used 

electronics trade knew that they were not being recycled or simply disposed; instead they 

were being used as the principal component materials for the making of cheap TVs. Their 

sale into the re-manufacturing industry meant that they had a relatively high set value in 

the scrap market: depending on their size, the kabadiwala sold each screen to a re-

manufacturer for between 700 and 1100 rupees (approximately $10-16). The TVs are 

produced under local brand names and sold in local electronics markets, providing a 

cheap alternative for people unable to buy flat panel TVs. These inexpensive 

remanufactured TVs are quite popular, and I regularly noticed them in small shops across 

Delhi, sitting on top shelves near the cash register for entertainment on slow days. These 

types of local manufacturing unit are emblematic of an extended repair economy that 

remakes used electronics, or notional e-waste into “new” products.  

The TV re-manufacturing process is done by different companies in separate 

steps, beginning with the collection of used computer monitors and ending at a small, 

urban remanufacturing factory, where the newly made TVs were installed in new black 

plastic casings and packaged in locally-branded cardboard boxes for sale. Each part of the 

manufacturing process relies on used materials, but with a gesture to the new, like the 

installation of new speakers on the old screen. In the driveway of a CRT factory in East  

                                                           
26 Often municipal and corporate recyclers in the United States charge fees to take CRTs for 
recycling. 
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Delhi, which converts the monitors to TV circuitry, the CRT computer screens were 

stored in neatly stacked boxes, having already been collected, processed and readied for 

their conversion. In addition to changing the circuitry, the factory workers buffed the 

glass screens to reflective perfection and applied protective plastic sheeting on the screen 

Figure 2.8: Assembly of TVs with recycled CRT monitors; on left: installing speakers, on right: TVs 
waiting to be installed in plastic casing (photos by author) 

Figure 2.9: Assembly of TVs with recycled CRT monitors; on left: testing workspace, on right: 
assembly of circuit boards for the TVs (photos by author) 
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before it was re-boxed and sent to the next factory. Watching men apply the thin plastic 

film to fit the newly buffed screens prompted an immediate tactile memory: the 

excitement of peeling off the plastic on your newly bought electronic device, pulling 

against the little bit of resistance from its static-cling. New owners of these 

remanufactured TVs would get that same feeling when opening their new (old) TV. 

I discovered the details of the next process by accident - in an electronics market 

in Old Delhi, we passed by a shop selling re-manufactured TVs. When we asked about 

where they were made, the owner told us to go upstairs to the workshop above the store 

to see the process. We wound our way up a narrow cement staircase and were greeted 

with two floors of detailed electrical work being carried out by five workers, two on each 

floor and a manager who traveled between the three floors. The work process flowed 

from the top floor to the middle floor to the ground floor, where the TVs were sold. The 

closer I looked, the more the workspace kept revealing secrets: the little storage areas in 

the walls of the stairwell, the shelves with spools of circuit board components looking 

like tiny Tootsie Rolls, the different tools for soldering the circuit board, the well-placed 

fans for ventilation on hot days.  

If I had not already seen the first factory in East Delhi, I would not have known 

how much this small TV-producing workshop was dependent on used parts. The work on 

the third floor was occupied primarily by the assembly of TV circuit boards. The printed 

circuit boards were single sided with through-hole components, and the work involved 

inserting the various components, clipping their excess wire and soldering them to the 

board. Stacks of identically designed boards leaned against the wall of the work-table 

waiting to be soldered. After each board was completed, another worker checked the 
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electrical current at different places on the circuit board which corresponded to the power, 

sound, etc. The circuit boards were then brought down to the second floor, where they 

would be installed in the TVs. At one work station, a man was installing speakers in the 

plastic casing for the TV, securing the speakers to the frame and connected the wires to 

the circuit board. Behind him were stacks and stacks of empty TV cases, their empty 

plastic bodies waiting to be filled with a newly made CRT TV. Another man tested the 

finished TVs, switching channels and settings with a worn remote to ensure every TV 

worked properly. The TVs then traveled downstairs, where they were put into boxes with 

their brand name printed on them, and sold. 

 

4.  Conclusion: Nothing is useless in nature 

The diversity and depth of used electronics industries points to the value of used 

goods and illustrates the basic foundation upon which India’s e-waste industry rests: that 

the value of something as a device, as a part, as a machine, is always more than its value 

as a bundle of recovered raw materials.27 This reality is so obvious that it is unspoken –  

everyone, from government regulators to street-sellers of e-waste regards it as the basic 

truth of the industry. However, this basic economic logic substantially diverges from 

international narratives and laws on global electronic waste: that it is primarily being 

dumped into poor communities in the Global South, representing an undisputed global 

environmental injustice, and that the management solution is to stop e-waste flows to the 

Global South and encourage industrial recycling facilities. The translation of e-waste 

                                                           
27 King et al. (2006) similarly recognize this in their study of waste in the UK. 
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trade and recycling as a global environmental justice issue has therefore not only brought 

attention to worldwide injustices rooted in unequal distribution of labor precarity and 

potentially hazardous materials, but it has also inadvertently supported regulatory 

interventions that have increased the marginalization of some workers and informal 

industries along with (likely) producing more waste.28  

In India, as legal and regulatory responses have sedimented or frozen the category 

of electronic waste as an undisputed waste product, the disjuncture between e-waste 

regulation and the functioning of actual electronic “waste” markets has increased. My 

research suggests that reuse, repair and remanufacturing industries in India have grown 

tremendously over the past decade or so, as more material enters the market. Constant 

global technological innovation not only provides consumers with new products and 

devices but also provides e-waste “scalvagers” (Kirby and Lora-Wainwright 2015b) with 

new-to-them parts and resources for the creation of ‘new’ devices and improved 

Frankenstein-ed used devices. While two decades ago, work with computers was 

considered highly specialized and educated work, today people migrate to Delhi from 

villages and smaller cities in the hopes of learning the trades and making their own way 

in markets like Nehru Place.29 

At the electronics scrap shop, the frequent transfer of things back into reuse, from 

rubbish to value through reuse labor processes, is openly understood as an integral part of 

everyday business. While reuse has always been more lucrative than recycling (thus 

                                                           
28 I say “likely” because I have found no data on e-waste recycling as opposed to reuse, but my 
research suggests that reuse and repair are reduced when industrial e-waste recycling is 
prioritized as the best way to manage e-waste. 
29 I explore work histories and valuation of labor in Chapters Four and Five. 
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inspiring more and more workers in these industries), this economic reality has become 

even more significant with the global fluctuations of commodity prices, which all traders 

repeatedly lamented had dropped in the past few years (for example, in 2016 the price of 

copper had dropped almost 50% from its height in 2011). Recycling is dependent on 

global commodity prices, and even petty scrap dealers in Delhi follow the ups and downs 

of the London Metal Exchange from local business newspapers and discuss the perils of 

metals trading and global prices. 

 Informal repair workers, manufacturers and traders of used electronic goods all 

coexist in a mutually acknowledged system based on hindering and reversing the transfer 

of things into rubbish. While Thompson (1979) poses the movement of a valuable thing 

into a category of non-value (rubbish) as normal, reuse and repair workers throw such 

social norms into question. Following reuse and repair work emphasizes how the most 

common form of social relationships with things is the making of rubbish. This transfer 

between categories of transient to rubbish is part of what Thompson (1979: 101) calls the 

“unquestioned current paradigm,” reflected in all relationships with things, from our own 

disposal of used goods to the environmental regulation of waste materials. Changing the 

normative nature of such value movement requires an epistemic break, facilitated by the 

scrap dealer, a person “whose activities run counter to the ideal properties of the system” 

(Ibid.: 106). These workers, harnessing improvised yet deeply skillful means through 

which they return things to value, possess knowledge which “confers upon the holder the 

possibility of a wider and stronger control over time and space than that available to those 

without such knowledge” (Ibid.: 102). The time-space of an e-waste worker is malleable, 

working across decades and continents as well against the ideal property of a thing as 
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something that gradually devolves into universal rubbish. Against the common discourse 

on informal e-waste recycling labor in the Global South as a polluting and hazardous 

global “matter of concern,” I argue that reuse economies are the economic fulcrum on 

which India’s e-waste industry rests. Recognizing the significance of India’s electronics 

reuse industries and their central role in what is broadly understood as e-waste 

management redirects attention from globalizing concerns about informal labor to 

concerns about trash-making process in global electronics manufacturing, use and 

disposal. Rather than existing as a waste economy, I argue that the diverse informal used 

electronics industries are intimately related to global production processes, which I 

explore more in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

“If the road is closed, then you go through the back alley”:  
Do number tareeka, informal trade, 

and the everyday travels of used electronics 
____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Entering the world of informal trade 

I begin with two different anecdotes of the ‘informal’ economy or grey market 

commodities, both from conversations with a regular interlocutor that I call “Mayur,” 

who was briefly introduced in Chapter Two. Mayur was a forty-year old Punjabi who ran 

his own shop in Nehru Place. He had worked in the electronics industry for most of his 

life, was very outgoing, often larger-than-life and spoke fluent English with witty Hindi 

flourishes, all of which combined to make him a fascinating interlocutor. Before he 

started his shop in Nehru Place he worked for corporate electronics and software 

companies. He said he had been young and bored by the work, and decided he wanted to 

go into business for his own. He wrote his boss what he jokingly described as a parting 

“love letter” explaining that “dil nahi hai” (his heart wasn’t in the work) and quit his job.  

Soon after that in 2000, he opened his shop at Nehru Place. 

 At the beginning of the summer of 2015, Arya and I happened upon Mayur’s shop 

while searching for information on used computer parts. We had been asking around 
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Nehru Place, trying to find shops that sold used parts, and several people had suggested 

that we go to the basement of the “Kumar” building. Most of Nehru Place’s basement 

entrances face the parking lots (rather than the interior pedestrian promenade), and I had 

passed this spot many times before without even realizing it featured a doorway leading 

to a long hallway of internal basement shops. We met Mayur by accident, and we were 

immediately invited to his shop to sit, drink tea and talk about computers.1 His shop was 

actually just an area separated from the hallway by a small, worn white counter and the 

basement’s structural beams. We sat on plastic stools, our knees pushed against the 

counter to make room for other electronics repairers and petty traders who were hanging 

out and wanted to hear why two women – one a white American – had come into their 

relatively hidden hallway. 

 We began by asking about electronics trade and taxes, and however I phrased it 

clearly communicated to Mayur that we were novices without a clear idea of how real 

trade logistics worked. In order to illustrate the point he wanted to make, he started to 

narrate an example of how computers are traded, with a hypothetical (and seemingly 

unrelated) story told full of flair. The story was told casually, in a manner that became 

comfortingly familiar after several visits:2 

 Say I have a Rolex watch. He pointed to the watch on his wrist, to illustrate the 

story.3 There are two ways I can buy this watch. One, I can go through the official 

importer. They pay all their taxes, import fees, etc., and the watch costs 80,000 rupees 

                                                           
1 Interview, Nehru Place, 20 May 2015. 
2 As I mentioned in the Introduction, quotes in italics are reconstructed from notes, not from 
transcripts. 
3 I don’t believe Mayur actually owned a Rolex, but I also cannot tell the difference between 
watches, so I am not a reliable observer. 
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(approximately $1250). Or, there’s another way. I can buy it from a small importer, who 

doesn’t pay taxes and fees, doesn’t go through the proper paperwork or trade routes. 

Through him, the watch costs a lot less. 

 At first I assumed we were talking about different watches; the second watch must 

be a knock-off Rolex, right? How else could someone like him afford a real Rolex? I 

interrupted to clarify this — and to reassure myself that I understood what was going on: 

but isn’t the cheaper Rolex a fake? 

 He assured me that it wasn’t a fake at all, and it quickly became clear that that 

was precisely his point. There was no difference between the (hypothetical) watches: the 

difference came from the different trade routes, not from the watches themselves. He 

explained, to the knowing laughter of everyone surrounding us: if you see someone like 

me wearing the Rolex, riding a cheap motorcycle, then you know for sure it’s from the 

small importer. But if you see it on someone driving a BMW, then it came through the 

official importer. 4 

 My assumption that the cheaper Rolex was fake, a counterfeit, betrays what I 

believe is a common assumption about the “grey” market: that it is flush with fake goods 

made to appear like the original but without the quality (and warranty or prestige) of the 

“real” product. Mayur’s hypothetical Rolex, however, was not a fake and it was unlikely 

to have been involved in illegal businesses like the drug trade (although its trade paths 

may have crossed with indisputably illegal products). What makes it “grey” is its 

                                                           
4 Unlike in the US, there is a pretty consistent hierarchy of transportation and motorized vehicles 
based on class, and people who can afford a car will generally get around by car, not motorcycle. 
Motorcycles and mopeds would be associated with the lower and lower-middle class, and then a 
car’s size and price would be assumed to correlate to the owner’s class. 
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movement through unofficial trading networks, not necessarily the manufacture of the 

watch itself. It is a commodity that Americans might say “fell off the back of a truck,” 

something indisputably part of the grey market and yet not a fake or pirated product. 

Mayur’s Rolex is characterized by its unknown and virtually untraceable path (“falling 

off the truck”) before reaching a highly unlikely owner: the small-scale used electronics 

trader and repairer.  

 When I first began visiting Mayur, at the very beginning of my familiarity with 

his work, it looked to me like he was going out of business. He routinely talked about 

how business was down, and his shop never seemed to have anything going on in it. 

While other shops had piles of supplies: used circuit boards, parts and customer orders, 

Mayur’s shop seemed still and empty, with posters on the wall advertising old software. It 

soon became clear after several visits that business was certainly down for a lot of small 

shop owners, but also that Mayur’s work was not always visible in the same way. It was 

even possible that for some of his work, namely, trading and fulfillment of product 

orders, no products actually entered his shop; his shop demonstrated that sometimes, 

instead of products, just their orders circulated through the markets.  

 After many visits discussing electronics trade in Nehru Place, he recounted an 

example of an order he supplied for a major electronics manufacturer. This example, my 

second anecdote, was not a hypothetical story like his “Rolex,” and he showed me the 

order’s paper trail as part of his explanation.5 He had friends and former colleagues who 

worked for major electronics companies, and sometimes they needed to source new 

                                                           
5 Interview, Nehru Place, 17 July 2015. 
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electronics parts for repair as well as manufacture. While fulfilling these orders was not 

part of his normal, repair-based work, Mayur said it happened occasionally because of his 

prior work at a well-known electronics OEM. For this order, a manufacturer (I’ll say 

“HP”) needed 1000 replacement laptop keyboards for their service centers and general 

stock. An order of 1000 pieces for a major manufacturer was small, but there was a clear 

benefit in going through someone like Mayur. Mayur explained that he didn’t put in the 

keyboard order directly to a Chinese manufacturer; he got the order from HP (more 

specifically, from a friend who worked for HP) and then placed that order through a 

bigger importer. The bigger importer had strong relationships with Chinese 

manufacturers and consolidated smaller orders like Mayur’s in order to coordinate bulk 

imports of Chinese-made computer parts. These bulk import orders were in part cheaper 

because of economies of scale, but the main price benefit was the bulk importers’ 

personal connections: importers were widely known to make deals with customs officials 

and other government agents, through which they were able to avoid or reduce import 

fees. Lest I think it was just “HP,” Mayur repeatedly stressed that all companies do this, 

even specifically for this very keyboard.6  

 He called this trade process “setting karna,”7 or to make a setting or arrangement, 

and said this was very common for large importers. A “setting” is a relatively formalized 

                                                           
6 This is also due to the rapid decline in original equipment manufacturers, as most companies 
now outsource manufacturing and only design and perhaps assemble their products (Goldberg 
2012). Thus, these “HP” keyboards were only for “HP” once they entered the HP warehouse; 
before then, they were generic keyboards that could become Toshiba or Asus with the swap of a 
brand sticker. 
7 In Hindi, English words are often combined with the Hindi verb “karna,” meaning “to do”. For 
example, to ski is “skiing karna,” shopping is “shopping karna,” etc. Thus, to make an 
arrangement or setting with someone is “setting karna”. 
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agreement between various parties that allows trade to flow freely by passing through 

relationships, rather than through formal paperwork and established legal processes. 

While by any legal definition a “setting” is illegal and decisively part of the informal 

sector (as well as the black market), “setting karna” is an arrangement based on proximity 

to government officials and relies on the establishment of a trustworthy business 

agreement. Because both parties are exposing themselves to potential encounters with the 

law (although individual police may also be involved in the setting), the parties must trust 

each other, and the setting must function as a rule. In practice this meant that informal 

sector traders with established grey market business relationships were in fact providing 

import services for major OEMs. I repeatedly clarified this with Mayur due to my own 

disbelief: it was because of Mayur’s relationship with a bulk importer (and the networks 

that sites like Nehru Place make available) that “HP” was able to capitalize on cheaper 

imports without the corporate entity participating in any corrupt dealings.8 The same 

types of supply chains, based on the same business arrangements, were being employed 

by both informal used electronics trading as well as corporate OEMs.9 By sub-contracting 

out supply orders, major companies like HP were able to get parts at reduced prices 

through the grey market while retaining their claim to producing legal and corporate 

products. 

Mayur’s accounts of how business worked were always consistently grey. I 

                                                           
8 I discuss the significance of the politics of corruption in the Introduction. 
9 When I expressed my surprise that OEMs were taking advantage of the informal sector 
(especially after Mayur gave me a price breakdown of how much the corporation makes just by 
slapping their brand’s sticker on a product), Mayur objected to my saying that they were being 
used. He said, we’re using them too! He made it very clear that these deals meant that people like 
him were able to make money off trade deals, and that he thought it was more of a win-win 
situation than small traders being taken advantage of by OEMs. 
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returned to him regularly, and he never presented a story about a product or a business 

transaction that comfortably fit common assumptions of everyday business, either formal 

or informal. Over years of conversation he kept his stories straight, which is to say that 

they always seemed consistently contradictory to me. He regularly refused to get caught 

answering my questions that attempted to pin down what brand we were talking about, or 

what country things came from, or if they were new or used products, and he always 

insisted that those distinctions changed constantly and didn’t really matter. I spent most 

of our conversations letting my confusion wash over me, and asking questions that Mayur 

clearly thought were overly simplistic models of what actually happens in electronics 

trading. Mayur offered, without fail, a complex and fundamentally skeptical approach to 

informal trade — and even seemingly clear categories of fake and real, or new and old. 

However, while his stories were “grey,” in other words, difficult to catalogue as legal or 

illegal, formal or informal, the products and business transactions he was discussing were 

often not considered part of the grey market or informal economy. The greyness he 

recounted, the transactions that were hidden or took place outside of normal accounting, 

were everyday processes to him and they were certainly not part of some “underground” 

economy.  

 

1.2 “Do number ka kaam” / “Do number tareeka” 

It becomes exceedingly easy to label “informal” all land use, labor relationships, 

production processes and trade in used electronics industries, as they are clearly not 

“legal” but also not solidly “illegal” and certainly not black market in the same way as, 
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for example, the illicit production and trade of weapons or drugs.10 “Informal” trade, 

however, encapsulates a multiplicity of ways to work around laws, taxes and trade 

restrictions, each depending on different personal networks and access to others with 

more power — from government officials to traders higher up in the informal hierarchy. 

The simplest way to understand the informal sector and the informal economy is through 

their relationship to regulation: the informal sector is always – at least in part – defined 

by an ambiguous relationship to regulation. An industry, site or individual’s relationship 

to state regulation and legal codes designates some activities (including land use) as part 

of the formal sector and others as not. In her foundational work, Sassen (1994: 2292) 

emphasizes laws and state regulation in shaping informality, noting that “[while] there are 

certain activities that lend themselves more to informalization than others, it is not the 

intrinsic characteristics of those activities, but rather the boundaries of state regulation, 

that determine their informalization.” An emphasis on the production of informality, 

rather than its given-ness as undeveloped economic practice, is common to scholarship 

on the informal sector that seeks to understand informality beyond a symptom of 

undeveloped, poor and transitional economies that will eventually disappear as the 

economy formalizes (c.f. Chatterjee 2011; Kaviraj 2005; Varley 2013). Sassen (1994) 

says that in order to understand the informal sector, we should look at it not as defined by 

regulatory violations but rather regulatory fractures, which form the everyday realities of 

life in the informal sector. Not only are laws flexible and changing, but they are multiple 

and operate at different scales and through different forms of enforcement. This approach 

                                                           
10 The informal sector is not ‘illegal,’ and scholars regularly note that it will often have partial and 
patchy relationships to the government and regulation that differentiate it from the ‘black’ 
economy (Gregson and Crang 2017; Harriss-White 2003; Lloyd-Evans 2008). 
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reflects the on-the-ground realities of the law and their everyday performances of 

enforcement.  

Mayur’s first story, of the Rolex, tends to confirm the commonly accepted 

understanding of the informal sector and grey market: as a sector or area of the economy 

marked by its exceptions to the norm. The informal economy is assumed to exist 

predominately in the Global South or amongst the poor in the Global North, and is 

positioned as outside or adjacent to the formal (and often corporate) economy. Harriss-

White (2003: 3) refers to this subsection of society as “the India of the 88 per cent,” or 

the majority of the country that is not part of corporate or metropolitan India and is often 

described as the ‘local.’11 This so-called local economy, sometimes called the “bazaar 

economy” (Yang 1998), is most commonly understood by economists as distinctly 

separate from what Harriss-White (2003: 3) calls the “imagined” or formal economy 

(which is “imagined” because it is what composes the official economic data for nations 

regardless of its omission of the 88 per cent). However, Harriss-White (2003) dismisses 

the notion that the informal economy is not acutely part of capitalist accumulation.12 

Instead, she disputes that “‘monopoly capital’, ‘big business’, rich agricultural capitalists 

and landlords, and the technocratic administrative-cum-political elite” are the only 

significant sectors in India’s economy, and asserts the significance of the “intermediate 

classes” and their “regional capital” (43). 

Mayur’s second story soundly refutes the notion that India’s informal sector or the 

                                                           
11 Harriss-White (2003) describes this as rural or small-town India (although she also includes 
“other urban” as part of the 88%). This percentage would have reduced in the past 15 years, at 
least in terms of the dominant data on Indian urbanization, which in 2017 was estimated at 33.5% 
according to the World Bank.  
12 There are also parallels to my discussion of Massey (1994) and the local/global in Chapter One. 
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“intermediate classes” are ‘local’ and separate from global capitalism. Informality does 

not solely provide opportunity for poorer segments of society to find jobs and access 

commodities; nor is it just part of the world of illegal goods and intellectual property, 

such as piracy, counterfeiting and illegal industries, from adulterated goods to 

prostitution, the drug trade and organized crime (cf. Bhattacharyya 2005; Dent 2012; 

Gregson and Crang 2017; Hall 2010; Liang 2005; Nordstrom 2007). Not only is the 

informal sector not ‘local’ or separate from global capital, but I argue that it is essential – 

perhaps even foundational – to the flows of global commodities. Like the cheap 

keyboards that Mayur ordered, informality provides for and accommodates formal and 

corporate business opportunities.13 What would normally define the informal sector as 

“informal” — the illegal relationships with customs officers, mis-marked import 

documents and unauthorized shipments — are precisely what makes certain nodes of the 

formal sector lucrative. 

Within the informal world, it was never fully clear what terms people involved in 

what I would call the “informal” sector used to refer to themselves or their own work. 

Because I usually started the conversations about these distinctions, I inadvertently 

introduced terms like “informal” into our common language, and when I didn’t use my 

own terms often no one would offer a term – they would just describe what they did, or 

how they saw things happen. The clearest analog in Hindi that I heard was “do number ka 

kaam” and “do number tareeka.” While these terms were only used without my 

                                                           
13 While some segments of corporate capital try to protect their brand by fighting informal and 
grey market business (and even legal but non-corporate repairs) other segments of the company 
function alongside and through the informal sector. I discuss this conflict more in Chapter Five 
and the Conclusion. 
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prompting in two or three conversations, whenever it was mentioned people immediately 

nodded and incorporated it into their explanations.  

“Do number ka kaam” and “do number tareeka” are difficult terms to translate 

into English and do them justice. The part common to both terms is “do number,” which 

means simply “number two.”14 Similar to the use of colors (white/grey/black) to denote 

distinctions in trade and business, ek number (number one) would represent formal and 

legal work, in which everything is done according to code; do number is then what takes 

place under the table or through the back alley. “Do number ka kaam” translates most 

literally as “number two work” (kaam is work) and “do number tareeka” could be 

translated as “second way” (tareeka means “way” or “method”). Whereas the normal 

assumption and easily-given definition would be to define “do number” as anything that 

is not “ek number” (just as we would define the grey or black market as anything not by-

the-books), I believe that these two terms offer a subtle distinction, both between each 

other and also to the ease of defining “do number” as what is not “ek number.”  

Even though they were used somewhat interchangeably, the terms are not the 

same. Do number ka kaam specifically references the work, and could most easily be 

translated as informal work and goings-on in the informal sector or grey market; in other 

words, work that is defined by its association with informality. Do number tareeka 

instead references the method or manner in which something is done, but not the type of 

work. Do number tareeka is an explanation of a way things are done outside formal 

networks, a technology or apparatus of trading and business relationships that perhaps 

                                                           
14 The English word “number” has essentially become a Hindi word. 
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best translates to back-room dealing or informal arrangements. This distinction is 

important because while all informal traders were in some way engaged in do number ka 

kaam, which happens through do number tareeka, many businesses in the formal sector 

also function through do number tareeka, even as they retain their claim to being part of 

“ek number,” the formal and corporate economy. In other words, do number tareeka 

speaks to the importance of informal circulation to the functioning of global trade, 

regardless of its original source in the informal or formal sector. 

 

1.3 Not just “a few bad apples”: informality and global trade 

Despite the informal sector being regularly defined by its lack: a lack of 

regulation and government oversight, and more generally a lack of lawfulness, 

informality functions as regular business practice. While conducting research I found it 

nearly impossible to determine whether a business or industry was informal or formal (or 

more straightforwardly, when there was a clear violation of law). One of the most 

prominent characteristics of the informal sector that I encountered is that it is not 

straightforwardly illegal: businesses will have authorization or paperwork for parts of 

their work, or some of their workers, or report some of their trade (and therefore pay at 

least some of their taxes), or have proper paperwork for the work but not the factory site, 

or vice versa. This greyness defines informality: the grey market, as a collection of 

business deals that operate as a mix of (supposedly ‘white’) legal trade and illegal black-

market trade, is neither fully legal nor fully illegal. 

Both of Mayur’s stories, however singular in their specifics, offer an explanation 

of how global circulations of goods actually occur, from the viewpoint of petty traders in 
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the belly of the beast. Mayur’s example of trading for HP is only one story, and 

throughout my many months of research it stands out as unique: no one else explicitly 

described examples of illegal trade for OEM manufacturing and supply chains. I offer 

this example as depicting what I believe to be fully in the spirit of the realities of global 

trade.15 It is only one story, but taken alongside the rest of the chapter, I hope to show the 

normal movements of commodities (not just grey market goods) between categories of 

informal/formal, licit/illicit and legal/illegal – in other words, do number tareeka trade as 

the norm, rather than an exception to the rule of law. I argue that these stories encapsulate 

global trade more than normal supply chain analysis or the majority of scholarship on 

Global Production Networks (GPNs), in which the realm of the economic is all too often 

rendered sacrosanct and the illegal and illicit are studied by criminologists or socio-

cultural studies (Gregson and Crang 2017).16 

Instead of looking at informality or the grey market as either a distinct sector 

(or, more distantly, as an abnormality or violation), I approach informality, regulatory 

fractures and a general lawlessness as foundational to global electronics trade. Rather 

than the informal sector being defined by its relationship to do number ka kaam or 

informal work, I emphasize how trade in general functions via do number tareeka or 

informal arrangements. This approach follows ethnographies of supply chains and 

logistics, which document the normalcy of loosely adhered to laws and flexible 

borders. These studies demonstrate the conflict between capital’s need for mobility 

and a nation’s legal and physical boundaries, posing lawlessness as a norm for 

                                                           
15 I discuss the complexity of making claims about this industry and trade in my Introduction. 
16 Gregson and Crang (2017) and Hudson (2014) specifically criticize economic geography for 
ignoring the significance of the illicit. 
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sustaining capital flows (Cowen 2010; Gregson and Crang 2017; Nordstrom 2007). 

Nordstrom (2007: xvi) poses this as integral to studying global flows and crime, 

identifying the so-called norm of formal and respectable business practices as a myth: 

“When government leaders, ‘upstanding citizens,’ and business moguls are indicted 

for criminal activities, the stories almost always carry the impressions that this 

criminality is the exception to the rule of orderly societies. That one bad apple can 

exist in a barrel of good apples—but when that bad apple is removed, the rest are 

untainted.” Instead, Nordstrom (2007: xvi) argues that all business across the world is 

“in part defined by the intersections of bad and good apples, and that indeed, all 

apples play the game of crossing lines of legality in some way or another at some 

point or another in their lives.” She concludes that, based on the bad apple logic, 

crime is “by definition marginal” and that “its mere existence places it outside regular 

society” (ibid.).  

Disrupting the logic of a few “bad apples” in business entails recognizing that 

global business and trade are based in and gain power through the flexible relationships 

to law inherent to the informal sector, global heterogeneity and difference in business 

practices (Tsing 2016), and proximity to crime and corruption. Hudson (2014: 775) 

describes legal and illegal economic practices as “genetically entwined and encoded in 

the DNA and ‘normal’ operations of contemporary capitalism, integral to the workings of 

the capitalist economy rather than a marginal and unusual anomaly.” If either the 

informal and formal sector are to function, they cannot be separated; the formal economy 

thus has a contradictory relationship to the law, in which formal businesses both benefit 

from and fight against the informal sector and its flexible relationship with laws and 
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regulations. If we take the law to be multiple, and thus so too the enforcement of laws 

and regulations, then often what is ‘informal’ is what looks informal or is treated as 

informal by a segment of the law, and thus who or what is performed as informal in 

police and legal actions: a form of ruling by aesthetics not just for land use but also for 

business practices (Ghertner 2015).17 Just as there are plural regulatory authorities, there 

are also plural business practices; while the corporate sector frequently wages fights 

against the informal sector to prevent piracy, grey market sales, and unauthorized repairs, 

among other things, the formal sector also benefits handsomely from its associations with 

the informal sector – in particular informal trade networks and their access to flexible 

supply chains.18  

While in Chapter Five I discuss how the formal sector’s proximity to and control 

over regulatory frameworks and discourses of efficiency benefits corporate capture of the 

valuable materials in e-waste, this chapter shows how the informal regularly benefits 

formal companies19 – and that informal or illicit commodity movements are not marginal 

or separate but intertwined with formal commodity production and trade. The rest of this 

                                                           
17 For example, if one’s factory looks ‘informal’ because it is in a predominately informal area 
(or, a majority Muslim area), even if your paperwork is legitimate, you might be fined or face 
police harassment. 
18 The informal sector is widely recognized as connected to corporate capital through relatively 
well-documented processes like corporate outsourcing, in which manufacturing is outsourced to 
informal and under-regulated production networks. Scholars attend to the role of corporate 
outsourcing in regulatory avoidance, and the importance of flexible supply chains to the 
company’s plausible deniability of labor and environmental infractions (Tsing 2009; Bear 2013). 
The garment industry provides the clearest example of subcontracting, its potential deadliness 
demonstrated by Bangladesh’s garment industry and the many Western brands found among the 
wreckage of Rana Plaza (O’Connor 2014).  
19 It’s important to note that corporate capital also has its own, personal illicitness not available to 
the regular ‘informal’ sector: practices like offshore banking and more broadly secretive banking 
and investments, which are not always illegal but are almost always hidden and questionably 
ethical, or are legal only because of rampant border crossings (if in paperwork only).  
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chapter examines the legal frameworks to manage electronic waste and actual movements 

that these commodities make within (and outside of) India. I discuss how regulations are 

bypassed and legal paperwork rendered mobile on the grey market, all serving the 

purpose of transferring electronic ‘waste’ back into circuits of value. 

 
 
2. The Rules vs. Reality: e-waste regulation in India 

2.1 The E-waste Rules 
 
 As I mention in Chapter Two, India’s e-waste regulations do not clearly reflect the 

on-the-ground realities of India’s used electronics industry and basis in dense reuse 

markets. I begin by introducing the process that formal players must navigate in order to 

become authorized e-waste handlers, and then discuss how the reality of Delhi’s e-waste 

world works around these regulations rather than through them. India’s E-waste 

(Management and Handling) Rules of 2011 were enacted due to concerns about informal 

recycling practices and e-waste being dumped in India from Europe and the United 

States. The Rules were written by the Ministry of Environment, Forestry and Climate 

Change (MoEFCC) with recommendations from the Central Pollution Control Board 

(CPCB), although they were drafted with significant feedback from environmental 

NGOs, European development agencies, and industry associations. The E-waste Rules, 

recently updated in 2016, have essentially two main components: the regulation of 

companies involved in handling the nation’s electronic waste, and the implementation of 

Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) regulations for electronics manufacturers 

(mainly multi-national corporations). While from the beginning the E-waste Rules 

emphasized principles of EPR, this was strengthened in 2016 because of problems 
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encountered with implementing the law. For example, as part of a Deposit Refund 

Scheme, the new E-waste Rules require manufacturers of electronics to collect a fee at 

purchase to ensure the proper return of equipment after usage. Overall, the newest 

iteration aims to prevent leakage of e-waste to the informal sector by rendering the entire 

life of electronic devices quantifiable and able to be tracked through different life stages, 

from its production through disposal. 

 In order to ensure proper handling of e-waste in India, the E-waste Rules require 

formalization of the e-waste industry, thereby making all informal or unauthorized e-

waste work illegal. Authorization for e-waste industries is divided into separate 

categories, each of which requires separate applications: e-waste collection, dismantling 

and recycling.20 These categories are progressively regulated, with recycling 

authorization requiring fulfillment of significant industry regulations on industrial 

processes, labor and building codes, etc. Getting paperwork to become a collector is not 

terribly difficult and has fewer requirements than dismantling and recycling, although it is 

significantly less lucrative and requires one to compete more directly with the informal 

sector. All certification requires an application and fulfillment of regulations as laid out in 

the law and through other government documents.  

 Abiding by the E-waste Rules includes following sometimes labyrinthine 

regulations overseen by different parts of the government, from state land regulations to 

                                                           
20 This was the case for the first iteration of the E-waste Rules, which went into effect in 2012. 
The newest version from 2016, which went into force on 1st October 2016, changes the 
significance of the “collector” due to an increased emphasis on Extended Producer 
Responsibility. Because the new law puts collection primarily in the purview of producers, who 
must set up systems to collect their used devices, it is unclear to me how this affects separate 
collection companies and their paperwork, which were important to the functioning of Delhi’s 
informal e-waste sector. 
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national taxation laws. Applying for certification itself is not expensive: one authorized 

collector told me that it cost 500r to apply and 5000r for the certification after approval 

(approximately $7 and $72).21 However, the application is the smallest cost for e-waste 

companies. One e-waste collector, Zaheer (who had converted from the informal to 

formal sector) explained that his basic startup costs had totaled a little less than 500,000r 

($7200), an exorbitant investment for a single informal businessman, especially given 

that certification takes time during which work doesn’t occur.22 He was required to rent a 

warehouse space in an authorized industrial area that fit the various industrial codes 

under the law, including ventilation, space, entry, and things like industrial-sized 

elevators. His rent for one floor in a six-floor warehouse cost between 50-60,000r per 

month (a little less than $1000), with a deposit of three months’ rent. He had to pay 

laborers for transport and unloading (what he called “general labor”) plus electricity — 

and all this before the cost of the fundamental requirement for an e-waste collection 

business: the cost of purchasing the e-waste itself.  

 Getting certified begins with — and can seem to rely almost entirely on — being 

able to establish a warehouse or plot of land that is legally available for e-waste industry. 

Zaheer said it took him five years to actually get his e-waste collection license, and half 

of that time was spent finding a warehouse to rent that was accepted by the (different 

divisions of) government. His first option was deemed unacceptable by the Delhi 

Pollution Control Committee (DPCC); his second was only rentable to registered  

                                                           
21 I have been unable to corroborate this through government websites, and this was the price told 
to me in the earlier iteration of the E-waste Rules. I take it as a general evidence that the 
certification itself was not cost prohibitive. 
22 Interview in East Delhi, 23 May 2015. 
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companies, and he was applying as part of a workers’ association. He finally found  

industrial space in Jhilmil, accessible only as a private company that he founded after it 

became clear how difficult the overlapping regulations were for non-company registrants 

in particular. A well-respected Delhi-based environmental NGO that focuses on waste 

issues, Chintan Environmental Research and Action Group, was also attempting to 

become an authorized e-waste collector to serve as a node for local small-scale 

kabadiwallahs who could sell their e-waste to Chintan. Chintan became involved as part 

of an NGO-based experiment to attempt to channel e-waste collected from informal 

actors to formal recyclers. Despite partnering with international development 

organizations and a relatively closer relationship to government officials, Chintan too had 

a difficult time finding an appropriate site for the warehouse as well as finding ways to 

satisfy different legal and regulatory details. This ranged from industrial areas being set 

aside as resettlement areas for older industrial actors that were being relocated (and thus 

Figure 3.1: Authorization certificate to operate as an e-waste collector in Delhi, provided by an 
authorized collector. Note that authorization is for “WEEE Collection, Segregation and Storage 
(without Dismantling and Recycling)”. (Image by author) 
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no new-comers allowed) to distinctive laws for different types of business associations 

(cooperatives versus not-for-profits versus Limited Liability Partnerships) and Chintan 

actually published an analysis of their almost four-year certification process in a 2013 

pamphlet, “Learning to Re-E-Cycle: What working with e-waste has taught us.”  

 These two examples went “by the book,” and seemed to predict a (somewhat) 

rapid formalization of e-waste in India dominated by corporate entities who received 

start-up investments and could afford the start-up costs easily. While authorization for e-

waste collection was comparatively easy (meaning that it was possible for an informal e-

waste dealer to formalize as a collector), e-waste dismantling and recycling authorization 

were more difficult. For example, Delhi’s laws on polluting industries do not allow e-

waste dismantling or recycling within city limits, which Chintan (Chaturvedi and 

Bhardwaj 2013) charged as NIMBYism for the state. Informal e-waste traders 

complained about this (perhaps unwritten) rule, which seemed more dramatic once I was 

confronted with the very un-polluting nature of e-waste dismantling.23 I began my 

fieldwork research at the end of 2014 assuming that I would find informal e-waste 

businesses in Delhi rapidly dying off, to be replaced by new, formal companies and 

tightly tracked electronic waste flows. This was based in part on preliminary research in 

Delhi, which included conversations with those at Chintan involved in efforts to 

formalize e-waste collection and in an-person explanation of their struggles with 

                                                           
23 I discuss the work processes more in Chapters Four and Five. In what I have observed at scrap 
shops, dismantling warehouses and formal recycling factories, most e-waste dismantling is not 
clean and comfortable work, but it is not “polluting” in the ways that e-waste recycling can be. 
The exception would be work with certain devices like CRT screens, but much of the work I 
observed was just very dusty and sometimes hard physical work, and workers could suffer from 
repetitive stress injury or be injured by tools. 
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attempting to produce a formal association of formerly informal e-waste recyclers (try to 

say that five times fast). My preliminary expectations also stemmed from Reddy’s 

dissertation research (2011) in Bangalore, which concluded that informal e-waste 

economy was quickly and negatively affected by the precursor to the E-waste Rules, the 

Clean e-Waste Channel first implemented in Bangalore (Reddy 2016). I quickly realized 

that my initial assumptions were much too simple. 

 

2.2 The “ban” and Indian waste imports  

Instead of being concerned about the E-waste Rules, more traders talked to me 

about the e-waste “ban” (“ban ho gya hai”). Traders regularly mentioned that, in addition 

to the Rules’ recycling regulations, used electronics could no longer be imported legally 

into India. Together, the E-waste Rules and a ban against used electronics imports (and in 

general used or waste materials) were supposed to counteract the widespread assumption 

that India was a dumping ground for the West’s waste products. While imports would not 

normally be overseen by the MoEFCC, the Ministry became involved in used imports 

precisely because of fears of waste dumping. Evidence of the connection between 

regulating India’s e-waste industry and global imports was on display on the desk of one 

of the primary authors of the E-waste Rules: a photocopy of a recent article in The Hindu, 

declaring India to be a “victim of e-waste crime” and reporting on a recent UNEP report 

about the global waste trade (Gandhi 2015).24 Clearly one of the main concerns for 

India’s e-waste governance overall was to prevent the import of electronic waste, even if 

                                                           
24 This report (Rucevska et al. 2015) does not actually document global e-waste exports to India; 
for more on this, see Gidwani and Corwin (2017). 
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it meant stretching the definition of waste to the point of breaking: the MoEFCC has even 

denied Apple permission to import certified pre-owned iPhones into India on several 

occasions, claiming that the government is “in-principle against allowing import and sale 

of second-hand phones in India to prevent dumping of hazardous electronic waste” 

(Mankotia and Aulakh 2016). 

 After the ban, illegal imports continued but all evidence indicates that much less 

used electronics are imported into India than before the ban. Everyone in the informal 

sector acknowledged that it still happened, and some were even directly involved in it, 

but the consensus was that it happened a lot less, and that importing e-waste had become 

a lot more difficult after the ban.25 While technically the question of illegal e-waste trade 

and informal recycling are legally distinct and operate through separate legal mechanisms 

(and as I discuss in Chapter Two, now that most e-waste in India is from national sources, 

the question of e-waste trade is mostly moot), they have been fused through the 

aforementioned narrative of global waste dumping. The overall goal of the upper 

echelons of the Indian government is to prevent informal recycling and, in particular, the 

informal recycling (or “dumping”) of non-Indian waste in Indian environments.  

 What the E-waste Rules neglect — as does the ban on importing used electronics 

— is the prevalence of reuse, repair and remanufacturing across India.26 Government 

                                                           
25 This is not to say that before the ban there were not plenty of illegal imports taking place: for 
example, I heard multiple times that often electronics were brought to India through Nepal in 
order to avoid higher import fees from other countries. 
26 The prevalence of used electronics resale, repair and remanufacture brings the two separate 
legal approaches (the E-waste Rules and laws on imports) back together again, as I did hear 
regularly about the illegal imports of used electronics for resale. The main thing I want to keep at 
the forefront of all discussion is that the attraction to used electronics is for their potential for 
resale, not for cheap “dumping” and likely not even for recycling and materials extraction — and 
that while these electronics can come from international and national sources, international trade 
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officials and NGO workers alike acknowledged the widespread resale of used electronics, 

even if it is not reflected in the law itself. At a training I observed in Delhi for state 

Pollution Control Board regulators from around the country, one of the trainers (a CPCB 

senior environmental engineer) said offhand at the end that social behavior in India is 

different from that of the west, and that global calculations about obsolescence need to 

take into account the multitude of everyday reuse practices.27 A little later, another trainer 

(a retired CPCB employee) interjected into the discussion a clearly hypothetical question: 

“Is e-waste going to trash? Have you ever seen a cell phone in the trash?” Everyone in 

the room chuckled knowingly: of course no e-waste was simply going into India’s trash: 

there would always be someone ready to do something with it. Even one of the main 

authors of the E-waste Rules at the MoEFCC noted after my mention of India’s 

widespread reuse of electronic devices that she gave her used things to her maid, and that 

her maid might use it for another five years. 

 Despite the recognition that e-waste in India does not have a clear and predictable 

life-cycle, the E-waste (Management and Handling) Rules, 2011 only mention 

“refurbishing” in the definition of “facility” as one possible process that may take place at 

e-waste facilities. The updated law, the E-waste (Management) Rules, 2016, improves 

upon the initial e-waste law in recognizing reuse and refurbishing as part of regular e-

waste processes. Even so, “reuse” is only mentioned twice: once, in the definition of 

disposal (by defining disposal as anything that doesn’t lead to recycling or reuse —

namely, landfilling or incineration); the second reference is when allowing an extension 

                                                           
has, by all accounts, reduced substantially and India’s own electronics usage provides plenty of 
source material. 
27 Regulator training run by the Centre for Science and Environment, Delhi, 25 February 2015. 
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of storage time due to efforts to develop a reuse or recycling process. Refurbishing is 

given more attention in the 2016 Rules, but primarily as a new actor that must follow the 

Rules when disposing of their own e-waste from refurbishment practices.28 According to 

the new law, all refurbishers must apply for a grant of authorization to their state 

Pollution Control Board (PCB) and their facilities must meet industry guidelines. They 

must also report to the government all e-waste they dispose of, and ensure that it is 

properly channelized to authorized recyclers. At this point, it’s important to note that as 

of my last visit to Delhi in the summer of 2017, I never heard anyone mention these 

requirements, and it is likely that a refurbisher requiring authorization would only apply 

to factories rather than small-scale shops like those in Nehru Place and across markets in 

India. Even so, I doubt any small refurbishers (for example, the CRT factories I visited) 

would actually apply for government authorization, in part because it is likely that 

multiple aspects of their business, from land use and location to labor and facilities, 

would not pass various other regulations – but more importantly, because I was never led 

to believe that these aspects of the law would be enforced. 

 

3. Informal arrangements and informal business 

3.1 Bypassing regulations and pluralizing informality 

Despite the complicated and often prohibitive legal terrain produced by the E-

waste Rules along with documentation of the decimation of informal e-waste business 

(Reddy 2011), informal traders generally dismissed the Rules as irrelevant or unimportant 

                                                           
28 Repair is only mentioned as part of the definition of refurbishment and as a potential source of 
e-waste. 
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to their lives and businesses. In my first meeting with informal traders in East Delhi, two 

traders told me unequivocally that nothing had changed due to the E-waste Rules.29 When 

pressed, they noted that the primary difference was that there was a new middleman: 

now, someone with authorization paperwork buys the waste and e-waste traders buying 

non-imported waste from companies must go through a middleman or larger trader with 

government paperwork. But they were in agreement that it all eventually ends up in the 

informal sector and were unconcerned about negative impacts on their business stemming 

from the e-waste regulations. 

Environmental regulators also acknowledged the problems with implementing the 

E-waste Rules. A lot of blame was placed on the “producers” or OEMs, who were also 

the target of a Toxics Link report that tracked producers’ compliance with the Rules 

(Mahesh et al. 2014). From a practical perspective, there were simply not enough 

regulators to enforce the Rules. At the aforementioned training for state Pollution Control 

Board employees, a Gujarat PCB environmental regulator expressed concern about the 

workload and asked whether there were going to be any “provisions for manpower” from 

the central government to support the new laws. The presenter, a former CPCB official, 

replied that the central government was useless: “You go to the CM (Chief Minister) and 

PM (Prime Minister), but we all know sunta nahi (they don’t listen).” During his 

presentation on regulatory compliance for the E-waste Rules, he emphasized the 

significance of these relatively powerless state regulators as the only thing that could 

change the country’s e-waste sector: “You have to ask these questions [about compliance] 

                                                           
29 Interviews in Mustafabad, 24 April 2015. 
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– no one else is asking these questions… You have to take action.” Still, as a group they 

openly acknowledged the uphill battle they faced: there were not even close to enough 

employees to regularly inspect warehouses and factories to ensure compliance, and this 

likely led to the E-waste Rules being regularly circumvented after the initial authorization 

paperwork was processed.  

While there are a multitude of ways that India’s e-waste regulations are bypassed, 

one of the most basic evasions I observed was an authorized e-waste collector who had 

given up renting a warehouse of his own due to the high costs of maintaining it.30 

Inspections on already authorized companies happened rarely enough that it took a while 

for a problem to arise. He continued to use his former warehouse’s mailing address for 

official communication, and paid the local postman to save his letters for him instead of 

delivering them. When he did have an inspection coming up, he had inspectors visit 

another e-waste warehouse and somehow convinced them it was his own. Through this 

maneuver, he was able to keep his e-waste authorization paperwork and function as a 

formal collector, without any of the formal infrastructure.  

 The e-waste ban introduced a more immediate need to “setting karna” or make an 

arrangement for the importing of globally-sourced used electronics. One trader based in 

Nehru Place, “Akash,” used an importer in Nehru Place who had a relationship with a 

guy in customs. He relayed to me that their “setting” unfolded over a recent meeting.31 

Together they had come up with a plan that worked for both of them: the importer now 

labels all the used desktop computers as “new,” but as new empty desktop cabinets – in 

                                                           
30 I was told several years later that Zaheer had also lost his warehouse. 
31 Interview in Nehru Place, 20 November 2015. 
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other words, the plastic cases inside which the parts for a desktop computer are 

assembled (what a non-technical person would normally describe as the “computer,” but 

what is in fact just a plastic body holding computer components). This arrangement 

meant that Akash didn’t have to pay taxes and duties on new full computers, just new 

plastic bodies.32 The importer takes a cut, the customs guy takes a bigger cut, and then 

Akash refurbishes the computers. He told me that he made around 4-500r ($6-7) profit 

per imported computer. Akash smiled and said, sometimes I’m charged a penalty because 

my shipment is “overweight” – since all those used computers weigh just a bit more than 

the new empty cabinets listed on his customs paperwork! These types of “settings” or 

arrangements take place in many forms, but as they were explained in e-waste trade they 

are always designed to save the importer money (which is passed on to others involved in 

the trade) or to allow illegal imports in the country, generally through relationships with a 

customs agent. I commented that a complete ban on used electronics seemed a bit 

extreme, and Akash agreed. He speculated, in places like the US and Europe, laws are 

made for the good of the country, but in India they’re used to generate other income, by 

which he meant revenue stemming from bribes for customs officials or the police who let 

illegal and informal work continue.33 

                                                           
32 Due to the ban, in order to import anything, it had to be “new”, but a trader would not want to 
say they are dealing in new computers because that would require them to pay the taxes for the 
value of new computers. Akash filed paperwork for empty computer cabinets, which would not 
raise any legal red flags: it is common for people in Nehru Place to import empty computer 
cabinets in order to make assembled desktop computers (the “Frankenstein” computers discussed 
in Chapter Two, which are non-branded computers sold at much lower cost than a branded one, 
with a mix of different parts assembled to the customers’ specifications.) 
33 Importing new products is also not remotely immune to such arrangements: shipments were 
regularly mislabeled to misrepresent their true cost; for example, a shipment of 500 GB hard 
drives might be labeled as 200GB hard drives – worth much less, and therefore entailing lower 
customs fees and taxes. The trader may inform the customs official about a marking on their 
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3.2 Flexible relationships to the law 

Traders and businesspeople regularly talked about Indian law not as a barrier but 

as something to trouble-shoot and work around. Informal traders and business people in 

the used electronics sector exist in an in-between space, especially as informal labor has 

most commonly understood as part of the “need economy” or “hustle economy” (Sanyal 

2007; Thieme 2017),34 emphasizing the precarity of labor and labor struggles.35 Mehra 

(2012: 81) argues there has been a significant omission in analyzing the ‘intermediate 

classes’ in urban India, in part because “there has been a tendency to imagine the Indian 

megacity as a binary formation, with a focus on the creation, and trajectory of two 

opposing, increasingly polarised... urban worlds - the middle class and the poor.” 

The binary formation of middle class and poor in Indian cities is central to most 

theory on informality and the flexibility of law. Flexible relationships to laws and 

regulations have been most commonly understood as enabling poor communities to 

access the state through diverse pathways, providing more evenly distributed political 

negotiations (Chatterjee 2011). Chatterjee (2011) articulates this flexibility as being part 

of political society, a (mostly) separate political avenue for forming relationships with the 

                                                           
shipment, or the time their shipment is arriving, and the official will let that shipment in without 
requiring inspection (with some money made on the side for the customs official). 
34 I do not mean to imply that this scholarship considers informality to be solely in the Global 
South, and most of it argues against this; it is however, often focusing on increasing precarity of 
labor across the world. 
35 This scholarship often counters that informality is not a marker of the Global South but of the 
globalizing economy, with the worldwide precarity of everyday workers and increasingly 
neoliberal policies increasing dependence on work outside of regular labor regulation (Comaroff 
and Comaroff 2012; Goldman 2015). Gidwani and Maringanti (2016: 113) use the term “infra-
economy” to connection such precarity to capital: “By infra-economy we mean, on the one hand, 
an economy that is denied recognition by state and civil society (and is seen only at moments of 
crisis, as an object of condemnation or reform) and, on the other, an economy that is vital to the 
production of urban space such that it is conducive for capital accumulation.” 
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state and governance outside of the more restricted and ordered civil society.36 While the 

Indian state has been able to reach essentially all populations in its governance, civil 

society institutions reach only a small percentage of Indian “citizens.”37 Civil society 

does not include actual politics or enforcement of the law, and Chatterjee recognizes civil 

society as woefully unable to encompass political realities in India. Central to political 

society is the ability of marginal groups to negotiate individual exceptions from laws, not 

the abolition of laws, which serves as a way to confront the paradox in capitalist 

democracies of “equal citizenship and majority rule, on the one hand, and the dominance 

of property and privilege, on the other” (Chatterjee 2011: 17). The informal sector maps, 

albeit somewhat imperfectly, onto Chatterjee’s “political society,” as his articulation of 

modes of political engagement that are not encompassed by Western normative civil 

society offers a way to understand the informal sector and ‘informality’ writ large as 

illustrating the heterogeneous socialities and politics that cannot be regarded as 

incomplete projects of modernity or economic development. Political society features 

politics that “hover around a grey zone between legality and illegality” (Chatterjee 2011: 

68), like the holder of an e-waste authorization paperwork without a proper warehouse, or 

people who are illegal holders of legal entitlements such as certificates of slum 

                                                           
36 Civil society is the narrow domain of society in India in which citizens relate to the state as 
individuals with legally recognized rights based in state institutions, while political society 
conceptualizes a way of interacting with the state and mobilizing for people’s rights outside of an 
individual and rights-based approach. 
37 Chatterjee is arguing against the Western emphasis on individual rights-based “civil society,” 
which marks the Indian state and society as an incomplete modernization project. Chatterjee 
(2011) tackles politics in India by looking at the modern state in the Global South not as lack but 
as a “different sequence of modernity that varies in its consequence from the normative practices 
and institutions recommended by Western political theory” (196). In political society, governance 
operates through the political action of populations, not individual citizens. 
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displacement, which then allow the possessor to receive land from the government 

legally (Rao 2013).  

However, it is not only the poor and marginalized groups that exist in this grey 

zone, and the privileged do not keep themselves sequestered in the law-abiding civil 

society. Just as political society enables more access to the local state due to the 

permeability of lower bureaucracy (Ghertner 2011), the permeability of the so-called 

political society also extends to formal sector and the state (Roy 2004, 2009). The state’s 

role is key to enforcing and shaping informal regimes, and scholarship on what Roy 

(2009) calls “calculated informality” details how the state – and its connections to 

corporate capital – use informality to counteract informal livelihoods and shape the city, 

often through what Ghertner (2015) calls a “rule by aesthetics” that justifies enclosures 

and demolitions under the rubric of cleaning and greening the city. The links between the 

state and corporate capital are central to shaping new regimes of informality in the city, 

and Barkan (2013: 4) argues that the state and corporations, or sovereign power and 

corporate power, are “ontologically linked.”  

Non-corporate capital – and corporate capital’s ties to informal traders and 

dependence on informal trade and flexible (often absent) scrutiny of compliance – are a 

bit of an outlier to the already existing literature on informality, and India’s intermediate 

classes “have remained outside the predominant research imagination on urban change” 

(Mehra 2012: 79). While informal traders and business people are not powerful, 

politically connected people, nor are they poor and reduced to contributing political 

influence as part of voting blocs. The relationship between informal traders, corporate 

suppliers and traders, and state actors from different sectors and tiers within the state 
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cannot be easily separated by their relationship to the law and regulations. Instead, illegal, 

legal-adjacent, unauthorized and unregulated business practices form the backbone of 

India’s electronics industry (extrapolated from Delhi) — not just what goes on in 

‘informal sector’ but also aspects of ‘formal,’ corporate and often multinational sectors. 

In the next section, I discuss the paths through which informal trade functions in Delhi’s 

used electronics markets.  

 

3.3 Mobile paperwork and the transfer of e-waste back into reuse  

Given that the government regulation of e-waste does not acknowledge the 

widespread non-waste practices in the used electronics industry (as described in Chapter 

Two), much of the actually-existing e-waste industry is driven through a plethora of 

informal arrangements that enable reuse markets. These arrangements facilitate the 

transfer of e-waste from “waste” to non-waste circuits, often moving with the support of 

informally networked paperwork or under-the-table deals. Between the various laws and 

regulations governing electronic waste, there are essentially two options: either to utilize 

fluid and flexible access to paperwork, or to avoid paperwork entirely. Flexible 

paperwork access means that authorization paperwork is shared, borrowed or used as a 

cover, so that the paperwork in some way provides legitimacy to business proceedings, 

even if they are not legitimately used and therefore operate in excess of the letter of the 

law. Flexible paperwork is no longer a viable option for international e-waste traders, as 

India’s import ban on e-waste and used electronics means that there is no scope for legal 

waste trade, and thus no paperwork for waste. Waste can, however, be identified as new 

products in order to make it through import regulations. Hasan told me that deals happen 
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in “all types of ways” and that “on paper sub kuch hota hai, India mein”: “on paper, 

everything happens in India.”38 

Obviously, sometimes e-waste moves directly into the reuse sector, never entering 

into a formal or informal e-waste trade; this was most prevalent in years past, when 

Zaheer described the business as based in the “fast movement” of materials.39 Before the 

extended legal and media attention to electronic waste, used electronics from companies 

were sold to local informal recyclers, who worked to promote and maintain personal 

connections with people overseeing a company’s purchases and disposal of IT 

equipment. Reddy’s research showed these changes in action in Bangalore, where the 

rapid formalization of the e-waste industry meant that informal actors suddenly lost the 

power of their previous business connections and could no longer buy waste from bulk 

producers. Based on my research it does seem that in the realm of bulk consumers in 

Delhi, this is happening less and less now.40 It is harder to sell e-waste directly to the 

informal sector; larger companies that buy bulk electronic equipment for their offices are 

becoming progressively more attentive to the disposal of their bulk used electronics. 

Businesses (and in particular Indian offices of MNCs) are careful about following 

e-waste disposal regulations in order to avoid bad press. Since the E-waste Rules require 

e-waste sales to authorized recyclers, it doesn’t require much of a change for a company 

to sell their used electronics to a company that is legally authorized to collect e-waste. 

                                                           
38 Interview in Jamia Nagar with an electronics trader and salesman, 4 June 2015. 
39 Interview in Jhilmil Industrial Area, 11 June 2015. He specifically said: “law se pehle 
movement thi, fast movement hoti thi” (“before the law, there was a lot of fast movement of 
products” or perhaps translated more specifically, “there was rapid turnover before the law”).  
40 This does still occur through the simple resale of used electronics, which obviously takes place 
across Delhi and the world, through local deals, small-time dealers, e-Bay sales, etc. 
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Another concern driving corporate compliance with e-waste disposal is ensuring privacy 

and the data stored on their devices, and companies want to protect their data at all costs. 

In the United States and increasingly in India, data destruction is one of the primary 

services offered by formal recyclers. The potential money made from resale of used IT 

equipment does not generally supersede privacy concerns. In fact, in India not only do 

companies sell their e-waste to authorized recyclers, but sometimes they even travel to 

the recycling plant to observe the shredding of their circuit boards and destruction of their 

hard drives. In their eyes, intellectual property – either what was on their hard drives or 

the actual equipment itself – is often best protected through immediate destruction. As a 

result, informal recyclers that once had personal connections or networks with companies 

are now unable to access bulk e-waste directly, and many formal companies in India will 

no longer informally sell their used electronics to recyclers. 

Figure 3.2: A printed circuit board heading into an industrial e-waste shredder, Bangalore 
(photo by author). 
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 However, everyone I talked to was very sure that the stuff was indeed moving 

from “e-waste” back into resale – and many of them were involved it. When I mentioned 

this to Arnab, a used electronics refurbisher and trader, he smiled and said yes, I was 

right, there’s really not much “waste.” He then explained one of the main routes for 

moving e-waste into reuse markets.41 When a company has old computers and IT 

equipment they need to get rid of, they sell it to an authorized recycler or collector for 

recycling. He made up a hypothetical example: say Pepsi is getting rid of 100 company 

mobile phones and upgrading to new ones. He gestured to his own smartphone, sitting on 

the table between us, making it clear that the phones they were getting rid of were not 

old, useless phones. These phones would be sold to recyclers for a very low price – the 

recycling company might quote 100r per phone. So, on paper, the phones were sold for 

100r each to the recycling company. However, a side agreement was made: these 

smartphones are not worth 100r each (which represents their general worth in terms of 

recyclable materials). Instead, they are worth 2000r each on the resale market. Some guys 

at the company, Pepsi in this example, make an informal deal where they will make the 

extra 1900r per phone and they sell it into the reuse sector, or informal sector. Pepsi-the-

corporate-entity does not (necessarily) know about this; there is a paper trail indicating 

that their used smartphones were sold to an authorized recycler for 100r each for 

recycling, and it is this formal paper trail that will be used if they are ever audited and 

need to demonstrate their compliance with the E-waste Rules. The middle men at Pepsi, 

the ones who make the 2000r per phone deal, make money seemingly at the company’s 

                                                           
41 Interview in Lakshmi Nagar, 8 October 2015. 
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expense, and the “recycling” company makes money because those phones can be resold 

for even more than 2000r on the resale market. However, on paper, phones worth less 

than $2 each were disposed of properly, and no one was scammed or lost money. In some 

ways, value was “found.” 

 Now, most importantly, who buys these hypothetical phones from the Pepsi 

employees who are secretly selling them? This is more complicated to track. Government 

authorization paperwork changes hands and is lent and borrowed regularly; one used 

electronics business in Nehru Place told me that they had an understanding with an 

authorized e-waste collector in Delhi, whose paperwork they could use if they were 

required to produce proof of legal sale. Another shop owner said he had a “sister 

company” for recycling, and would say nothing more. At an office in Mayapuri in West 

Delhi, sitting in an air-conditioned room with glass windows looking into their junk 

warehouse, I listened to two men discuss the recent discovery that someone had gotten a 

copy of their company’s letterhead.42 They were partners in a mostly-defunct e-waste 

collection company, but still possessed all the proper paperwork. Apparently this guy, a 

relatively distant acquaintance, was going around town claiming to be their company’s 

owner, and they had just heard that he’d made several e-waste deals across Delhi, 

including tenders from a few five-star hotels.  

Most of the time, however, the owners of the paperwork let their paperwork be 

used, and this was a common part of everyday business relationships. Arya and I once 

asked if people charged to use their paperwork and were told no, but that “deals are 

                                                           
42 Interview in Mayapuri, 21 July 2016. 
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made” (“dealing rhta hai”). Even after over a year of regular friendly meetings with men 

in the e-waste trade, the purchase of e-waste through companies and paperwork was 

never comfortably discussed. It was rare that anyone mentioned the e-waste collection 

company they worked with; no one ever offered to connect me to their personal partners 

in the e-waste trade, and I learned not to ask. In general, paperwork for authorized e-

waste collection is not difficult to receive, either through official channels (actually 

applying for the certificate, established formal warehouse space and fulfilling all 

regulatory requirements, even if the business lapses), through borrowing paperwork, or 

through the purchase of the documents through bribes.43  

 Because of the relatively infrequent incidents of actual government inspection and 

follow-up, official e-waste paperwork functioned as a shield at the ready, always 

available through some connection if the need arose. The paperwork was used as a way to 

ensure that the flow of e-waste returned to the more lucrative reuse sectors. Even as the 

middle man changed and profits likely decreased for lower level informal actors, India’s 

informal used electronics sector continued to flourish despite the many relatively onerous 

and comprehensive recent environmental and trade regulations.  

 

4. Conclusion: “If the road is closed, then you go through the back alley” 

Mr. Mehta, a used computer salesman based in Jaipur, explained how recent 

regulatory changes had impacted his international used electronics import business. He 

had started his business before the E-waste Rules were implemented, and while I never 

                                                           
43 I never actually met anyone who admitted to obtaining a permit through bribery, but multiple 
times it was implied that it was easy to get a certificate if you spent enough money. This may, 
however, be rumors, as no details were ever cited or examples given. 
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got the sense that he had proper import authorization then, there was scope for some type 

of (likely doctored) paperwork. When India banned any trade in e-waste, the ban 

unclearly extended to used electronics of all forms and qualities, as the line between 

“used” and “waste” continues to be nebulous (even for used iPhones). Yet Mr. Mehta was 

still importing used commercial computers, fixing them up with parts ordered through 

Nehru Place and selling them in Jaipur. Since nothing used was allowed in the country, 

there was no scope for even fake authorization paperwork. But, he continued, everyone 

must “fill their stomach,” and so he found other ways to bring in used electronics: “if the 

road is closed, then you have to go through the back alley” (“agar road band hua to gali 

se aayega”).44 

 Mr. Mehta’s practical perspective: that businessmen would find whatever back 

alley was necessary to continue business, was perhaps the only constant in all accounts I 

heard of used electronics business. Movement was regularly stated explicitly or implied 

as fundamental to business transactions, and this movement is rarely legal. Laws like the 

E-waste Rules inevitably try to make commodity movements trackable across time and 

space in order to be enforceable. For example, the E-waste Rules of 2016 included efforts 

to manage e-waste from the initial purchase of electronic devices through a Deposit 

Refund Scheme, so that manufacturers, dealers and users are all identifiable and flows of 

e-waste to the informal sector can be more easily tracked and prevented. These efforts run 

counter to the realities of electronics movements (both new and used, formal and 

informal). 

                                                           
44 Interview in Nehru Place, 10 June 2015. 
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The actual movement of commodities through shipping ports and international 

waters is openly devoid of national law, customs inspections and security provisions. In 

her travels through ports and on container ships, Nordstrom (2007) recounts that she was 

rarely required to identify herself, that she personally never went through customs and 

her passport was never stamped, and that there was little to no security in ports and 

shipyards. This lack of enforcement extends, most importantly, to the materials being 

shipped.45 Containers are rarely inspected, and security precautions widely trumpeted by 

shipping companies included things like “tamper-proof seals on containers,” which were 

actually “simple bands of plastic, fashioned much like a hospital bracelet, with a one-way 

closure that must be cut to be opened, and each was stamped with a number. They are 

threaded through the eyeholes of one of the door levers, one per container. A simple 

device from an office supply company could make these by the carload lot” and they 

could be easily cut off the container with scissors (Nordstrom 2007: 185). In addition, 

Nordstrom noticed that a good number of containers weren’t even sealed with this 

“tamper-proof” device. After a conversation with officers on a container ship about the 

lack of security at American ports (and their speculations on the ease of a terrorist attack), 

they told her “‘as far as smuggling? Who even notices? We take on containers, we off-

load them, no one looks. Inspections…’ They snorted in laughter” (184). “Ports were 

never built, never meant, to be secure” a longshoreman told her (186). 

The unimpeded circulation of goods is fundamental to business: Gregson and 

Crang (2017: 207) argue that “illicitness in an economic sense can be thought not just as 

                                                           
45 The human side clearly has implications for human trafficking, which I will not be discussing. 
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a property of certain goods and certain economic actors in certain places but also as a 

quality of circulation” (my emphasis). Instead of functioning as a “deviant globalization” 

running in parallel to mainstream globalization (Gilman et al. 2011), the global 

circulation of goods is by necessity – as implicit to the system – based in informal, illegal 

or illicit trade. Gregson and Crang (2017) refer to this as “customary illegality,” which 

they define as “the social acceptability and habitual practice of illegality in doing 

business” (207). They posit that such business transactions (predominately based in trade 

and the movement of commodities) are normal parts of business – even if they are 

technically illegal.  

The regularity with which things (and people) move through back alleys in order 

to continue their circulation demonstrates that all business (formal and informal) is laced 

with the illegal, even if it is ‘customary.’ Given this, I believe this begs the question: how 

are divisions between informal and formal rendered legal and applied, even given the 

arbitrary nature of the actual business practices? And what are the politics of value 

employed in order to reinforce these divisions? I go into this in Chapter Five, after a 

detour to discuss the actual work processes themselves in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 
 

Making things in an “ocean of materials”:  
jugaad, creativity and working with electronics 

______________________________________________________ 
 

 

1. Introduction 

 India’s used electronics industry is based in two essential components, without 

which no repair, remanufacturing and resale could exist: a large mass of used electronics, 

and their continuous assessment for quality and use potential. Together, the interaction 

between material mass and human labor is what makes and drives secondary electronics 

markets. These two components are essential for this industry to exist; without a regular 

stream of previously used materials varying in type, quantity, quality, etc., coupled with 

their assessment, testing and repair, there would be no used electronics industry. The 

evaluation of things’ potential value and use is ongoing and based in the accumulated 

expertise of workers whose haptic knowledge constantly intervenes in the disposal of 

things. Ongoing evaluation ensures that the masses of discarded materials are afforded an 

opportunity to reenter use through various processes of repair, re-assembly, and re-

manufacturing of devices. Together, they enable a work process of working with, a 

negotiation between worker and thing that produces extended industry and production 

processes. 

 The importance of the “input” materials is, of course, a given: it is a secondary 
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industry based on other people’s consumption, in existence only because of the waste of 

others. This can make it seem like a back-end industry, and in many ways it is, taking the 

“waste” from the first or primary consumer and revitalizing it to provide it with new life. 

As I already began to in previous chapters, I complicate and contest the labeling of this 

sector as “back-end,” for conceiving of a back-end implies a linearity to production, 

consumption and disposal practices that are inherently problematic for a number of 

reasons.1 However, for the time being it is necessary to take a more straightforward and 

linear approach for strategic reasons,2 in order to look at the informal used electronics 

industry as working in response to the larger electronics manufacturing industry.  

 This chapter explores India’s used electronics industries through the interactions 

between diverse, flexible and ever-changing materials and creative labor practices, which 

I argue constitute and thus enable the industry as a whole. I explore the improvisatory and 

creative work taking place in Delhi’s used electronics shops as a form of making that 

recognizes the worker as existing in a world of materials, in which the worker works with 

the materials in a constant process of becoming for both the commodity and technician – 

                                                           
1 I argue that large-scale capitalist production is supported by waste management in general and 
informal labor in particular, so to say one could exist without the other is purely speculative and 
thus the e-waste sector is not a “back” end but an integral part. In the Conclusion, I explore the 
multitudinous ways in which the industries wrap in on one another, from supply chains to design 
questions in order to question the legal divisions between sectors and industries. 
2 Ultimately, I want to provide a both/and understanding of this industry: that there is both an 
order or linearity, in that the reuse/waste industry has arisen and grown in response to global 
electronics production; and yet simultaneously production industries depend on informal outlets 
for their own excess (both waste products as well as waste from production). Production 
industries also clearly produce the waste I am discussing through design and manufacturing 
practices like planned obsolescence and disposable products. At a fundamental level, I argue that 
waste is not, of necessity, a given, and thus there is some sort of ‘originary’ production of waste. 
Henderson (2004: 490) explains this dilemma by explaining that waste can be understood in two 
different ways: either as a “residual, reducible to the casting off of the surplus” or as “an active 
surface in the political and economic life of the commodity society”. I regard waste as the latter. 
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who make each other in the process. Section two details the accumulation of used 

electronic commodities through collection and storage of e-waste in warehouses across 

Delhi and attends to the sheer quantities and types of commodities and former 

commodities. Section three examines the knowledge required to assess and test the 

accumulated electronic goods, to enable their movement into secondary use industries. In 

section four, I look at what happens when, as Ingold (2007: 9) puts it, “human 

beings…swim in an ocean of materials.” The interface between inventive haptic labor 

and the things themselves is often called “jugaad” by repair workers, who reinvent the 

lives of discarded computers, monitors and TVs. Section five connects inventive labor to 

networks of workers, who produce a collective compendium of knowledge, and I 

conclude by discussing the significance of these community networks and haptic labor in 

creating markets shaped by contact zones that are central to the work-play that is jugaad.  

2. “An immense accumulation of commodities” 

“The wealth of those societies in which the capitalist mode of production prevails 
presents itself as ‘an immense accumulation of commodities’…” (Marx 1976: 125).3 
 
“…the perfect commodity would be one that is exchangeable with anything and 
everything else, as the perfectly commoditized world would be one in which everything 
is exchangeable or for sale. By the same token, the perfectly decommoditized world 
would be one in which everything is singular, unique, and unexchangeable” (Kopytoff 
1986: 69). 

2.1 Quantifying and collecting the goods 

The used electronics industry could clearly not exist without new electronics as a 

material input and fuel. This may seem obvious – of course an industry can’t exist 

                                                           
3 This is the first sentence in Capital, Volume One. 
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without inputs – but what I want to emphasize is how much we are talking about, and 

how the sheer quantity and variety of electronics-qua-waste provides the material basis 

for the inventive labor inherent to used electronics remaking. One could present the 

quantity through statistics: among the most stark is a 2016 ASSOCHAM report that 

domestically-produced e-waste in India is approximately 2.7 million tons per year, with 

projections that it will reach 5.2 million tons by 2020, based on an estimated annual 

growth rate of 30%. The data certainly paints a dramatic picture, and I do not dispute the 

general data that e-waste quantities are enormous and growing. Besides that, however, I 

approach the assertion of authority and breezy quantification of e-waste with a healthy 

skepticism for several reasons. Used electronics and electronic waste may be widespread 

across the world, with ever-growing quantities, but – like the category of waste as a 

whole – e-waste is unruly. Waste does not behave as a predictable, easily quantifiable and 

easily manipulated or controlled substance; the blanket category of “waste” is the extra, 

the excess, that which is outside or unvalued. Economically, it is difficult to count and 

often it is only quantified when collected for disposal, at which point it is measured as 

bulk materials in waste disposal contracts.  

Electronic waste, in particular, is diffuse and without a clear “site” of disposal and 

collection. E-waste is the old charger in your desk drawer, the unused TV in your 

neighbor’s basement, the office that is upgrading their computer monitors. E-waste does 

not rot, it tends not to accumulate quickly in one place, and it can be stored without 

drawing attention or concern. It is not centrally managed, as municipal solid waste often 

is, so there are no overseeing institutions that can offer broadly accurate data. In addition, 

there are incentives to either underreport or over-report e-waste data: some companies 
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may not report their e-waste collection if it is exported (due to bad press); by contrast, 

because of widespread corporate social responsibility (CSR) efforts, some companies 

have the incentive to report inflated numbers for e-waste collection, thereby embellishing 

the success of their CSR programs (Koebler 2016). Most importantly for my purposes, 

the data doesn’t necessarily take into account used electronics that make it back into 

reuse without first going to a scrap dealer or recycler, and if it does, it is frequently 

aggregated data with e-waste types all lumped together. 

 Perhaps, then, it is more useful is to look at electronics production data. A recent 

ASSOCHAM report estimated that electronics imports to India would reach $300 billion 

by 2020 and that “demand for electronic products in India is expected to grow at a CAGR 

(compound annual growth rate) of 41 per cent” (PTI 2017). While the majority of 

electronics in India are imported, including key components (like glass for screens or air 

conditioning compressors), the growth of India’s electronics usage is significant. A 2015 

report estimated that India’s consumer electronics sector would reach $20.6 billion by 

2020, and would grow at a compound annual rate of 13.4% (Mitra 2015). TVs and related 

set-top boxes (for digital TV) are growing at the nation’s fastest rate, followed by white 

goods like refrigerators. India’s smartphone market is growing at the world’s fastest rate, 

with an increase of 17 percent from early to mid-2016, and India is projected to hit 1.4 

billion mobile subscriptions by 2021 (Taylor 2016). Suffice to say that the data depicts 

the rapid growth of electronics usage in India based on data for the formal electronics 

sector. However, again, the informal sector (trade, manufacturing and re-manufacturing) 

is not part of this data. Thus, for my purposes, I find it clearest to rely primarily on my 

own observations of waste during fieldwork, and I hope my account will provide a 
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qualitative understanding of the masses of e-waste.  

 Because of the geographically-diffuse movements of electronics, e-waste as a 

distinct ‘waste stream’ is dependent on the active aggregation of discarded devices. One 

of the predominant common concerns for India’s wider e-waste industry (informal, 

formal, reuse, recycling – everyone) is the importance of e-waste collection. Collection 

also represents the only clear overlap between two seemingly separate waste circuits – 

India’s formal and often corporate e-waste industry as regulated by the government, and 

the used electronics industry as I explore in this dissertation. While it can appear as if 

these systems exist in separate universes, divided by their relationship to the E-waste 

Rules and corporate capital, they both exist because of e-waste collection. E-waste 

collection as the essential basis of e-waste management is codified in the E-waste Rules, 

which divide the regulation into three separate steps for e-waste management: collection, 

dismantling, and recycling. Informal and formal recyclers, remanufacturers, repairers and 

resellers all depend on the collection of electronics from households and offices, the 

rejoining of mass used electronics which began as they were first manufactured as new 

products and traveled from distribution warehouses to stores, houses and offices, and then 

as waste back again to warehouses.  

 Access to e-waste is of the utmost concern for these industries. Formal recyclers 

lobbied (and continue to lobby) the Indian government for stricter laws and enforcement 

governing e-waste in order to redirect e-waste to their companies and prevent it from 

going to informal recyclers. While collection can be written off as unskilled work (one 

used electronics salesman had once explained collection dismissively to me as “just 

picking things up from one place and bringing them to another”), it is the backbone of the 
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e-waste industry, variably dependent on business relationships and backroom deals. 

Reddy (2013: 64) documents the significance of access to e-waste for recyclers in 

Bangalore, explaining that informal recyclers’ livelihoods were based on their ability to 

territorialize e-waste and that “[t]he ultimate hope of recyclers is to establish – through 

face-to-face negotiation with key personnel in the facilities department – de facto 

territorial rights to waste generated in those IT firms.” The success of the Rules’ 

implementation notwithstanding4, access to e-waste has been (and, in Delhi, continues to 

be) dominated by informal sector workers, and non-corporate e-waste in particular 

remains the domain of “last mile collectors,” small-scale purchasers across cities and 

towns that collect e-waste from households and smaller businesses.  

During our first meeting, Zaheer, an informal e-waste industry guy turned 

government-authorized e-waste collector, bristled when I asked where he “collected” e-

waste from. “I don’t ‘collect’ things,” he said. “I purchase them” (“purchase karta 

hoon”).5 He wanted to make sure I understood: he was not someone who just picked 

things up from one place and moved it to another; Zaheer was a well-connected dealer. 

E-waste collection – or more accurately, the purchasing of used and rubbish electronics – 

is the clearest sign of e-waste as non-waste and happens through many networks and at 

various scales of quantity and dealers. At the smallest and least bulk scale, local 

kabadiwalas go around to houses and offices buying electronics and other scrap (one 

local kabadiwala who came to my apartment in South Delhi had an e-waste-specific 

                                                           
4 Reddy’s research in Bangalore documented the decline of informal e-waste recyclers due to 
implementation of the E-waste Rules, but I did not observe such a shift in Delhi; this is addressed 
in terms of paperwork and certifications in Chapter Three. 
5 Interview with a government authorized collector in East Delhi, 23 May 2016. 
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business card and said he was trying to expand his kabadi business to be mostly e-waste-

based). Bulk e-waste is purchased by traders from companies upgrading their IT or going 

out of business, and government waste is bid on through a tender system. Increasingly 

(although still representing a very small part of e-waste collection), NGOs run collection 

drives and people donate e-waste to NGOs. These collections of e-waste, the networked 

amassing of used electronics, exist in nondescript warehouses across the National Capital 

Region. Some are off main roads in industrial areas, others are in back alleys with 

confusing addresses and barbed wire fences. All the warehouses I visited were organized 

and yet overflowing, based on a categorization system for electronics and yet with regular 

evidence of things exceeding these normal categories, from the news media analog video 

equipment in Zaheer’s warehouse to the enormous industrial printer in the entry hallway 

to Akash’s warehouse.  

 

2.2 The warehouse 

 The supplies for these used computers are based in networks of warehouses: vast 

stores of used electronics that provide the material for entire refurbishment-based 

industries. Akash’s electronics warehouse, a 20-minute drive from his used computer 

shop in Nehru Place, was an exemplary instance. As I descended the steps into his 

warehouse, I was confronted with floor to ceiling stacks of desktop computers, filling the 

entire ground floor. Within these densely stacked computers were narrow paths, barely 

wide enough to walk through, and I continued through these connected labyrinthine 

computer-walled alleys, going deeper and deeper as it got darker and darker, until I 

reached a dead-end of more computers leaning against the concrete wall. The stacks of 
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desktop computers blocked out the fluorescent ceiling lights and swayed ever-so-gently, 

like the rustle of tall grasses in a breeze. The density of these electronics was awe-

inspiring, capturing the meaning of “awe” as both an awesome and awful sight, evoking 

fear and wonder at the sheer quantity of materials. Walking amongst the stacks of 

computer towers, the walls of computers seemed unending. It felt as if the warehouse 

would continually reveal more and more walls of stuff. And so it did: every day, some of 

these computers were transported to the store for sale and recently collected ones were 

delivered to the warehouse, where they were tested, sorted, upgraded and stored – a 

testament to the “unsettling materiality” of global electronics production as well as the e-

waste warehouse’s “disruptive interaction with capitalist regimes of value” (Thoburn 

2010: 9). The “accumulated commodities” of capitalist production, as Henderson (2004: 

491) points out, include the accumulation not only of commodities but also of their 

warehouses, stores and marketplaces, in which sometimes – like his own Food Bank, or 

the e-waste warehouse – are stores of things at a point in their lives when they have no 

clear status as commodities.  

 All commodities bear the imprint, the hieroglyphic, of specific labor relations 

made legible through their socially necessary labor time and thus exchangeable; but what 

of the commodity’s disposal, or time as non-commodity? In The Social Life of Things, 

both Arjun Appadurai and Igor Kopytoff approach the commodity as a thing in 

circulation with its own life history or career, what Kopytoff refers to as its “biography.” 

For Kopytoff (1988: 67), a thing goes through time as a commodity (due to its use and 
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value in exchange), and time as a singular, non-exchangeable thing6 – up to and including 

its aging and death. In the e-waste warehouse, everything bears not only the imprint of its 

prior labor relations but, more urgently, its end-of-life: a trajectory that has brought it to 

be collected, en masse, with thousands of its previously wasted comrades. In the e-waste 

warehouse, individually each machine or piece of a machine is not a commodity in any 

clear sense. The stacks of hard drives, bundles of phones, mountains of monitors, are in 

various states of disrepair and functionality, amassed together. If, as Kopytoff (1988: 69) 

argues, “the perfect commodity would be one that is exchangeable with anything and 

everything else,” then the e-waste warehouse is populated with non-commodities or anti-

commodities: “singular, unique” and – as yet – “unexchangeable”. These things are not 

irreversibly unexchangeable, and their biographies all have multiple trajectories. 

Something does not simply become and remain a commodity until its death. Instead, it is 

constantly in the process of becoming a commodity (or becoming not-commodity as it 

ages), the pure state of which can never be attained (Kopytoff 1988: 73). It goes through 

different life stages in which it is differentially exchangeable, even up to and including its 

time in an e-waste warehouse. Everything in the e-waste warehouse has the potential for 

                                                           
6 Kopytoff (1988: 69) is juxtaposing the ‘perfect’ commodity, which is universally exchangeable, 
with something that is singular and not-exchangeable with anything: “the perfectly decommodit-
ized world would be one in which everything is singular, unique, and unexchangeable.” These are 
clearly hypothetical categories, but he gives some examples, like medicine prescribed for an 
individual, or things that are so plentiful that they are given away. I think more interestingly, 
Kopytoff argues that commoditization is against culture—that culture works against 
commoditization by discriminating between things and valuing them differently, thus making 
them unexchangeable. I think this could also be expanded to consider emotion and affect, in 
which things become individuals because of personal or cultural valuation. He has a discussion of 
the commoditization of people and slavery (64-65) that seems to imply that all commodities are 
only commodities, or at least fully commodities, at the point of sale, and then they gain other 
identities as a more singular thing, becoming commodities again only upon resale. 
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embarking on a new trajectory, another shift in its becoming-commodity.  

 In Akash’s warehouse, one high shelf was filled with an array of video projectors, 

collecting dust. The projectors, Akash told us, were in storage for the foreseeable future. 

They were all missing light bulbs and new ones were costly, so he was holding onto the 

projectors until used but working bulbs came along. For the time being, the projectors 

were in an indeterminate state, neither rubbish nor valued, waiting for the used bulbs that 

would return them to their previous position as an expensive and highly coveted device. 

Without the bulbs, they were useless and thus valueless, but always with the promise of a 

change in fortune.  As John Frow states, “Waste is the degree zero of value” (cited in 

Gidwani and Reddy 2011: 1626), i.e. value-in-waiting, a sort of residual commodity with 

the potential for resurrection. But, of course, it is the knowledge and labor of 

Figure 4.1: Images from e-waste warehouses in Delhi (photos by author) 
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entrepreneurs like Akash that makes it more or less likely to embark on a trajectory that 

will return it to the circuit of value. 

 Akash explained that his business model was to collect everything offered to him, 

and this strategy was depicted in both the regular movement of things in and out of the 

warehouse as well as the dust-covered items awaiting rebirth as commodity. His open 

collection strategy was based in two mutually beneficial business strategies that 

amounted to assuming the impermanency of anything as “rubbish.” First, to continually 

invest in good trade relationships with regular e-waste traders, Akash openly accepted all 

available goods regardless of initial assessments of their value. Second, his business 

depended on having the widest variety of stock that he could, with as many parts and 

devices available; thus, he would be able to offer any product and provide any parts 

needed. Akash’s unabashed accumulation of things reflected the indeterminate and 

flexible nature of things as commodities as things, in which a thing instead becomes part 

of a collection, its individual body overtaken by the sheer density of its collective 

brethren. Like Benjamin’s collector, it is in the collection that things have value, as each 

individual item or device is nothing without the collector and outside the collective. The 

“excessive materiality” of the e-waste warehouse frees things from “the imperatives of 

expedience and production” without relegating it to the excesses of waste (Thoburn 2010: 

2, 6). In the electronics warehouse, there is no pressure for any one thing to be useful or 

valuable as a part of the collection; it is no longer rubbish but is not yet valuable: it is 

waiting, moving through the membranes of rubbish to the transient.  
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3. E-valuation of e-waste 

3.1 “Knowledge” 

 Only the unskilled or unknowledgeable throw away something that is redeemable; 

for the everyday consumer, this may happen anytime something grows old or breaks, but 

for the e-waste worker, it happens only because they did not know that it could be made 

useful again. Disposal is a calculated decision based on both what the materials have to 

offer as well as what the market (as a collection of like-minded and like-skilled people) 

would deem of use (and thus of value). The most well circulated e-waste stories featured 

things unskillfully or accidentally determined to be waste, and the luck (and knowledge) 

of the person who discovered the error in value calculation and reaped dramatic benefits. 

This calculation is based on either one’s personal technical know-how and repair 

experience, or an in-depth knowledge of other people’s potential skills and the needs of 

the market. 

 In informal e-waste networks, before e-waste ends up at the recycler (and 

sometimes after that!) each device and part is assessed and sold on to related used (and 

generally “informal”) electronics-based industries.7 All extended reuse industries, from 

repair to remanufacturing, depend on the accumulation and movement of supplies, and 

devices and parts assessed as valuable or useful in some way are constantly sorted, tested, 

traded and repaired across the city. Even in the scrap shop (kabadi ki dukan), the informal 

collection site for electronic waste before it moves into recycling circuits, things are 

regularly reevaluated for use, and their arrival at the scrap shop does not necessarily 

                                                           
7 This happens in formal networks too; more on that in Chapter Five. 
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mean everyone considers it waste. The scrap shop is supposed to be the beginning of the 

end for things –  the mortuary or autopsy hall, if you will. The ‘normal’ processes of a 

scrap shop – both in India, and anywhere, really – are likely to be fairly straightforward, 

as waste is collected and delivered to recyclers. At the electronics scrap shop, this is not 

so. Even though a cell phone or computer’s arrival at the scrap shop meant someone (or 

several people) had already evaluated it and decided it was worth only its value as scrap, 

that assessment is almost endlessly impermanent. Everyone knows that the determination 

of a thing as “waste” is subjective, based on an individual’s limited knowledge, skill or 

need – and not necessarily reflecting that thing’s usefulness to someone else. Even once 

something has been dismantled, its individual parts can often be reused or repaired. In the 

electronics scrap shop, the rapid movement of materials, supplies and repairmen in and 

out, the constant negotiation of prices and discussion of something’s usefulness, the 

testing of batteries and power supplies: it can feel more like a supply shop than a site of 

waste disposal. 

 I regularly asked the repairmen to explain their inspection process: how did they 

know which circuit boards to buy from the scrap shop? One guy, while he was sorting 

through circuit boards on the floor in front of Javed’s shop, looked at me impatiently and 

replied in English, pithily, “knowledge.” Another repairman explained his evaluation in 

more detail: first, he looked at different parts of the printed circuit board, like the RAM 

slot, to get a quick sense of the board’s age. He then pointed out more details to take in: 

the information on the barcode’s sticker, the name of the model. When taken together, 

this information told him about the device, as different versions, brands, and components 

go together to make certain common configurations that told the repairmen about their 
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quality, age and use. Many times, someone recited a linear progression of technology for 

me, most commonly processors (“first 286, 386, 486, then Pentium 1, 2, 3, 4, then 

Centrino came, then dual-core…” and so on).8 After several of these conversations, the 

answer “knowledge” did not seem as unhelpful as I had initially thought: the layers of 

experience, technical knowledge, and history made efforts at straight-forward explanation 

difficult to follow. For a fellow repairman, however, these explanations were 

unnecessary: while different tips and details could be exchanged, their baseline shared 

knowledge meant that with a quick glimpse, any repairman could size up the component 

and determine its usefulness for their shop. Once you’ve seen a dual-core laptop circuit 

board with DDR3 RAM enough times, you just see it and know it.  

 

3.2 Assessment 

 Assessment operates through years of experience and training along with 

knowledge of the business: what to test, what to save, and what things will sell. To 

support these assessments, every site of used electronics and e-waste collection, reuse, 

repair, and manufacturing has a system for testing things. Not everything is tested by 

everyone all the time – sometimes business relationships dictate that one trusts the goods, 

or past experience provides enough information. However (I think I can say this safely, 

                                                           
8 Amongst people working with technology, even scrap dealers, the use of English terms is very 
common, including all devices and parts and even materials (plastic, gold, aluminum, iron, etc.). 
Arguably they speak a common technical language that is not English per se, as a fluent English 
speaker like myself may not understand what they are referencing without deeper technical 
knowledge. For example, specific numbers (often said in English) denote certain types of 
technology (as in the progression of hard drive names above) that would be understood across 
different languages amongst people working with similar technologies regardless of language 
fluency. 
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with absolutely no numerical data) most everything electronic is tested and assessed at 

some point in its ongoing lifetime. Every shop has different set-ups to test parts, all of 

which provide an easily accessible arrangement to isolate different components and 

check their functionality. If the part responds to being plugged in or exposed to power, or 

in the case of a battery, if it powers something else, then it works. In principle it’s simple, 

but often the actual isolation and connection of a specific part is not so easy; if it were, 

the average user would diagnose her own electronics problems more regularly. Besides 

the various tools (screwdrivers and the like) used to open compartments and devices, an 

easy system for testing things is of paramount importance. After meeting with Mayur 

regularly in his shop over several years, one day he mentioned off-hand that a lightbulb 

plugged into an outlet was not for light, but for testing devices. He explained (as if he 

was explaining that humans breathe air) that he had rigged the adjacent outlet so that 

when he plugged something into it, the lightbulb would illuminate only if the device was 

broken or short circuiting. 

 Hard drives require more complicated testing regimes; spinning does not mean 

that they are not damaged, and functional but used hard drives were regularly in demand 

by repair and used computer shops as well as for formal IT system maintenance. Several 

shops and warehouses I visited had separate desks or whole rooms dedicated to hard 

drive testing, with computer systems set aside to run tests for each hard drive. These 

machines struck me as fascinating: giant computers, sitting next to each other, looking 

simultaneously high-tech and clunky, like computers out of a Star Trek episode (the 24th 

century, imagined by someone in the 1990s). At used electronics warehouses, after a part 

or device was checked, it was sorted and labeled, and green colored labels would declare 
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that it was “OK!”   

 One of the most innovative testing “stations” I saw was in a narrow shop off one 

of Nehru Place’s main market hallways. I was invited to sit down next to the front 

counter while talking to the owner, and leaned my head against the wall behind me for a 

moment only to realize my head was hitting something. I turned around to see a desktop 

motherboard affixed to the wall next to the counter. It was attached to a power source and 

was running, outside of any computer, with a wireless card plugged into a slot and the fan 

spinning. This motherboard was an easily accessible and quickly improvised testing 

station, with open spaces to connect different computer parts for testing. Instead of 

having a whole computer set up to insert parts for testing, they merely needed to be 

connected to this circuit board hanging on the wall.  

 In the scrap shop, things are evaluated and tested as well, with anything judged to 

be useful set aside for resale to repairmen and manufacturers. Javed frequently broke 

Figure 4.2: A testing station and repair table, Nehru Place (photo by author) 
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open laptop battery packs to assess individual battery cells; hard drives and other 

computer parts were examined for damage; and intact computer monitors were inspected 

and put aside. When work at the shop slowed a bit, sometimes Javed would begin to 

tinker with things. One cooler day in late October, as he was sitting on a stack of bundled 

newspapers fashioned into a stool, he began to fiddle with a small LED light. He took the 

light apart, bit by bit: first removing the casing, then an interior cover, and then the final 

cover for the light (which diffuses the LED light evenly) until all that remained were 

three connected LED lights and their wires. I asked what he was doing, and he explained 

that someone had sold him a small motor and he wanted to find out if it still worked; his 

son wanted him to bring home a used motor to build something, so he was on the 

lookout. The LED lamp had been broken down to its most basic parts to provide a clear 

test: if the lights were attached to the motor and they didn’t turn on, it meant the motor 

was broken. He attached the light’s black and red wires to the little motor, a small non-

descript machine, and the lights flickered unsteadily on and off. Some discussion ensued 

about the state of the motor, with most people agreeing it was kharab and not worth 

saving.  

 

3.3 “I can fix it” / “Ho jayega” 

 Gille (2007: 18) argues that “materials are not ‘born’ to be waste: they are 

transformed into waste by identifiable material and social processes”; following 

Thompson (1979), the corollary is that waste can also be transformed into non-waste 

again, either as commodities with value or just the stuff of the dealer and collector, an in-

between phase of potential. The used electronics collector and trader, the repairperson 
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and the remanufacturer together recognize what can be remade with the parts ready at 

hand, and the e-waste warehouse offers the promise of latent value redeemable through 

some combination of things and knowledge. Such a vast menagerie of devices and parts 

enables workers to create seemingly infinite combinations and configurations and to 

constantly improvise and improve upon them as new stock arrives. The evaluation of 

their potential value and/or use is ongoing and based in the accumulated expertise of 

workers whose haptic knowledge constantly intervenes in the disposal of things. Ongoing 

evaluation ensures that the masses of discarded materials are afforded an opportunity to 

reenter use through various processes of repair, re-assembly, and re-manufacturing of 

devices, eventually becoming a new and different device.  

 If there is one thing that became clear to me after almost two years of fieldwork, it 

is that I was patently unable to tell what was going to be considered “waste,” and the 

years of accumulated skill and experience required to make that determination. What is 

redeemable is a complex matter of judgment facilitated through experience and testing, 

similar to the assay devices used aboard discarded ships to estimate value (Gregson, 

Watkins and Calestani 2013). In other words, a device or part’s disposal does not 

necessarily represent a universal agreement of that thing’s value. Zaheer, the e-waste 

dealer, taught me this during my first visit to an e-waste warehouse. His e-waste storage 

occupied the top floor of an industrial warehouse in East Delhi, accessible by a shipping 

elevator. Before he became a government authorized e-waste collector, Zaheer was a 

jack-of-all-trades repairman, known for being able to repair anything. He had learned the 

e-waste trade through his father and extended family network, and had begun decades 

ago repairing radios and electronic typewriters. He had moved on to telephone system 
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maintenance and Xerox machine repair, and began to work on newer electronics –  

computers, printers, TVs – as soon as they were available. He had decided to become 

authorized by the government to legally work with e-waste in 2008, but due to Delhi’s 

strict polluting industry laws and e-waste’s designation as toxic, he was not permitted to 

handle e-waste (which, in his case, included dismantling and repair) without establishing 

a factory located outside Delhi. According to his certification, all he could do was store 

the waste and sell it to authorized recycling companies.9 

 We walked through his collection warehouse as we chatted, winding through 

stacks of laptops, mini TVs, 90s boom boxes, flat screen TVs, hard drives, and much 

more. Some of the objects were old enough to rekindle memories of how these now-

outdated things were once luxury goods, like the mini TVs that families kept in their 

kitchens in the 1990s; other things seemed practically new, like the laptops with Pentium 

III processor stickers. Everything was coated in a thick layer of dust. I expressed surprise 

that items were just sitting there, doomed to head to the recycler without any efforts at 

repair. At that point, Zaheer initiated a tour of each device’s status. He looked at each 

with recognition. Those older LCD computer screens? All tested, all functional (“OK,” in 

tech speak). That huge LCD TV that looked practically new, with the wall mount? Easily 

fixable, just some problem with a circuit (“theek karvana,” he said, which loosely 

translates to “it could be fixed”). Those laptops? Some had been tested and were working 

(marked with “OK” stickers), and the others? Could they work? “Ho jayega”, “ho sakta 

                                                           
9 Chapter Three explores these legal distinctions and their ramifications. Zaheer was operating as 
an authorized “collector” and thus was contractually forbidden to handle the e-waste himself; 
instead, as per the E-waste Rules and its separate certification categories, he had to sell it on an 
authorized dismantler and recycler. This is in contrast to much of my stories, in which I detail 
practices in the ‘informal’ or unregulated e-waste sector. 
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hai”: I could fix it, it could be done. Zaheer looked almost pained as he replied. He 

continuously expressed anger at how the E-waste Rules had tied hands, and the mutual 

acknowledgement that he could so easily fix everything stored here and destined to be 

shredded made the conversation thick with tension. In his warehouse of waste, the line 

between waste and value was so clearly mediated by skilled labor, not by a thing’s 

disposal or its transfer to a recycler.  

4. Working With 

4.1 Repair and jugaad in Delhi 

 Printer Uncle’s shop was off the main hallway in the basement of one of Nehru 

Place’s buildings. The basement shops were always the most humid and uncomfortable 

places in Nehru Place, the air held in arrest by thick concrete walls and a lack of 

windows. His hallway was even worse, the steaminess enhanced by the regular churning 

of machines, their metabolic waste adding to the already hot offices. Printer Uncle’s shop 

was not a “counter” shop, where people strolled by and stopped in. Instead, like many 

repair shops nestled in the back hallways and corners of Nehru Place, you had to know 

where to find him. Someone in need of printer help might be directed to this basement 

hallway, a subterranean cluster of printer-related shops.  

 I never actually learned Printer Uncle’s name: he was the oldest man that I met 

running a shop in Nehru Place and thus “Uncle” to everyone, even 50-year old men. He 

was a retired government officer who had started his business in the mid 1990s and had 

continued to run it for over 20 years, into his 70s. He told me that at the beginning of his 

business, his was one of only three printer and cartridge repair shops in Delhi, and that 
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people came from all over the country to get their cartridges repaired and refilled in bulk. 

Now, his shop was part of a vast network of electronics repair shops populating much of 

Nehru Place, offering services from data recovery to screen replacement and everything 

in between. Printer Uncle’s business had two main technical operations: the refilling of 

printer ink and laser cartridges, and the repair of laser printer cartridges. By repairing and 

refilling cartridges, Printer Uncle’s shop significantly diminished the waste of these one-

time use printer accessories – to the chagrin of the printer manufacturers, who derive 

most of their printer profit from the replacement of single-use toner and ink cartridges. In 

Printer Uncle’s world, these supposedly disposable parts, designed for one-time use only, 

were almost endlessly reusable – easily refilled and repaired. 

 Printer Uncle picked up a spare cartridge from his desk and sat me down to 

explain the life cycle of laser printers: how they work, break, and are repaired. He started 

the demonstration by putting the cartridge in a test printer and printing a test page, but he 

Figure 4.3: Printer Uncle’s workspace for cleaning laser cartridges (photo by author) 
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stopped the printer before it was finished and removed the test page and cartridge 

together. The printer imprints the images on a thin green spinning tube the length of the 

printer (called the “photoreceptor drum,” I later learned from technical manuals), which 

then rolls over the page, transferring ink to the paper, and is then immediately wiped 

clean by another printer part, so that the images to be printed are continuously rolling in 

parts over the paper and then being cleaned off the tube.10 Uncle likened the printer’s 

functioning to the human digestive track: it uses new toner and then shits out old toner. 

Like the digestive track, however, sometimes things get stuck and you need to figure out 

why. In each laser cartridge are several moving parts, all of which can be repaired and 

replaced over and over again, almost endlessly. I envisioned a printer’s equivalent of the 

ship of Theseus11, a cartridge with new wiper blades, drums and rollers making an 

entirely new cartridge – or was it the same cartridge, just rehabilitated? 

 How did he learn all this? How can he tell what is broken? Uncle explained that if 

you look at things for long enough, you figure it out. I assumed he meant the printer 

itself, and of course in part he did, but to show me what he meant, he picked up a stack of 

used printer paper on his desk and began to rifle through it. It looked like a pile of junk 

paper, poorly printed test pages from malfunctioning printers, but to Printer Uncle it was 

an archive of printer problems. He examined each page carefully, pointing out how this 

page had a faint stripe down the center, how that one was missing discreet little dots from 

                                                           
10 The images are rendered permanent on the paper through heat. 
11 Plutarch posed the thought experiment: “The ship wherein Theseus and the youth of Athens 
returned from Crete had thirty oars, and was preserved by the Athenians down even to the time of 
Demetrius Phalereus, for they took away the old planks as they decayed, putting in new and 
stronger timber in their places, in so much that this ship became a standing example among the 
philosophers, for the logical question of things that grow; one side holding that the ship remained 
the same, and the other contending that it was not the same.” 
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the test page, that another had some places darker than others. Each printer malfunction, 

however unnoticeable to me, was plainly displayed to him on the test print page, as he 

read in that paper a story of the machine’s problems, its difficulties in shitting, through 

the paper it spit out.  

 Printer Uncle’s reading scrap paper was one of many examples of workers in the 

electronics refurbishment business who “read” their machines. Many workers in the 

informal (or informal-adjacent) used electronics sector, particularly the smaller shops or 

younger men, refer to this work as “jugaad.”12 This Hindi word captures an in-between-

ness or uncertainty that the term “repair” does not: jugaad means to fix something, but 

with a sense of the unknown or the need to improvise. Doing jugaad is matter-of-fact: one 

needs to work with what you have available to achieve the best you can; it is how the 

world works.13 Sundaram (2010: 2-3) explains jugaad as foundational to life in India: 

“most city dwellers in India have grown up with the rhythm of technological irregularity, 

the ingenious search for solutions,” what he calls “bypass solutions.” Jugaad has also, as 

it happens, been picked up by corporate business as an innovative strategy for remaining 

flexible in global business and “taking on the complexity of our tough and turbulent 

times” (Radjou, Prabhu and Ahuja 2012: 1).  

 One could map the difference between repair and jugaad onto the categories of 

the formal and informal economy. Just as, in practice, there is often little difference 

                                                           
12 I believe the closest English definition would be an amalgamation of bricolage and jury-
rigging. Both mean to create things from materials at hand, but jury-rig stresses the temporariness 
or urgency of the construction, as it comes from a nautical term for fixing a damaged rig while at 
sea. “Jugaad” is pronounced more like “jugaar” with a slightly hard and rolled “r”. 
13 One can also apply jugaad to relationships – for example, you could use jugaad to find a way 
through personal connections and perhaps bribes to get your child into a better school. 
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between work in the informal and formal economy (see Chapters Three and Five), so too 

with repair and jugaad. The informal repair shop does “jugaad” while the authorized 

service center does “repair” — even if these labels do not necessarily correspond with 

neatly separated categories of quality or type of work. In fact, often the work processes 

will be the same or very similar – what differs is their relationship to “official” systems in 

the electronics economy. In that way, jugaad carries with it both positive and negative 

connotations. If you went to the official service center, you likely paid double (or 

sometimes much more) for the same service, solely for the brand name attached to the 

work and the semblance of security. If you went to an informal repair shop, you will have 

paid less but their repair work, or jugaad, might be less permanent or require more 

frequent attention, it might use poorer quality parts, or it might be done by someone less 

knowledgeable. In other words, the repair work at an informal or non-authorized repair 

shop would come without an “official” or corporate guarantee. It could, however, be done 

by someone even more skilled and practiced than the certified repairer, but without a 

certificate: “jugaad” is not regulated, certified or supervised by any larger authority, legal 

or otherwise. Jugaad can change every time, always revealing a sense of creativity and 

risk, and because of that it might work better or use a different, cheaper way to achieve 

the same “fix.” Jugaad is not a memorized and unwavering repeatable repair but instead 

offers up a unique solution made specifically for that individual problem or project. 

Arguably, in the used electronics world there is not necessarily a material difference 

between acts of repair and jugaad (for example, plenty of repair doesn’t actually succeed 

– just ask the average car owner with the check-engine light that keeps coming back on!) 

but rather the English word “repair” lacks the reflective nature of the word “jugaad”: 
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jugaad recognizes a world of things with which we can negotiate and work, but never 

fully control. If a “repair” doesn’t work, it is because of worker error, a misdiagnosed 

problem or poorly executed repair; but if a “jugaad” doesn’t work, the reason is less 

clear, as jugaad functions in a larger world of worker and material interactions, within an 

unpredictable economy of things and labor.  

 The world of jugaad is a world in which we all intermingle amongst things with 

which we work. This distinction between repair and jugaad is what stands between the 

making or return of something into the way that it ‘ought’ to be (or was), and tinkering 

with it: “the improvisatory creativity of labour that works things out as it goes along” 

(Ingold 2013: 20, my emphasis). Ingold (2013: 21) understands this creative labor as 

making, which “places the maker from the outset as a participant amongst a world of 

active materials.” Instead of assuming human power and control over processes of 

making (for example, the design and manufacturing of things), the maker, or jugadu 

(someone who does jugaad), must work with, not on, her materials. Ingold (2013: 20-21) 

calls this “morphogenic” or “form-generating” processes, in juxtaposition to 

“hylomorphism,” which “[imposes] forms internal to the mind upon a material world ‘out 

there.’” Hylomorphism shares with the act of design the assumption of a heightened 

mental faculty, which positions the designer as master of materials and elevates them 

above the work of muddling through materials. Instead, making and jugaad are 

accomplished precisely through the act of muddling through, with complex and 

sometimes uncompromising materials; it is “an informed study in compromise, with the 

skill of the maker a mediating factor” (Carr and Gibson 2016: 303). While this may be 

more visible in places like India, where, as Sundaram (2010) says, “the rhythm of 
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technological irregularity” permeates everyday life and infrastructure is not black-boxed, 

the compromise between maker and the outside world is a part of life everywhere – even 

if life in the West can easily obscure and attempt to resist it. Jugaad reveals our 

relationship to the world, as it “[manages] to ‘surface the invisible work’ of maintenance 

and repair” (Susan Leigh-Star, as cited in Graham and Thrift 2007: 17).  The creative 

necessities of jugaad convey a certain matter-of-factness about life: it is how things get 

done, how things continue to function, the way people operate and survive.  

 Repairers were sometimes referred to “kalakar,” or artisans, in recognition of 

their skill and artistry in repair work, and certain people clearly stood out for their almost 

magical ability to understand how things work and fix things. Zaheer was one of those 

people; I instinctively trusted that he would figure out how to fix almost anything, and he 

was introduced to me as a kalakar during our first meeting, surrounded by printers he was 

working back to life. His tour of his personal warehouse was a tour of defeat, an artist 

unable to create, forced to hold things in arrest rather than work on and with them. 

Despite the references to kalakars, no one I met explicitly glorified repair work, and it 

was often summed up somewhat dismissively as “jugaad” by both the jugadu and people 

around them. As an inept American with few practical skills, I began fieldwork viewing 

all repair work as art and found basic repair skills endlessly fascinating and extremely 

complex. It was easy to admire such work, in comparison with the broader societal 

disregard for informal technical skills. 

 This contrast was sharp when I observed the laptop repair at Kavita’s shop in 

Nehru Place, as described in the Introduction. This was the repair for a mother and her 

son, who had brought their Dell laptop in to get the screen’s hinge repaired. At the end, 
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we all watched (me, my research assistant Arya, Kavita and the mother and son) as 

Kavita’s repairman Praneet put the laptop back together again on the front counter. He 

proceeded to reconnect many different parts by memory, adeptly screwing in screws of 

different sizes in different places and fitting parts into places where a tiny mistake might 

mean other things not being installed properly. I was thoroughly impressed with 

Praneet’s display of skill, but I was the only one. Madhu, Praneet and the laptop’s owners 

indulged my interest, but it was clearly an indulgence rather than sharing my wonder. My 

initial instinct during fieldwork was to attribute this to a lack of appreciation for hand-

work and the general undervaluation of labor, but in retrospect I think it is not that 

simple. No one was surprised that people could work with things, and while that work 

may have been under-glorified, I believe it also reflected a general comfort and 

familiarity with the potential for people to work with things. It is easy for people like me 

(with few such skills) to romanticize this kind of work, which seems almost magical in its 

usefulness (as opposed to writing 200 pages about said repair…). It may have been 

undervalued by the people who do not want to pay much money for repairs (who likely 

see themselves as above such supposedly uneducated work), but I worry that the opposite 

response, of wonder and artistry, reinforces an ignorance of how all people learn and 

work with things, which includes even the tactile memory of my keyboard as I type these 

very words.  

 

4.2 “Swimming in an ocean of materials” 

Diverse scholarship on materiality has, not coincidently, recognized the need to 

reckon with the stuff of waste in particular. This has included critiques of waste 
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management as uncritically assuming humans can indeed manage it and 

unproblematically “act on the world” (Gregson and Crang 2010: 1026) as well as 

interventions that question how certain materials become “hazards” and how this 

“materialist essentialism” (Castree 2003) produces a rigid ethical response that forecloses 

other relational experiences (Hawkins 2010) and ignores these materials’ futures 

(Gregson, Watkins and Calestani 2010). Lepawsky and Mather (2011) examine the many 

lives of e-waste in particular and argue that linear ontologies of things neglect the 

ongoingness of matter, while Bennett (2010: 5) more broadly notes that “the sheer 

volume of commodities, and the hyperconsumptive necessity of junking them to make 

room for new ones, conceals the vitality of matter.” Bennett (2010) argues that the 

vitality of matter – or “thing-power” – is not an individual agent but an assemblage 

animated by these vitalities. Her emphasis on the assemblage situates waste matter within 

a constellation of forces, divorcing waste from its easy identification as rejectamenta. 

Materials are not stagnant or predictable players, able to be designed around and then 

acted on. Instead, they possess or exhibit a certain “vitality” which compels one to 

recognize not just a “material recalcitrance,” like gold melting at 1062 degrees Celsius, 

but a “distributive agency” (Bennett 2010).  

Instead of emphasizing matter and waste as part of an assemblage with 

distributive agency, I argue that matter and materials are always becoming through 

interaction with other bodies – both human and non-human. Waste is not managed but 

instead worked with. The process of learning and working with materials and things as 

opposed to on them is what makers do, and this type of making is precisely what allows 

India’s informal e-waste industry to thrive. As one immerses him or herself in the world 
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of materials, the worker gradually learns the ways of the materials around them, how to 

evaluate their potential and limitations beyond what they were initially manufactured for. 

The worker “joins forces” with materials (Ingold 2013: 21) and the continuous process of 

learning and working with things happens at continuous meetings between the person and 

thing, what Haraway (2008) calls “becoming-with” or “reciprocal induction.” It is in the 

“contact zone” between human and machine, between human and metal, that humans and 

things affect each other and learn to be affected through creative labor – even as it is an 

asymmetrical space deeply imbedded in economic and material practices. Both the thing 

and the person are never stable and are always becoming: things “partake in the very 

processes of the world’s ongoing generation and regeneration” (Ingold 2007: 9). People 

exist not in relationship to materiality but instead, “like all other creatures, human 

beings…swim in an ocean of materials. Once we acknowledge our immersion, what this 

ocean reveals to us is not the bland homogeneity of different shades of matter but a flux 

in which materials of the most diverse kinds…undergo continual generation and 

transformation” (Ibid: 7, my emphasis).  

 Working with electronics is learned through doing it, and people shift through 

different jobs at different shops, accumulating knowledge and skills in what often 

amounts to informal apprenticeships until – they hope – they are able to open their own 

shop. At first, as I watched people effortlessly walk through technical processes that 

seemed incomprehensibly complex, I kept asking how they learned what they were 

doing: did they take a course? Do they have an engineering degree? Most of the time, my 

question about a degree was met with laughter. Most everyone got their first job through 

a personal connection, learned on the job, and then worked their way up. Samir followed 
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a tip from a friend and migrated to Delhi from a small town in Uttar Pradesh at 18, never 

having seen a computer or cell phone. Mr. Agrawal, who looked barely old enough to 

shave, smiled as he mimicked the pressing of a button and explained that when he first 

started working he “didn’t even know how to turn on a computer.” He wore a thick gold 

chain and had the newest gold iPhone in front of him on his desk, and while we chatted 

he casually toggled between a laptop and two smart phones running multiple different 

trading applications. Kavita had been working in Nehru Place since college and had 

moved through the evolving media industries there, from analog print to digital and then 

to computer repair. Zaheer came from an extended family of repairmen and grew up 

working in Old Delhi; when he started learning the trade in the 1980s, “these words – 

recycling, refurbishing, reuse – didn’t exist” (“ye shabd nahi the”). Common to 

everyone’s experience was the importance of learning on the job and the accumulated 

experience of haptic knowledges and skill transfer. The creativity and play are built into 

the work and passed on from person to person, to the point where the jugadu often does 

not notice or value the mental and material agility of their jugaad. 

 

5. Working together 

5.1 A compendium of knowledge 

 In a world composed of many jugadus, individuals are not just working things out 

with materials; their relationships with each other make up a compendium of knowledge, 

through which they make things together. Individual repair shops, factories and trading 

floors are far from isolated, and each shop and person depends on others in a multitude of 

ways. Sometimes workers teach and train one another, often informally but not always 
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(Basole 2016). Everyone I talked to learned from someone else, and their story of 

learning on the job was always connected to someone else: a family member, someone 

from their village, a religious or regional connection. Printer Uncle may have described 

his work as emerging from his own observations and experimentations, but its impacts 

expanded outward from his single shop. He was one of the original printer repairmen of 

Delhi, and in the past he had run a month-long apprentice program for which he charged 

money and trained men in the art of printer repair. In part because of him, printer repair 

and cartridge refill services had become a common service in Nehru Place, and Printer 

Uncle claimed that most people doing printer ink refilling were somehow connected to 

him – either trained by him, or by someone he had trained. He pointed to people outside 

his shop and down the hall, many of them Punjabis and sardars14 like himself, and told 

me that they all used to work for him, but now ran their own printer repair shops. 

 His shop had a well-established infrastructure for the different types of printer 

repair work. Upon entering his shop, on the right against the wall was a long desk with 

different laser printers lined up in two rows. These printers were prepped to test 

cartridges, set to print different sample test pages to diagnose a cartridge’s problem or 

test the state of its repairs. While I sat talking to Printer Uncle, at least four different 

guys, all relatively young (and seemingly all Punjabi), came in from different shops in the 

hallway to insert a cartridge in a printer and test it. With a combination of affection and 

irritation in his voice, Uncle said that he let nearby shops use his test printers for their 

own repair work. He had clearly resigned himself to the new world printer order that he 

                                                           
14 A term used for Sikh men. 
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himself had partially created, in which repair was a common service and his own 

business was unremarkable. 

 Community networks often divided types of businesses, as Basole (2016) has 

observed in the Varanasi weaving industry and Chari (2004) in the knitwear industry in 

Tamil Nadu. For example, Mr. Agrawal (the young trader mentioned earlier) began 

working in Nehru Place through a family connection. While Agrawal is not his real last 

name, it captures the essence of his caste community, which is an upper-caste Hindu 

community known for its success in business. He was from Assam and had opened his 

Nehru Place shop in 2010, when he sold computer parts to businesses in Assam. Because 

he was positioned in the middle of India’s electronics trade (as any shops in Nehru Place 

are), he became an important connection for computer businesses in the Northeast, and he 

soon expanded his business to sell computer parts all across India. He had business 

connections with manufacturers and traders in China, which he forged through his own 

trip to computer markets in Shenzhen. Now, Mr. Agrawal sometimes acted as a 

“mediator” for other shops in Nehru Place, ordering parts for them through his Chinese 

connections and taking a cut of the profit. 

 Samir, on the other hand, had left his village in Uttar Pradesh, in which he ran a 

smaller dairy business where he bought milk from farmers and distributed it to mithai 

shops and chai wallas.15 After hearing about a classmate who was working in Delhi in the 

used electronics industry, Samir took a train to Delhi in search of work. Once in Delhi, he 

found his friend and began working with him in Kalkaji, a neighborhood near Nehru 

                                                           
15 Mithai shops are sweet shops that sell an assortment of desserts, almost all of which have dairy 
as the main ingredient; chai wallas are tea sellers found on many street corners in India; tea in 
India is cooked with milk before serving. 
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Place that hosted many electronics repair shops.16 After working various different jobs in 

electronics repair shops, a falling out with his friend and a couple of failed business 

attempts, he started his own shop in Nehru Place and named it after his two children and 

wife. Just as Samir had once learned on the job in Kalkaji, he hired young workers to 

repair computers and other electronics in the back of his shop. His employees, who 

changed every few months, were always young Muslim men who came to Delhi from 

towns near where Samir grew up in UP.  

 Markets like Nehru Place grow in both size and skill through apprenticeship 

arrangements and on-the-job trainings, which are dependent on the density of shops and 

people with many overlapping skills and shared knowledge. In the same way that circuit 

boards and appliances operate as many parts working together, so do these markets. The 

efficiency of a printed circuit board stems from the “printed” part: it has communication 

paths designed into the board itself, leaving behind the old machine reliance on external 

wires connecting individual components. Instead of a maze of wires, on the printed 

circuit board, circuits of flow are facilitated through conductive metals printed on the 

board itself, forming pathways that connect its different components (see Figure 4.4). An 

electronic device with little room for failure may or may not be designed with 

“redundant” paths or systems, offering a back-up path if one circuit fails. Redundancy in 

                                                           
16 Many shops actually moved from Kalkaji to Nehru Place after a round of shop closings in the 
mid-2000s, referred to as “sealing drives” as shops had a red wax seal affixed on them by the 
government. The shops, generally small and in areas not zoned for commercial use, were shut 
down as part of the larger campaign to “clean up” the city (Mehra 2012). Interestingly, one 
interviewee blamed Kalkaji’s sealings on Jagmohan, as Jagmohan did oversee earlier sealings, 
although by 2006 when sealings happened in Kalkaji, Jagmohan was no longer overseeing urban 
development. Jagmohan was given the name “demolition man” for his earlier efforts to demolish 
buildings and housing that did not follow the Delhi Master Plan (Jha 2001). 
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engineering is “the duplication of critical components or functions…with the intention of 

increasing reliability of the system, usually in the form of a backup or fail-safe.”17 This is 

very different from the general definition of redundant: “not or no longer needed or 

useful; superfluous.”18 For the continued functioning of hardware, redundancy is not only 

not superfluous but sometimes necessary. In engineering, redundancy is the anticipation 

of potential failure, the recognition of the unpredictable, corrected through the design of 

back-up systems. In other words, their usefulness is precisely because they are 

“superfluous.”19 

 The shops in Nehru Place function as many different paths connected to each 

other in flexible ways, always providing a backup and ensuring that networks will never 

collapse and short circuits do not occur. If you go to a shop to fix your cell phone and 

                                                           
17 From “Redundancy (engineering).” Wikipedia. 
18 “Redundant.” Oxford English Dictionary. 
19 I’m taking a bit of creative license in this discussion of redundancy in electronics: while older 
machines and devices frequently had redundancy built in, repairers explained to me that newer 
electronics did not. This explains, in part, why new things break so much more quickly, and older 
machines could work for decades and be repaired more easily. This was often attributed to the 
increase in ‘disposable’ devices, or devices not designed to last long, and in general electronics 
design based in planned obsolesce. I discuss this more in the Conclusion. 

Figure 4.4: (L) printed circuit board (photo by author); (R) a wired board (source: Creative 
Commons, titled “cable salad in multimedia device”) 
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they do not have the necessary part, it is only a phone call and a few shops away. The 

density of electronics sales, trade, testing and repairs means that almost no request goes 

unanswered. Most requests are answered with a reassurance phrased in the future tense: 

“milega” (“it’ll be found” / “we’ll get it”) or “ho jayega” (it’ll happen”/ “it’ll get done”). 

The assurance rests on the physical and socially networked infrastructure of Nehru Place 

and can be given to the customer prior to actually facilitating the work arrangements.20 

Market networks are established and grow in many ways: physical proximity, common 

knowledge, online trading relationships, and very often personal networks formed by 

religious, caste and regional affiliations. Experienced shop-owners and workers knew a 

variety of people across the market, city, and sometimes country that they could contact 

for various services and repairs.  

 

5.2 The gagan 

 Within Nehru Place, the ability to self-assuredly say “milega” and “ho jayega” to 

all customers was based in these networks: there must be someone you know who can get 

it done.21 While each shop has a landline and each worker has at least one cell phone, 

arguably the most important number is the shop’s gagan number. The gagan (meaning 

“sky” in Hindi) is a market-wide intercom system, another locally-improvised technology 

                                                           
20 This presentation of surety – that something will get be able to get done without actually 
making the arrangements in advance – is in part because of the networked market, but is also a 
business strategy to reassure the customer that you can get it done so they don’t leave your shop. 
21 Of course, these assurances are also part of the business, as workers need to hustle to get 
customers and don’t want to lose customers just because they didn’t know how to do something 
or weren’t sure what needed to be done. This is also part of the jugaad: you’ll figure it out 
somehow! Ho jayega. 
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that supports easy communication between Nehru Place shops. A shop’s three-digit 

gagan number is not for outside customers but for other shops in the market, advertised 

along with a regular phone number on most business cards. Before the gagan was 

installed (and much before cell phones), all shops had to have regular landlines for any 

calls. Back before unlimited local calling plans and mobile phones, the many calls to  

different suppliers and shops in the same dense market could add up quickly, but running 

from shop to shop in search of the right parts would be inefficient. In the early 1990s, 

someone working in Nehru Place22 started rigging a local phone connection, or intercom, 

so that the market’s shops could all communicate cheaply and easily. An internally wired 

and networked phone service, the gagan connects around 10,000 shops in Nehru Place 

and cost about 200-250 rupees ($3) a month per connection in 2015. To the outside eye, 

the gagan may look low-tech and old fashioned; all gagan phones are basic and compact 

beige landline phones, with wired headsets connected to short, curly phone wires. 

However, during my visits to many Nehru Place shops I never encountered a shop that 

                                                           
22 I never met this person or learned anything about him, but several people mentioned that the 
gagan was the brainchild of one man in Nehru Place. 

Figure 4.5: A Nehru Place repair shop’s business card; note the gagan number below the 
mobile number (photo by author) 
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did not have a gagan connection. Small shops depend on other shops for supplies and 

business, and keep a few regular gagan numbers handy at all times (sometimes written on 

the wall next to their service desk, or a collection of business cards in a top drawer) (see 

Figure 4.5). Workers will often have a few of their most frequent partners’ numbers 

memorized. If there is any doubt about whether some part can be found or repaired, 

through a few quick calls on the intercom you can find out what’s available in the market.  

 Working with materials is not an individual process: knowledge is gained over 

years of experience with different devices and materials, as mediated and expanded by 

working with others. It is not remotely solitary, and experiments shared and developed 

have built up entire industries, from electronics repair to e-waste recycling. While these 

industries can seem to have appeared fully formed and ahistorical (for example, the 

somewhat mysterious creation of the gagan, which is now taken for granted), they are 

built up through sharing and collaborating, experimentation and exploration. A common 

language of technological terms and common specifications is spoken by people across 

the market, the country, and the world. In such networks, the personal, professional and 

technological are all intermixed, sometimes seemingly inseparable. Community ties 

(regional, religious, caste-based) form unspoken networks of trade, employment and 

friendship, while also sustaining already existing community divides – and creating new 

economic and political ones.  

 

6. Conclusion 

 Shop visits in Nehru Place always had a predictably unpredictable rhythm to 

them. Conversations ebbed and flowed, their length and focus dictated by phone calls, 
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incoming customers, and discussions with workers. If the boss (“sir”) was there, if we’d 

met before, or if they were generally friendly, I was warmly invited in and asked to have 

a seat. Often times chairs were pulled up and cleared (or current occupants told to move) 

and chai was offered. What do you want to know? And then a phone would ring. They 

would glance at their cell phone and say they had to take it: one minute, sorry. An order 

would be made or filled, inventory checked, availability discussed; “sir” would wave 

someone over to take care of something, papers with different technical configurations 

and prices jotted down were passed between workers. In this time, I would try to decipher 

the phone conversations. This was difficult because I was hearing only half of the 

conversation, and in Hindi, but more difficult because I did not know the technical terms 

and shorthand names for things, often numbers quickly rattled off and unfamiliar terms 

listed. 

 To pass the time until we could resume chatting, I would sometimes count the 

number of phones in the shop, from the latest smartphone to the number of gagan 

connections. Most “sirs” had at least two smartphones, often one iPhone and one 

Samsung (only the most recent versions, and more often than not the iPhone was a gold 

or rose-gold one). Each worker, depending on their importance and level of expertise, 

usually had at least one smartphone. Some had a smart phone and a “dumb” phone. Most 

of the time, these phones sat out on the counters in front of them, along with several land 

lines. In one shop, between 3 workers we counted 5 landlines behind two counters and 4 

smart phones laid out on the counters. Often from a shirt pocket would come another 

phone. The phones were out both as a display of importance and for quick access: people 

really did get business calls all the time, sometimes on more than one phone 
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simultaneously. 

 In another shop, we witnessed a particularly well-choreographed dance of phones. 

The shop’s owner, a garrulous and argumentative man, had made it immediately clear 

that he was skeptical of my research (he found it fundamentally unbelievable that 

someone would conduct research on used computer markets). I like to think that he found 

me sufficiently entertaining – or at least worthy of giving a hard time – that he kept me 

around for a while to chat. After maybe half an hour of discussion over whether my 

research was real and what I wanted to learn (with the underlying question: was it really 

worth doing?) he inadvertently (or purposefully) ended our meeting when a business 

associate came in. At first his friend joined in making fun of me, joking about how I must 

be preparing to raid shops and steal their business plans, but then it became clear that 

they actually needed to deal with some business. They sat across from each other at a tiny 

desk in the narrow shop (with only enough room for their two chairs) and for a few 

minutes I stood, pushed against the wall of stacked desktop computers and accessories 

hanging on display, to watch their phone dance. There were 3 landlines (likely gagan 

connections) on the desk between then, and at least as many cell phones, and they were 

both on at least one phone simultaneously: one, taking an order, the other calling 

suppliers about availability of said parts. One of the gagan phones wasn’t working, and 

thus began the dance’s climax: a process of phone testing, dialing, passing the phones 

(curly stretchy wires in danger of tangling) back and forth across the desk as each one 

tried to get through to different numbers, sometimes holding a phone to each ear. As I 

turned to shuffle out of the shop, the space cleared was open momentarily, only to be 

filled by men moving forward to discuss a new business deal. The dance continued. 
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 Dances like this, involving shifting relationships between people and the things in 

their lives, occur every day across shops in Delhi. The flow of these exchanges is integral 

to negotiating and working in a world that we fundamentally cannot control. Delhi’s 

repair workers understand that all work with things is a compromise, and that work is 

improved and mediated through working with other people. These interactions and 

networks between people and masses of materials drive not just secondary electronics 

markets, but are emblematic of wider processes of making, which functions through 

contact between diverse and flexible materials and creative labor practices. Instead of 

glorifying this work as somehow beyond the non-practitioner’s comprehension (and thus 

an ‘art’), I prefer to understand its artisanal nature as how we all interact in a world of 

others – people, non-humans, objects and materials (even if we do not recognize it, or 

hope to continue the illusion of control over things around us). The repairer’s work-play 

with materials, including accumulated experience, improvisation and trouble-shooting (in 

other words, the jugaad) is what continually makes the person and the things, who are 

continuously shaped by their mutual interactions.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 

“There’s gold in them thar’ hills”:  
urban mining and politics of waste ‘management’ 

_________________________________________________________ 
 

 

1. Introduction: the Italian trader 

 In late 2015, a trade unionist in Delhi, Shashi Bhushan, invited me to join him at a 

meeting with a visitor from Italy1. We met at an ashram where the Italian man was 

staying. He was an older retiree with a well-kept white beard, a former communist and 

now convert to Eastern religions who regularly stayed at ashrams in India. When I met 

him, he was dressed in a simple white salwar kameez, as is common to ashram visitors. 

The meeting was their first, arranged to explore potential electronic waste trade deals 

between Italy and India. The Italian man was trying to meet with e-waste dealers in 

Delhi, to help a friend – an e-waste trader based in Italy – evaluate the feasibility of 

expanding his e-waste trade to India. The Italian e-waste trader was an established 

businessman who already conducted regular e-waste trade with informal recyclers in 

Brazil. He was looking for other markets in which to expand, and someone had connected 

him to Shashi, a Delhi-based trade unionist and entrepreneur who regularly worked with 

informal sector e-waste workers. Since the Italian retiree regularly came to India, he was 

                                                           
1 Meeting in New Delhi, 22 October 2015. 
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a convenient surrogate for the Italian e-waste trader. And thus it happened that an old 

Italian hippie, an Indian trade unionist and an American academic sat down outside an 

ashram in New Delhi to discuss the terms of a deal for Italian-Indian trade in e-waste. 

 This is not, however, a straightforward story of dumping Italian e-waste in poor 

Indian cities for cheaper, unregulated disposal. Rather than looking to sell European e-

waste into the Indian informal sector, the Italian e-waste trader was looking to buy e-

waste from India and transport it back to Italy for recycling. Specifically, he wanted to 

buy circuit boards from smart phones. His business in Brazil exported smart phones to 

Italy for recycling, and he was looking to do the same with Indian smartphones. The 

Italian trader could buy either the boards already dismantled from the phone or the entire 

phone, but he required a minimum bulk order: he wanted to begin with at least 3 tons of 

boards or 6 tons of intact (not dismantled) phones. It appeared that the Italian trader was 

not sure how difficult an order of that size would be, but his friend the ashram visitor was 

quickly reassured that the quantity was no problem – there was plenty of high quality e-

waste already being collected in Delhi. The real question was the price per kilo. Shashi 

called a few e-waste traders in Delhi, and came back with a price per kilogram that, 

including shipping, was almost double what the Italian trader had initially said he was 

willing to pay. Of course, at first it seemed that these divergent prices were part of a 

common business negotiation, even if it was being carried out by a few accidental 

surrogates.  

 It quickly became evident that the negotiation was happening across a vast 

expanse. The Italian e-waste trader had assumed he would need to set up a system in 

India for collection, dismantling and shipping the e-waste, as he had apparently done in 
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Brazil. He had clearly underestimated India’s e-waste industry and hadn’t anticipated that 

there would already be well-organized markets on the ground. My instinct was that the 

Italian’s price was not remotely competitive in Delhi – that his baseline price assumed 

that India’s existing e-waste markets were negligible. This could not be further from the 

truth: an order for 3 tons of mobile circuit boards was a small deal, and I was later told 

that the highest quality mobile phone boards could go to Indian traders for over 3 times 

the price the Italian offered – and that didn’t include international shipping and fees. I do 

not know if the deal was ever closed, but I left the meeting with the impression that it was 

unlikely. 

 This meeting clearly contradicts the most common portrayal of the movement of 

e-waste in news reports and environmental studies. As I’ve already made clear in the 

preceding chapters, the discourse of e-waste as a global environmental injustice has clear 

limitations when one examines the on-the-ground realities of e-waste movements. In this 

chapter, I describe and explore e-waste as a global business — what has been more 

recently termed an “urban mine.” The urban mine flips the assessment of electronic waste 

as a hazardous waste, and instead views e-waste as a potential mine for the materials 

needed for electronics production. Kama (2015) calls these two seemingly opposite 

assessments of e-waste the “logic of hazard” and the “logic of resource.” The former 

reflects widespread international campaigns on the hazardous nature of e-waste and the 

importance of its responsible disposal, while the latter approaches e-waste as an “urban 

mine,” emphasizing the valuable materials present in electronics and the significance of 

their recovery, rather than management and disposal. Together these two logics 

demonstrate e-waste’s ability to seemingly occupy two extremes in value simultaneously: 
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a hazardous waste product and a source of precious metals – a literal gold mine. 

 E-waste’s classificatory flexibility as both resource and hazard is not necessarily 

derived from material or technical differences, like the presence of substances such as 

lead. Instead, this chapter understands electronic waste as a flexible category that changes 

based on who possesses it and what claims they make to carrying out environmentally-

safe and resource-efficient work. In India, this flexibility is deeply political, as lines are 

drawn between what is supposedly polluting e-waste work in the informal sector and 

environmentally-friendly urban mining in the formal and corporate sector. More broadly, 

India’s national e-waste politics are embedded in the global politics that shape businesses 

and industries that work with used electronics, and national struggles over the capture or 

retention of these resources. Attending to the politics of capturing value from “waste,” or 

returning waste to commodity, means examining how things are produced as waste or 

resource, and how control over such definitions is simultaneously narrative, legal, social 

and economic. This chapter examines how the lines between waste and resource are 

manipulated and redefined. These political battles produce new commodity frontiers and 

territories, and new battlegrounds over how these are defined, legislated – and in the end, 

who captures them. 

In the sections that follow, I explore the new interest in electronic waste as an 

“urban mine,” untapped value that is ripe with implications for both environmentalists 

and manufacturers as environmentally-sustainable resources, and explore the significance 

of understanding the urban mine as planetary. The planetary mine recognizes how 

embedded electronic waste is in broader global processes and demonstrates the 

inadequacy of conceiving of waste as a simple end product of industrialization. In section 
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three, I discuss the myth of clean waste management, beginning with an analysis of how 

informal e-waste recycling in China has been framed and then juxtaposing this to studies 

of the hazards of e-waste recycling labor in the West, to show the myth of clean techno-

management of waste in the Global North. Section four discusses how this globally 

hierarchical discourse on waste forms the basis of strategic arguments regarding the 

morally legitimate ownership – or territorial control – over the urban mine. I describe 

reuse and repair labor and its globally biased figuration as either low-skilled and informal 

or technically advanced and corporate, and argue that while waste work in the Global 

North is depicted as technopolitical management systems, absent of pollution problems or 

dirty labor, waste work in the Global South is entirely overdetermined by descriptions of 

dirt, pollution and abject, desperate poverty. The chapter concludes by arguing that all 

labor is material, and that claims to immaterial, information-based labor only serve as 

ways to produce “a false dichotomy between complex human actions involved in 

productive processes, all of which entail mental processes and require knowledge, 

communication and affect” (Yanagisako 2012: 19). While clearly this false distinction 

mirrors global hierarchies of labor and production, I argue that attending to how the lines 

between labor types and waste/resource are punctuated, manipulated and redefined 

reveals common narratives and governance of electronic ‘waste’ to be enmeshed in 

global efforts to gain access to these materials. 

 

2. Capturing the urban mine 

 As indicated anecdotally by the Italian e-waste trader’s business and supported by 

national and international data, quantities of e-waste are growing globally. The number of 
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appliances disposed of continues to grow, as the time between purchases of new devices 

is reduced and things are rendered more quickly obsolete (Ahmed 2016). However, in the 

West much of this waste ends up in landfills (or incinerators), rather than being collected 

separately and recycled.2 For example, while 40% of e-waste in the European Union is 

reported to be collected through government recycling programs, only 12% of e-waste in 

the United States and 1% of e-waste in Australia was collected (Baldé et al. 2015).3 These 

statistics depict electronic waste as an urgent environmental problem, both local and 

global in nature: all that waste is piling up in landfills, when instead it could be recycled.  

 It is only relatively recently that electronic waste has been identified as a distinct 

waste stream, rather than a part of municipal solid waste (MSW). This can be attributed 

in part to environmental NGOs and activists who have made e-waste more visible and 

presented it as a hazardous waste that should be separated from MSW. What is 

categorized as hazardous waste is, of course, not a given. In waste management, what is 

“hazardous” and therefore must be disposed of separately from non-hazardous waste is 

not always clear, and environmental regulations regularly change according to industry 

practices and technical debates along with political decisions. For example, according to 

EPA regulations on solid waste, some battery waste is generally considered non-

hazardous; this means that some batteries (primarily alkaline batteries) do not fit the 

                                                           
2 These statistics examine e-waste that hasn’t been collected as a separate waste stream and goes 
along with other MSW to landfills, incinerators, etc. 
3 Different data sources offer sometimes widely divergent estimates; for example, EPA data 
estimated that 40% of e-waste in the US was recycled in 2013, up from 10% in 2000, although 
this likely includes more private take-back recycling programs than the UN data (see 
www.electronicstakeback.com/designed-for-the-dump/e-waste-in-landfills/ for an analysis of 
EPA data). Again, in general I am skeptical of data on e-waste, but I think the takeaway is that a 
lot of e-waste isn’t separated from MSW. 

http://www.electronicstakeback.com/designed-for-the-dump/e-waste-in-landfills/
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EPA’s designation of hazardous waste based on four categories that define hazardous 

waste: corrosivity, ignitability, reactivity and toxicity.4 In the United States, there is no 

national law governing electronic waste;5 some parts of electronic waste would be 

categorized as hazardous, like some batteries and all products containing mercury6. 

Instead, electronic waste is regulated at the state level (and sometimes at the municipal 

level), creating a patchwork of laws7, and most electronic waste ends up being disposed 

of with the rest of municipal waste. Because most e-waste is disposed of rather than 

recycled, recycling programs for electronic waste are a clear solution for municipalities 

concerned about local waste management. 

 In addition to solving localized waste management problems (from landfilling in 

the US to its supposed “dumping” in the Global South), e-waste recycling8 is also offered 

as a panacea for larger environmental concerns about rising levels of consumption and 

the need for raw materials. Recycling e-waste doesn’t just reduce waste, but fixes a 

problem of global significance: how do we continue to produce the many commodities 

expected for a “good” post-industrial life without destroying ourselves or the 

environment in the process? Environmentalists and recycling businesses alike are 

                                                           
4 See: CFR Title 40 → Chapter I → Subchapter I → Part 261 → Subpart C. There are studies on 
whether hazardous waste landfills and MSW landfills have similar levels of toxins; Gibbons et al. 
(1999) argue that hazardous waste landfills are more hazardous, contrary to earlier assertions by 
the US EPA. However, MSW landfills still have hazardous leachate, so they note that it is about 
levels of hazardousness at different landfills. 
5 There is a bill to prohibit the export of e-waste: https://www.congress.gov/bill/113th-
congress/house-bill/2791/text 
6 For example, CRT TVs and computer monitors are categorized as hazardous waste due to their 
mercury content. 
7 See: http://www.electronicstakeback.com/wp-content/uploads/Compare_state_laws_chart.pdf 
8 As I go into later in this chapter, from a formal waste management standpoint the term 
“recycling” is reserved for formal industrial entities rather than informal recycling processes. I 
problematize this distinction in the second part of the chapter. 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/113th-congress/house-bill/2791/text
https://www.congress.gov/bill/113th-congress/house-bill/2791/text
http://www.electronicstakeback.com/wp-content/uploads/Compare_state_laws_chart.pdf
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increasingly looking to e-waste recycling as part of a larger solution to environmental 

problems: as an urban mine rather than a waste product. Proper recycling of used 

electronics doesn’t just responsibly handle hazardous waste, but may also eventually 

replace our need to mine virgin materials.9  

 While most laws and regulations of e-waste treat e-waste as a potentially 

hazardous waste stream distinct from MSW, in the global e-waste trade (both informal 

and formal), there is no confusion as to the overall value of the materials. The urban mine 

offers a win-win answer to the problem of informal recycling as well as the global need 

                                                           
9 The “us” in this narrative is a globally undifferentiated “us,” like the undifferentiated human 
agent in the Anthropocene. 

Figure 5.1: Diagram of the “urban mine” depicting the many different electronic devices from 
rooms in a single household. Source: PROSUM, an EU project, accessed at: 
https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en/news/prospecting-critical-raw-materials-e-waste  
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for materials; for example, an article in Fortune on a California-based startup BlueOak 

Resources, which bills itself as the first American urban mining refinery, speculates that 

urban mining can “solve the world’s e-waste problem,” comparing the California 

company to informal recycling in Guiyu, China (Noyes 2014). In addition to 

(supposedly) solving the e-waste “problem,” urban mining provides hope for “green” 

business: a zero-waste or closed-loop solution to commodity production, in which the 

materials recovered from the bodies of old electronics are directly incorporated into the 

manufacturing of new products. This “solution” — of circular (waste-free and therefore 

guilt free) production economies — is implicitly based in a techno-optimist green 

capitalism, projecting the hope for continued growth and production enabled by the 

efficient recovery of used materials. The environment section of Apple’s website plainly 

represents this approach. It asks: “Can we one day stop mining the earth altogether?” and 

concludes: “It sounds crazy, but we’re working on it. We’re moving toward a closed-loop 

supply chain. One day we’d like to be able to build new products with just recycled 

materials, including your old products.”10 An op-ed in Forbes declared: “There’s gold in 

them thar’ hills – except not nearly as much as in all the computers, cell phones, and 

sundry electronic equipment we make and then discard each year” (Butterworth 2012). 

The urban mine recognizes that the accumulated remains of discarded electronics contain 

untapped and (relatively) accessible stores of diverse and valuable materials. The 

environmental significance of a shift from dependence on virgin mining to “urban” 

mining hold diverse promises for sustainable living and commodity production, from 

                                                           
10 See: https://www.apple.com/environment/ 

https://www.apple.com/environment/
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managing waste and promoting a circular economy to the reduction of greenhouse gas 

emissions.11  

While things designated as “e-waste” include household appliances like 

refrigerators, the global circuits of electronic waste have gained attention due to the 

increased technological evolution, production and use of computers, tablets and cell 

phones and their powerful and valuable microchips, housed on circuit boards. The circuit 

boards in these devices contain precious and rare metals, including gold, silver, platinum, 

palladium, along with copper, tin and zinc, and circuit boards from smart phones in 

particular contain an even higher ratio of valuable materials, with approximately 23% of 

their mass composed of metals (Szalatkiewicz 2014). The US EPA estimates that one 

million smart phones contain 35,274 lbs. of copper, 772 lbs. of silver, 75 lbs. of palladium 

                                                           
11 For example, Attero got funding from the World Bank under their climate change initiatives, as 
e-waste recycling is lower in carbon emissions than virgin mining. 

Figure 5.2: “Why Urban Mining by the numbers” comparison of gold extracted from 
mining ore v. e-waste, from a Canadian mining technology company (source: Mineworx 
Technologies, reproduced at: http://www.theaureport.com/article/2017/11/23/ the-future-of-
mining-urban-mining.html) 
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and 33 lbs. of gold.12 According to the United Nations University (UNU), the materials in 

e-waste from 2016 were estimated to be worth 55 billion euros (Baldé et al. 2017). For 

example, the gold content from e-waste in 2014 represented roughly 11% of global virgin 

gold mining in a single year (Baldé et al. 2015: 50), and “one tonne of iPhones would 

deliver 300 times more gold than a tonne of gold ore and 6.5 times more silver than a tonne 

of silver ore” (Nogrady 2016). Reframing e-waste as an urban mine is a discursive move 

that appears to discover value in what has been discarded or wasted; it is a symbolic feat 

that offers a renewed opportunity for claims to environmental responsibility, including 

mineral extraction lower in carbon emissions and with a reduced environmental impact 

than virgin mining.  

 The Italian trader’s efforts to gain access to India’s vast supplies of smartphones 

demonstrates the competitive nature of this industry, as developing countries like India 

                                                           
12 This is from an EPA infographic, “The Secret Life of a Smart Phone,” accessed at: 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-06/documents/smart_phone_infographic_v4.pdf 

Figure 5.3: “Today’s gold rate”: gold rate displayed on a jewelry store in Delhi (photo by author)  
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are not just a potential location for cheap e-waste disposal but also a potential source of 

industrial materials. Labban (2014) conceives of the urban mine as not just an alternative 

to the spatially fixed mine, but as a “planetary mine” unfolding as a part of processes of 

planetary urbanization. He locates its fluctuation between waste and value as part of 

capital’s continual extraction of resources, in which supposedly distinct processes like 

consumption/production and waste/resource are “fundamentally [rearranged], if not 

altogether [superseded]” (564). Approaching the mine as “planetary” stems from 

interventions in urban geography on planetary urbanization, which “produces a spatial 

form in which material and economic connectivities and processes are extended across a 

globalized but uneven and differentiated planet” (Labban 2014: 564). Based in an initial 

critique of the ease with which scholars and media reports alike described living in the 

“urban age” (Brenner and Schmid 2014), the planetary urban connects urbanization to 

processes of global capitalism rather than understanding cities as a spatial category. This 

approach emphasizes the diverse ways in which land and space are constantly rearranged 

for the production and accumulation of capital. Brenner and Schmid (2015) argue that 

these rearrangements (from industrial agriculture to export processing zones) shape space 

in increasingly global ways that render previous geographical territories less relevant, 

from urban/rural distinctions to geographic categories produced by colonial histories 

(such as metropole and peripheries).13 I see a kinship between planetary urbanization and 

                                                           
13 Planetary urbanism has produced a number of strong rebuttals from geographers, which has 
presently culminated in a special issue of Environment and Planning D. A few of the more 
specific charges include: one, that other scholarly traditions, namely postcolonial theory and 
feminist theory, have already argued against the distinctions such as metropole and periphery, and 
that Brenner and Schmid neglect the vastness of this scholarship (Schindler 2017; Reddy 2018; 
Derickson 2018) and second, that Brenner and Schmid have oversimplified understanding urban 
difference or as Derickson (2017: 2) puts it, “a planetary phenomenon demands a planetary gaze”. 
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critical scholarship on global logistics, labor and outsourcing, GPNs, and global supply 

chains, which locate spatial patterns in the expansive reach of global capital. In this way, 

understanding the urban mine as planetary recognizes how embedded electronic waste is 

in broader global processes, including resource extraction, electronics production, opaque 

supply chains, waste disposal, and resource recovery. The planetary mine demonstrates 

the inadequacy of conceiving of waste as a simple end product of industrialization; 

instead, as natural resources are used they continually reaccumulate as “wealth on the 

surface” of the planet (Labban 2014: 564). The reaccumulation and redistribution of the 

material wealth bound up in our electronics is shaped by globally-distributed electronics 

production, use and disposal. This includes the always-changing movement of raw 

materials, manufacturing and assembly factories, all mediated by global supply chain 

dynamics.  

While the planetary mine is a useful category for redirecting attention from local 

accumulations of electronic “waste” to the global processes of production, consumption 

and disposal, it does not accumulate evenly on the planet’s surface and is always already 

deeply entrenched in global struggles over valuable materials. In Labban’s conception of 

the planetary mine, he takes the fixed mine and extractive industry as his prototypical 

example to which he compares the urban mine.14 Labban (2014) seeks to theoretically 

                                                           
I believe this debate reflects a new iteration of a long-standing debate on studying the local and 
the global. While I agree to some extent with some of the critiques of Brenner and Schmid (2014, 
2015), I believe that planetary urbanization and the planetary mine offer something useful to 
urban geographical scholarship: namely a recognition of global capitalism as reshaping the 
planet, and the significant cohesion between global capitalism and urban processes. This literature 
also provides a critique to the generalized “urban” referred to in the “urban mine,” which seems 
to assume virgin mining is non-urban (Knapp (2016) more aptly calls it the “flexible mine”).  
14 Labban (2014: 561) conceives of extractive industries as extractive in a dual sense: the actual 
extraction of resources, and the “extraction of (surplus) value in the labor process,” which 
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deterritorialize the mine – in other words, to examine the mine as a planetary 

phenomenon and an “emergent object” rather than a fixed process, both geographic and 

historical. While he discusses deterritorialization as “theoretical” and likely does not 

intend to literally render territory irrelevant, I believe his emphasis on breaking away 

from territory ignores and obfuscates the importance of fights over resources in the 

planetary urban mine. Labban’s (2014) emphasis on deterritorialization — which 

however inadvertently rests on an assumption of spatial fixity as the primary modus 

operandi of territory — is precisely what I work against in this chapter. While the 

planetary mine is a useful category for redirecting attention from local accumulations of 

electronic “waste” to the global processes of production, consumption and disposal, I 

argue emphatically that it is not deterritorialized. Instead, this chapter understands it as 

contested territory amidst the complicated landscape of global waste, which has only 

recently been widely acknowledged to be a source of value rather than a problem of 

externalities.  

 By placing value as central to understanding the movements of electronic ‘waste,’ 

the urban mine reveals e-waste as deeply imbedded in global struggles over materials and 

technology – and what is, or is not, waste. I argue that this waste-cum-value, precisely 

because it is divorced from a single site of extraction, is the subject of fierce fights to 

claim the materials formerly known as waste, which now form a collection of valuable 

commodities (or, as I discuss below, valuable devices for resale). In this way, e-waste is 

                                                           
becomes deterritorialized through urban mining as well as through his other example, biomining 
(the use of microbes to extract minerals). There is, however, still territorialized labor in these non-
virgin extractive industries. I cannot speak to the labor that operates biomining projects, but as 
my dissertation makes clear there is significant labor in urban mining that I don’t believe Labban 
(2014) acknowledges.  
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in fact strongly connected to national and economic territories, both in law and in 

business practices. It may not be a traditional mining site, but the territories of the urban 

mine operate at multiple scales, from the nation to the divisions between informal and 

formal sector businesses. Just as mining sites are assayed, claimed, fought over and 

otherwise produced as sites of resources, so too is e-waste and the “urban” mine. This 

struggle is starkly visible with electronic waste precisely because it flouts any previously 

clear boundaries between waste and value, between detritus and resource. Instead of a 

deterritorialized resource, the urban mine is at the crossroads of fights over resource 

territorialization – and this (re)territorialization depends on who is able to get their hands 

on it and make ‘legitimate’ claims to e-waste’s reincarnation as resource.   

 Reterritorializing things already dismissed as waste hinges on the ways in which 

the ‘waste’ can be legally and discursively transformed into value. Given that value in 

capitalism is not a simple material attribute of certain resources and commodities but a 

flexible social category, waste too is a flexible social category, and not a “natural” 

attribute of certain materials. I argue that nature is not only unvalued or devalued but also 

made into something newly valuable through complex politics and contested territories. 

Attending to the politics of capturing “new” value means examining how things are 

produced as waste or resource, and how control over such definitions is simultaneously 

narrative, legal, social and economic. Using electronic waste as a particularly generative 

example, I ask: how is the flexibility of ‘waste’ negotiated and fought over in struggles 

over value? In other words, how is ‘waste’ accessed and revalued, and by whom? 
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3. The myth of clean waste management 

 In Chapter Two, I introduced the 60 Minutes episode on electronic waste in 

China, titled “The Wasteland,” which originally aired in November 2008. The CBS 

correspondent, Scott Pelley, filed the report in conjunction with two well-known 

American environmentalists: Jim Puckett, who founded the Basel Action Network 

(BAN), the most active American organization working on electronic waste as an 

environmental injustice, and Allen Hershkowitz, who was a senior scientist at the Natural 

Resources Defense Council and author of Bronx Ecology. As a relatively short news 

report (approximately 15 minutes), “The Wasteland” focuses solely on the more 

sensationalistic and thus newsworthy depictions of electronic waste. The report moves 

from images of electronic waste recycling in Guiyu, China to an investigation of illegal e-

waste shipping from the US to China from a self-professed “green” American e-waste 

recycling company. Pelley refers to Guiyu as “a sort of Chernobyl of electronic waste,” 

and describes it as run by a local mafia — a narrative shaped in part by their inability as a 

news team to easily access these underground industries and reinforced by footage of 

being harassed by locals and escorted out by public officials. Before being kicked out, 

they were able to record parts of the recycling process, including the dismantling of 

circuit boards and the burning of parts for metals recovery, as well as extrapolations of 

the size of the industry as evidenced by vast fields of discarded (and sometimes burning) 

e-waste.  

 Besides emphasizing Guiyu’s industry as polluting and illegal, the report 

emphasizes the backwardness of the informal Chinese recycling processes; the voiceover 

describes gold recovery as “literally [using] a medieval acid recipe to extract gold.” An 
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interview with Hershkowitz explores this “medieval” theme more, as he describes Guiyu 

as “pre-capitalist” and “mercantile.” He goes on: “It reverts back to a time when people 

lived where they worked, lived at their shop.”15 China’s supposedly “medieval” and “pre-

capitalist” work, however, is done alongside modern products and materials, including 

dioxins from plastics, and Hershkowitz argues that this leads to “a situation where we 

have 21st century toxics being managed in a 17th century environment.”  

 Let’s reflect, for a minute, on the emphasis on Guiyu’s metals work as being 

based in “medieval” recipes and the work being “pre-capitalist.” The work is most 

certainly not “pre-capitalist”: these metals are being recovered because of their value 

according to global metals markets, and as I mentioned in Chapter One, e-waste traders 

pay close attention to global commodity market fluctuations. Hershkowitz also clearly 

connects capitalism to industrial-scale work, which then places work in the home as an 

old and outdated way of doing work. This categorization of labor seems to be based in an 

old, Fordist understanding of capitalism, rather than the global capitalism of today, with 

outsourcing and Etsy. And of course, his assertion that dirty work is also “pre-capitalist” 

sadly dismisses the fact that poor, polluting and dirty work is of course deeply a part of 

capitalist production — as is the outsourcing of dirty work to poorer areas and poorer 

workers.  

 As for Guiyu’s medieval work with metals: human civilizations across the world 

have been working with metals for approximately six thousand years; classifications of 

                                                           
15 This is from the written transcript of the episode, which differs slightly from what is viewable 
on YouTube. This is probably due to different edits, as the report has been updated and aired 
multiple times. The transcript is available at: http://www.cbsnews.com/news/following-the-trail-
of-toxic-e-waste/. 

http://www.cbsnews.com/news/following-the-trail-of-toxic-e-waste/
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/following-the-trail-of-toxic-e-waste/
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historical periods in human prehistory and early history are based (in part) in human 

metal work, as historians have categorized our progression from human ages based in 

stone, to bronze and then to iron and steel (Veronese 2015). The 60 Minutes episode 

doesn’t specify which “medieval” techniques were being used in Guiyu, but BAN’s 2002 

report “Exporting Harm” states that they were using aqua regia,16 a mixture of 

hydrochloric acid and nitric acid. While there are records of aqua regia being used as 

early as the 8th century AD, it is a part of the relatively modern Wohlwill process 

(invented in 1874), in which aqua regia is used to produce chloroauric acid, which is used 

to refine gold to 99.999% purity at industrial scales.17 Veronese (2015) narrates the use of 

aqua regia by amateur recyclers or “hobbyists” in the US as one of two ways to recover 

gold from electronics (the other requires more infrastructure and uses sodium cyanide and 

electric currents).18 I mention this not because I believe that Guiyu’s recycling processes 

were safe and non-polluting, or that it was producing such pure gold, but instead to put 

metallurgy in historical perspective: metallurgical techniques have been developed for 

thousands of years, and any description of Guiyu’s “medieval” technology is effective for 

shock-value, but probably not useful as a way to understand their local metallurgical 

practices. 

 Another piece of perspective on Guiyu: the informal e-waste recycling taking 

                                                           
16 Aqua regia is Latin for “king’s water” because of its use in dissolving “royal” metals like gold 
(Veronese 2015). 
17 From “Aqua regia.” Wikipedia. 
18 Veronese (2015: 138-139) also offers a fascinating story of a chemist during World War II, who 
dissolved two Nobel Prize medals in aqua regia in order to prevent the Nazis from looting the 
medals. While in aqua regia, gold exists as a stable gold-chloride complex, which the chemist 
stored on a shelf in his lab. After the war, he reversed the chemical reaction and the gold was 
reclaimed to be recast into medals. 
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place there (at least as it was documented in past years) is certainly polluting, as is much 

informal recycling across India. However, this does not mean that industry in the West is 

devoid of pollution, or that formal recycling in the West is unequivocally safe for 

workers. Even for American industries following environmental, industrial and 

occupational regulation properly, the work is often not “clean” and safe. While it is less 

documented in scholarly and media reports, American companies struggle with ensuring 

that workers and environments are not exposed to hazards and pollutants. Waste scholars 

have continuously contested the assumption of any complete and safe waste management, 

even as “zero waste” movements and circular economies have gained visibility in mass 

media (cf. Balch 2016; Hayler 2014; Sambyal 2018). Gille (2007: 34, 18) argues that 

how waste is dealt with is primarily shaped by social and political approaches to waste 

and not necessarily the materiality of the waste itself, and that different “waste regimes,” 

which are based in the “production, representation, and politics of waste,” shape different 

management systems; in short, she argues that different “metaconcepts” of waste must be 

identified and challenged. Garcier (2012: 83) similarly identifies recycling narratives of 

nuclear waste as based in — and further reifying — ideas of nuclear waste as recyclable 

or of a “closed nuclear cycle” which liken “the ‘uranium cycle’ to other great 

fundamental natural cycles—the cycles of water, nitrogen and carbon—and thus suggests 

that, throughout the cycle, matter is conserved at an atomic level.” The mythology of 

neatly manageable (or already managed) waste in the Global North continues to haunt 

actual waste “management” while simultaneously providing support for waste 

management companies that lay claim to the mythology. 

 I witnessed the disruption of the myth of clean waste management first-hand 
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during a pre-conference workshop on occupational hazards at the E-scrap conference in 

October 2014. The workshop was organized by e-Stewards, the e-waste recycling 

certification company founded and managed by BAN, and featured four experts on 

occupational health and safety for e-waste recycling companies.19 Two panelists, 

coworkers at the Center for Disease Control (CDC)’s National Institute for Occupational 

Safety and Health (NIOSH), discussed a study they had conducted of two e-waste 

recycling companies in the US,20 both of which were certified by both e-Stewards and R-

2 for responsible e-waste handling.21 Their study was being used as an example for 

workshop attendees, to demonstrate that even companies with the highest levels of 

certification were not safe or non-hazardous work places.  

 They presented relatively shocking results: at the end of a shift, at Company A 

eight of 12 workers’ hands tested positive for lead after being washed, and at Company 

B, all 32 of 32 workers tested positive, even after 13 of them had showered. Most 

workers also tested positive for nickel, chromium and cadmium. Clothing wipe samples 

were similarly discouraging: at Company A, 12 of 13 workers tested positive for lead, 

                                                           
19 I do not remember if the workshop was limited to e-Stewards certified companies (or 
companies interested in becoming certified) or open to all conference attendees; I attended the 
conference as a volunteer worker in order to get free admission. 
20 Companies were never identified by name or any identifying characteristics in the panel. 
21 In the US, e-waste recycling is relatively unregulated, and companies undergo voluntary 
certification to demonstrate that they follow certain industry standards; e-Stewards and R2 are the 
most commonly used and well-recognized. E-Stewards was developed by an NGO, BAN, and is 
considered to enforce significantly tighter environmental and labor restrictions on e-waste 
management, including a prohibition on exporting waste from developed to developing countries. 
R2 or Responsible Recycling is managed by Sustainable Electronics Recycling International 
(SERI) and is considered less strict that e-Stewards, although companies often will get both 
certifications and both certifications use ISO standards as part of their certifications. 
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and the children of an employee from Company A had BLLs of 18.4 and 13.9 µg/dL.22 

The company determined that the children’s lead levels had come from their father, the 

recycling employee, as no sources of lead were found in the house and the father’s hair 

had lead particulates present. The high levels of lead in the worker’s children’s blood 

indicated problems with “take-home contamination” of hazardous materials. They also 

identified workplace practices that were not followed or were voluntary, including 

wearing face masks, even as air samples showed high levels of lead and cadmium. Work 

stations for the more hazardous processes (primarily processing CRTs) were not kept 

separate from other workspaces, and air from the factory was circulated through the 

entire plant without being properly filtered. The presenters outlined recommendations for 

the two sites in their study, from installation of new air filtration systems to prevention 

(or lowering levels of) take-home contamination through new workplace protocols that 

included storing workplace and street clothing separately, requiring showers at the 

workplace, and industrial laundering of work clothing by companies that specialized in 

decontaminating textiles. The takeaway from the NIOSH panelists was that as much as 

we try to control these materials, they always exceed predictions. Each workplace was 

unique and faced different and unpredictable issues of contamination, and they stressed 

that the movement of hazardous materials in different workspaces could not be managed 

by generic industrial requirements and safety standards. 

 Their study of two arguably top recycling facilities (in terms of their adherence to 

certifications) in the US demonstrates how complicated, unpredictable and potentially 

                                                           
22 For reference, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) considers elevated blood 
lead level (EBLL) to be 5 micrograms per deciliter (µg/dL) and above (Hanna-Attisha 2016). 
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expensive it is to actually produce a safe electronics recycling workplace. Gregson et al. 

(2016) describe resource recovery work as inevitably dirty and hard physical labor 

regardless of where it takes place. Not only is the work rarely “clean and green,” but it is 

often done by marginalized people even when the factories are in the Global North. 

While e-waste recycling in the Global North technically satisfies the “proximity 

principle” that waste should be managed close to home rather than shipped to developing 

countries, in the US e-waste recycling labor has been done by prison labor (Kaufman 

2010), and in the EU resource recovery work is predominately done by migrant laborers 

from accession states (Gregson et al. 2016). Needless to say, this work is generally very 

low paid. Overall, work with waste around the world consists of “physically dirty tasks of 

separating, sorting and segregating discarded materials or wastes” (Gregson et al. 2016: 

546). Gregson et al. (2016: 544) demonstrate that waste work in the Global North does 

not escape the normal social stigma of working with waste, despite recycling industries 

and the EU emphasizing resource recovery as “the heart of the EU’s imagined economic 

transformation in the twenty-first century.”  

 While waste work in the Global North is depicted as based in technopolitical 

management systems, absent of pollution problems or dirty labor, waste work in the 

Global South is entirely overdetermined by descriptions of dirt, pollution and abject, 

desperate poverty. If all waste work and ‘waste’ materials were utterly valueless, this 

Orientalist understanding might not directly impact people’s livelihoods. However, as I 

discuss at the beginning of the chapter, these materials are absolutely not valueless. The 

rebirth of electronic waste as an “urban mine” makes the significance of their value fully 
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visible, and discourse on e-waste as hazardous and the informal sector as inefficient is not 

an apolitical, technical determination. 

 

4. (Re)claiming e-waste 

 In the fight over resources, well-traveled discourse on e-waste and informal 

recycling in the Global South forms the basis of strategic arguments regarding the 

morally legitimate ownership – or territorial control – over the urban mine. One way that 

the urban mine as a burgeoning market gains its urgency is through the characterization 

of e-waste as a global environmental injustice in need of proper management (Pickren 

2014). Government authorized recyclers in India and recycling companies in the United 

States openly justify their businesses as environmentally responsible, often operating in 

comparison with how recycling is done in the “third world”. The narrative of e-waste as a 

global environmental injustice plays a major role in advertisements and claims to their 

importance and legitimacy in capturing these resources. In India, formal and corporate 

waste management companies implicitly – and often explicitly – compare themselves 

favorably to informal recyclers. For example, one of the “e-waste facts” presented on 

Attero’s website is that “76 per cent workers in informal recycling operations in India 

suffer from respiratory ailments like asthma, bronchitis, choking, coughing, irritation, 

breathing difficulties and tremors among others.”23  

 I do not want to disregard concerns about informal e-waste recycling or, more 

broadly, the importance of an environmental justice framework to recognizing the global 

                                                           
23 See: http://www.attero.in/about-us.html 

http://www.attero.in/about-us.html
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environmental injustice of waste distribution and waste management. However, its 

usefulness has limits: it does not recognize the layers and diversity of “informality” in the 

Global South, and its propensity to understand e-waste as solely a waste and not a 

resource makes it less useful to understand resource wars. In fact, competition over 

access to e-waste demonstrates the usefulness of environmental justice language for 

formal and corporate recyclers. In the global e-waste business, environmental justice has 

been almost weaponized, its basic argument turned into a threat to informal businesses 

and a reinforcement for formal companies in a battle over access to resources. In India, 

formal recyclers regularly complain that they are not able to compete as well with the 

informal sector due to its low overhead — and their assertions of an ethical and 

environmental superiority can counteract competition from the otherwise well-established 

informal sector.   

Resource conflicts are almost always presented in terms of nations and 

sovereignty, and e-waste is no exception. At a tour of a recycling factory in St. Paul, 

Minnesota,24 an introduction by the Vice President of the company began by explaining 

what they were not: they were not like recyclers in developing countries that depend on 

child labor, where people are exposed to chemicals and heavy metals and no health 

precautions are taken. The VP barely described his own company separately from the 

traditional e-waste narrative; instead, they were presented as the clean and technically-

efficient alternative to work in poor countries. He also compared his company favorably 

to virgin mining operations (specifically gold mining in the Congo) which he asserted 

                                                           
24 Visit on 14 November 2012. 
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had similarly terrible health and environmental practices to informal e-waste recycling. 

The Minnesotan e-waste recycling company not only emphasized its comparative 

superiority to work in the Global South, but also indicated its importance in helping to 

keep “our” resources here (I took “our” to mean Americans), rather than sending them 

abroad for recycling.  

 Regardless of the common narratives of e-waste dumping in the Global South, the 

valuable e-waste from formal recycling companies actually leaves India and is exported 

for recycling in the Global North. Almost all circuit boards in India’s government-

authorized recycling sector are exported to Europe for materials recovery. Circuit boards 

are a knotty ethical and environmental problem for recyclers in the Global South: they 

represent the most valuable part of most e-waste, but are difficult to safely and efficiently 

recycle (Wang et al. 2016). If circuit boards are recycled in the informal sector, at least 

some metals or parts will be extracted through the aforementioned polluting informal 

practices, well documented by reports and photos of burning waste and vats of acid. 

Because the infrastructure for precious and rare metals recovery is expensive and high 

levels of recovery are important for valuable metals, India has few formal circuit board 

recyclers, and older, globally-established metal smelters are at a competitive advantage. 

In fact, I know of only one Indian company, Attero, that claims it has the technology to 

safely and efficiently recover precious metals.  

 The lack of formal India-based companies that recover rare and precious metals 

means that circuit boards collected in India’s formal sector most likely end up in Belgium 

at the Umicore smelting facility. Umicore is the most recent corporate iteration of Union 

Minière du Haut-Katanga, a Belgian mining company that operated copper mines in the 
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former Belgian Congo. While formerly a powerful mining company, Union Minière 

rebranded itself as a “specialty materials company” in the 1990s, and completely divested 

in mineral extraction by the mid-2000s. Umicore now refers to itself as a “global 

materials technology and recycling group” with a turnover of €11.1 billion according to 

its website. Even though no government officials in India directly mentioned Belgium’s 

history of colonial resource extraction, the global reputation and economies of scale 

reached by Umicore – making it particularly efficient – emerge from a long history of 

metals mining in Africa.  

 While e-waste as hazardous is used as a justification for limiting trade with the 

Global South, the dominance of western recyclers can be seen as a form of 

neocolonialism: the extraction of resources in the Global South for companies in the 

Global North. One former government official directly invoked British colonialism when 

discussing e-waste and insisted that India’s E-waste Rules must be enforced particularly 

for foreign corporations in India, multiple times referring to the importance of India’s 

“rule of the land.” This charge becomes particularly heated with respect to the precious 

metals embedded in circuit boards: well known amongst policy makers and formal 

industry personnel, India’s government-authorized recycling of this most valuable waste 

material is minimal.  

 Indian industry and some government officials do not look kindly upon this 

international loss of materials, even as the E-waste Rules’ strict recycling requirements 

mean that almost no Indian companies are authorized to recycle circuit boards. While the 

E-waste Rules are the most visible and significant form of e-waste governance in India, 

they are not the only form of government action regarding e-waste. The E-waste Rules 
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and more broadly the central government’s approach to e-waste as a hazardous waste are 

overseen by the Ministry of Environment, Forestry and Climate Change (MoEFCC), the 

primary law-making authority regarding environmental issues in India. The less visible 

Department of Electronics and Information Technology (rather self-importantly referred 

to as “DeitY”), whose central office is 2 miles from the MoEFCC’s building complex in 

New Delhi, offers a dramatically different form of government intervention in e-waste 

management. The department, recently upgraded to a full Ministry in 2016 (now called 

“MeitY”), oversees various research and development projects on e-waste recycling 

which support the spread of advanced recycling technologies in India.  

 One project has evolved into a demonstration recycling factory at the National 

Metallurgical Laboratory in Jamshedpur, a planned industrial town in the state of 

Jharkhand. A lead scientist at DeitY stressed that the end goal of their R&D projects was 

to stop sending e-waste to Umicore. He pointed out that the E-waste Rules have “no 

meaning” if there are no indigenous options for e-waste recycling; in other words, 

without efficient and safe circuit board recycling in India, the E-waste Rules essentially 

made it law to send the most valuable parts of their ‘urban mine’ to Europe for recovery.  

Similarly, a former official at the Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) concluded his 

presentation at a training for state pollution regulators by stating that India was 

functioning as an e-waste “storehouse” for the West and that all things of value were 

going to Belgium. The last slide of his presentation featured a quote by Buckminster 

Fuller: “Pollution is nothing but the resources we are not harvesting. We allow them to 

disperse because we’ve been ignorant of their value.”  
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5. Labor in the information economy 

5.1 Returning to reuse 

 Despite depictions of the informal e-waste sector as a poor, hazardous and 

inefficient waste processing sector, across both informal and formal e-waste markets the 

reuse of devices is vastly more profitable than recycling. A working phone will sell for 

more than the materials contained within it, and “recycling” companies across the world 

prioritize the repair and resale of electronics rather than their recycling. A recent report 

by a technology industry analysis firm, Counterpoint, confirms the growing significance 

of electronics refurbishment and the importance of “second life” smartphones in global 

electronics markets. Their research indicated that in 2017 the market for refurbished 

smartphones grew by 13%, while new smartphones grew only 3%, and that used 

smartphones now make up almost 10% of the global smartphone market (Kang 2018). 

Used high-end smartphones like iPhones often rival or beat the quality of low to mid-

level smartphones, and often outcompete new smartphone sales (Dilger 2018). 

The lucrative refurbishment sector is growing across the world. Two of India’s 

leading recyclers, Attero and E-Parisaraa, have strong resale operations. Attero, a 

corporate recycler based in North India, operates Atterobay.in, through which it buys 

back working mobile phones for resale;  E-Parisaraa in Bangalore has a factory devoted 

to “assets recovery” in which items are repaired and resold. Internationally, Sims 

Recycling Solutions (a part of the larger Sims Metal Management recycling company, the 

world’s leading publicly listed metal and electronics recycler) also advertises its services 

as a skilled refurbisher of electronics in addition to its recycling capabilities. During a 

2016 visit to a major formal recycler in Bangalore, E-Parisaraa, the founder fold me that 
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they had been making their profit primarily from their “assets recovery” factory while 

their recycling sector was just breaking even.25 The “assets recovery” industry consists of 

what the informal electronics reuse sector has been doing for decades: repairing, 

reconfiguring and reselling electronic devices and appliances. However, their assets 

recovery processes are dictated, and often constrained, by individual contracts with 

corporate customers as well as adherence to India’s e-waste management laws. Many 

customers require that all their material be shredded and recycled for various reasons 

(mainly to protect copyright or prevent leakage into informal sectors), and sometimes 

company representatives come to observe the initial shredding and ensure compliance. 

When restricted from reselling devices, formal recyclers derive much of their income 

from contracts for data and hardware destruction, rather than from materials recovery 

(Lepawsky et al. 2015). By most accounts, E-Parisaraa operated legally and according to 

its contracts and state regulations. Not all formal recyclers were afforded that trust.  

Attero has been the subject of dispute in the industry as well as in environmental 

circles. In addition to their formal refurbishment business, Attero was widely assumed to 

traffic in informal e-waste sales. A well-publicized undercover sting operation conducted 

by a prominent environmental magazine Down to Earth exposed Attero’s regular yet 

illegal e-waste sales to the informal sector (Kandhari and Sood 2010).26 The article 

                                                           
25 Interview, Bangalore, 13 July 2016. 
26 Attero defended itself by saying that they were permitted by some contracts to sell e-waste into 
reuse circuits (as E-Parisaraa does in their assets recovery section). The regulatory lines here are 
blurry: government-authorized e-waste recyclers can receive permission for e-waste sales from 
the Central Pollution Control Board, but at the time, Attero’s authorization had expired. It also 
depends on individual contracts with their customers. I do believe it’s important to note that 
authorized recyclers can receive such permissions, while the informal sector’s performance of the 
same reuse labor might be illegal, or at least in a legal grey zone. 
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suggested that Attero was selling to anyone willing to pay, and emphasized the recycling 

plant’s primary function as the sale of electronics rather than their recycling, describing it 

as “nothing short of a supermarket” with its products “neatly stacked in columns with their 

names labelled on signboards” (Kandhari and Sood 2010).  

Amongst the environmental NGOs and government regulators, this disclosure 

prompted further conversation on the need to better regulate e-waste management, to 

enable a seamless flow of e-waste to recyclers and stop “leakage” to the informal 

sector.27 However, used electronics scrappers, traders, repairers and remanufacturers alike 

saw this exposé differently. Everyone knew that anything that could be reused would be: 

a trader, Rajan, said of the industry: “if it is a little bit usable, no one will recycle it”.28 

Akash, the used computer trader in Nehru Place, explained that if an e-waste collector 

takes a shipment of waste, they may sell it to a recycler but that somewhere along the 

way it will end up back in the reuse market. “Recycling…” he paused for dramatic effect 

and continued with a knowing half-smile, “…doesn’t happen” (“recycling nahi hota”).29 I 

was told multiple times by different traders and scrap dealers, only half joking, that even 

I, as a white American woman, could go to Attero’s factory and purchase some maal. 

Ahmed Bhai, an informal sector e-waste dealer, described Attero’s factory as “dikhane ke 

                                                           
27 Interview with Ministry of Environment and Forests employee, Government of India, 19 May 
2015. While it is widely recognized that in practice once e-waste enters the informal sector it will 
most likely be reused, the importance of the environmental regulations is to redirect e-waste 
streams into formal, or government-authorized, recycling units that are supposedly complying 
with environmental and labor laws. 
28 Interview, Delhi, 10 September 2015. 
29 Interview, 11 November 2015. To clarify, he did not mean literally that recycling doesn’t 
happen at all, but that most of the materials called “e-waste” destined for recycling would return 
to the reuse sector and not be recycled. 
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liye” or “just for show” and said definitively “nahi chalta”: it doesn’t actually run.30 

Evidence of Attero’s trade of e-waste back into informal reuse economies exposed an 

open secret amongst those in the industry: that no one would throw away (or recycle) 

something with latent value; instead, the sting operation showed how formal recycling 

companies could break the law and operate with impunity while petty dealers feared for 

their small businesses.31 Anuj summed it up perfectly: “in nature everything can be used 

again, absolutely nothing is useless – except for people.”32 

 The exposure of Attero’s secretive sales further underscores the significance of 

reuse and resale to e-waste economies, and not recycling or resource recovery. Even as 

the regulatory and media focus is on recycling and resource recovery, the resale, repair, 

and remanufacturing of electronics parts and devices is the economic backbone to the e-

waste industry. Returning to the significance of reuse in the global e-waste industry 

upends the narrative that informal e-waste work in the Global South is primarily 

dangerous and polluting, since the difference between recycling labor and repair labor is 

significant. Across the world, refurbishment work consists of similar work processes: I 

saw comparable work happening across Delhi’s informal used electronics businesses as 

was conducted in Minnesota: components tested, certain devices upgraded, “new” 

products made from old parts, and a host of repair and refurbishment processes that gave 

                                                           
30 Interview, Delhi, 21 July 2016. Similarly, I did not take him literally that Attero does not 
recycle anything, but that the primary goal of recyclers is to return things to use rather than to 
recycle them. 
31 Interview with government authorized recycler who began his work in the informal sector, 
Bangalore, 12 July 2016. 
32 Interview with an informal kabadiwala, or scrap man, in Delhi, 14 May 2015. The quote was 
originally in Hindi: “prakriti mein koi bhi cheez useless nahi hai, dubara istemal ho sakta hai, 
aadmi ko chorke.” 
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new life to old electronics.33 The significance of electronics resale markets has similarly 

been observed in other countries otherwise assumed to host primarily polluting informal 

e-waste recycling (Ejiogu 2013; Grant and Oteng-Ababio 2012; Lepawsky and Billah 

2011). Returning to e-waste resale, repair and remanufacturing therefore foregrounds the 

global politics of waste management and how labor is differentially categorized and 

divided. The privileging of labor in certain segments of society, whether labor in the 

Global North or the formal sector in the Global South, may not be based in any clear 

technological difference, but these distinctions have widespread repercussions for 

informal workers.  

 

5.2 Skill and specialists  

 Work with electronics occupies an interesting space with respect to debates on 

skill, education and knowledge. People possessing technical skills often inspire respect, 

but their work can slip into negative conceptions about manual labor. A good car 

mechanic is often well respected when one’s car is broken, but their knowledge can seem 

otherwise low-skilled and mostly physical – blue-collar and often dirty labor. Computers, 

on the other hand, conjure up images of the immaterial and ephemeral: data existing in 

the “cloud,” almost disembodied “virtual” work happening in uncharted and unmappable 

ways. This has brought calls from geographers and other scholars to bring this work to 

                                                           
33 Refurbishment work is less hazardous than recycling work, and would be subject to general 
workplace hazards that are common to industrial work in the Global North, from repetitive stress 
injuries to the hazards of working with bulky materials. Based on my research, I do not see reason 
to believe that this work is significantly more dangerous in India than in the United States. While 
recycling labor in the informal versus formal sector is dramatically different (even if safety 
regulations don’t always keep workers safe), repair labor everywhere is similar. 
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Earth, emphasizing the immediately material ways in which the cloud is in fact grounded 

in very material places and with material effects (Blum 2012; Gabrys 2011; Parikka 

2015; Pellow and Park 2002; Starosielski 2015). 

 Arnab described the process of computers coming down to earth through the rapid 

change in public perceptions of computer technicians.34 He recalled a time when 

computers were rare and their technicians were well respected: people who worked with 

computers had prestigious jobs, the computers had their own air-conditioned room in 

offices, and people would take off their shoes when they entered the computer room. 

Now, computers and other devices are common and while their functioning is clearly 

complex, working on them can be dismissed as similar to working on a car — only with 

cleaner hands. Particularly in the Global South, computer maintenance is assumed to be 

relatively unskilled, requiring only a basic education and using repetitive operations 

performed for maintenance and repair. If repair work in the Global South receives any 

recognition, it is regularly assumed to be unskilled and performed by people with a low 

level of education; this is reflected in the amount of money paid for computer repairs as 

well as people’s own dismissal of their work, and the humor with which they responded 

to my questions regarding education and training. 

 Skills developed through informal means tend to be severely undervalued, both by 

the workers themselves (the jugadus) and those who seek out their services. As I discuss 

in Chapter Four, work with electronics relies on experience and experimentation, a form 

of working with the materials that is imaginative and creative. In India, this often means 

                                                           
34 Interview in Lakshmi Nagar, 17 October 2015. 
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people do not take technical courses or have engineering degrees (although some do), and 

many people learn on the job and through informal apprenticeships. It is not that formal 

training is not valued, but that it is not always attainable and does not necessarily confer 

upon the trainee a better understanding or control over devices than someone without 

formal training. 

 In sum, as I argue in the previous chapter, the work of jugaad exposes the illusion 

of human control over the material world. In many interviews with computer repairers 

and technicians, I often began by asking how they learned to do this work. My initial 

questions about engineering degrees and technical courses betrayed a wider assumption 

about knowledge and expertise, particularly with respect to technical operations: that 

knowledge must be formally gained. This assumption rests on the premise that ‘man’35 

comes to possess ‘knowledge’ and then uses this mastery to act upon the world. This 

illusion of control is essential to the functioning of corporate capital, which relies on us 

trusting that engineers will engineer things, specialists will “specialize” in things, and 

waste can be managed. Products are made through labor that has been made equal and 

predictable (socially necessary labor time), and commodities are rendered exchangeable 

with all other commodities. 

 The illusion must continue to the distinction between informal work (uneducated 

jugaad) and formal, corporate expertise. The work that repairers and used electronics 

experts across India do informally, or at least non-corporately, is also done by corporate 

waste management firms, albeit presented in a wholly different language and global 

                                                           
35 I’m saying “man” purposefully, as the primary actor in such a worldview. 
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context. Even though informal e-waste work and corporate waste management are 

presented as starkly different, much of the work is remarkably similar in terms of work 

processes. In visits to formal recycling centers as well as informal repair and recycling 

stores and sites, I saw the significance of reuse and repair to the overall e-waste industry. 

At both formal recycling centers that I visited, one in St. Paul, Minnesota and the other in 

Bangalore (e-Parisaraa), reuse and repair processes were taking place just as in Nehru 

Place. Workers used simple hand tools to unscrew and dismantle electronics, remove 

casings and test devices. They wore safety goggles and sometimes gloves, and there were 

informational signs on safety procedures hanging on the walls, but otherwise the work 

seemed identical to me. Both corporate recycling centers emphasized the importance of 

the refurbishment and resale of used electronics. The St. Paul warehouse sold things on 

eBay through online stores, while the Indian company had a separate “assets recovery” 

factory.  

 Corporate waste management firms lay claim to the “expertise” and “skill” that 

one can demonstrate through degrees and certificates. Whereas repair workers in Nehru 

Figure 5.4: Images of formal recycling (photos by author)  
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Place might refer to their work as “jugaad,” learn on the job and through informal 

apprenticeships, and perform repair for a few dollars, corporate waste firms do similar 

work but with major contracts and an emphasis on technical skill and expertise. For 

example, a business brochure from Sims Recycling Solutions (a part of the larger Sims 

Metal Management recycling company, the world’s leading publicly listed metal and 

electronics recycler) advertises cell phone refurbishment services, emphasizing their 

“global network…staffed by skilled technicians” and “remarketing specialists” that “can 

repair and refurbish the majority of mobile devices — even those that appear to be 

damaged beyond repair—to like-new condition” and “help you realise the highest return 

possible on these devices” (Sims Recycling Solutions). These types of descriptions create 

and reinforce a cognitive distance between this specialist work and what happens in  

small repair shops across India.  

Gidwani (2015: 587) charts the problems with technological upgradation in 

municipal solid waste management, in which privatization is argued to be the only way to 

Figure 5.5: Safety diagrams at formal recycling plant (photos by author)  
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successful waste management in the Global South and was “automatically conflated with 

improvements in cost-effectiveness, operational efficiency and technological upgrading 

of a creaky system of waste management.” Development agencies presented this system 

(the already-existing and well-established informal waste management across many cities 

in the Global South) as inefficient and rudimentary, all the more to be improved by the 

private sector and its “access to specialist skills…[and] joint ventures with international 

specialist firms” (Cointreau-Levine and Coad 2000: 5, cited in Gidwani 2015: 588). 

Gregson et al. (2016: 545) similarly critique the technological fetishism present in 

development and environmental management literatures and its explicit privileging of 

technology in the Global North, which “emphasises the technical possibilities of 

materials transformations and the efficiencies of recovery, and highlights that European 

recycling is modern, or highly mechanised, rather than being labour intensive.” Work in 

the Global South is always juxtaposed to the supposedly predominance of Western skill 

and technology expertise. 

 The language of corporate recyclers bears remarkable similarities to the language 

of global financial institutions, which “‘leverage’ their presence and capability” to present 

themselves as connected to global flows of capital and technical skill – only in this case, 

it’s e-waste, not stocks (Ho 2005: 85). Karen Ho’s (2005: 84) research on investment 

banks revealed that many of their global locations consisted of empty offices, and that 

global-ness was about “having a presence…marked and symbolized by the existence of 

an office” and not necessarily any actual operations in that country stemming from that 

office. She noted that an empty office was not seen as an embarrassment, but rather as a 

sign of flexibility and denoted the potential to expand to that location quickly if a 
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financial opportunity arose. Like Ho’s work on the ‘global’ investment bank, these waste 

management firms must project their skills and globally networked technicity in 

brochures and advertisements, but they likely have the e-waste recycler’s version of Wall 

Street’s “empty office syndrome,” with the potential to expand when necessary through 

contracts rather than full-time staff. Indeed, Sims’s “global network” of “skilled 

technicians” and “specialists” is likely to be made up of low-income employees or even 

contract workers, very possibly without ‘formal’ training and engineering expertise. 

 

6. Conclusion: Dismantling immaterial labor 

“[The reality show The Grand Hustle] answers the age-old question…of which 
education is more valuable – the formal education that comes from Ivy League 
institutions and HBCUs36 or the…intangible skills that come from the school of 
hard knocks…”  
- Clifford Joseph Harris Jr., known as T.I., a rapper and reality TV star37 

 
 Behind the distinctions made between informal and advanced industrial e-waste 

labor is the continuing specter of separating labor into mental and manual and what 

Yanagisako (2012) argues is its descendant, immaterial and material labor. “Immaterial 

labor” is primarily the production of knowledge and information, and includes affective 

and communicative labor, service provision, and unwaged yet productive labor. In the 

informational economy – so easy to invoke with IT products – it is easy to assume that 

the industry is dominated by labor that is immaterial and highly mental, with an emphasis 

                                                           
36 Historically black colleges and universities 
37 From an interview on NPR, Martin and DeSoto (2018). T.I. is hosting a business competition 
reality TV show called “The Grand Hustle,” in which the final prize is a spot in his business 
empire and a six-figure salary. 
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on product and machine design and service provision. Industrial e-waste recycling asserts 

its superiority through its supposed best practices and relatively complex machinery, 

alongside its ability to best provide a variety of e-waste-related services, including data 

destruction and efficient recovery of materials like gold.  

 Much of the asserted superiority of formal recycling firms is labor easily 

categorized as “immaterial”: the services provided to IT firms, the design of complex 

recycling processes and robots, the efficiency of materials recovery and the advanced 

techniques for preventing environmental contamination and worker health hazards. More 

and more frequently, recycling firms like Sims highlight their reuse of things, which they 

call “assets recovery” to distinguish it from supposedly lower-skilled and traditional 

processes of “reuse” and “repair.” While informal e-waste work is regularly lumped into 

the category of hazardous labor and made illegal, similar work processes in the Global 

North are praised as “green” and skilled, with companies providing “specialist” work.  

 This is most potently captured by Apple’s new iPhone recycling robot, Liam, 

Figure 5.6: Part of Apple’s Liam (source: Messenger 2016) 
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whose name is not an acronym but according to Apple engineers, “just looked like a 

‘Liam’” (Murphy 2016). Liam has 29 arms and multiple conveyor belts through which to 

disassemble iPhones, and has been touted by Apple as the next level of innovation after 

the iPhone, since “true innovation means considering what happens to a product at every 

stage of its lifecycle” (Apple 2016). The irony is that the “innovation” of Liam follows 

the innovation of the iPhone as a device designed to be difficult to repair and 

disassemble, going as far as to use a rare 5-pointed screw driver that has to be specially 

manufactured (Foresman 2011). While Liam poses as an innovation “so the materials 

inside your iPhone can live on,” the iPhone’s own tightly knit design makes such a 

complicated robot dismantler a misleading and solely symbolic environmental feat. 

 These waste firms essentially rebuild their waste work in the image of the 

immaterial IT worker, a move that is dependent on distinguishing themselves from the 

informal, poor and supposedly unskilled e-waste recycler. This juxtaposition separates 

labor into distinct categories: mental or manual, immaterial or industrial, so that one form 

of labor is the primary producer and arbiter of information, the designer through which 

things are then manufactured. Yanagisako (2012, 2013) observed a similar hierarchical 

understanding of labor in her research with Lisa Rofel on the Italian silk industry and its 

partnerships with Chinese manufacturers. Italian entrepreneurs held great value in the 

“Italian” nature of design and artistry and emphasized Italian-produced value over “value 

added by the managerial and industrial labor of overseas workers” with whom Italian 

companies work in the increasingly prevalent practices of outsourcing and subcontracting 

textiles production (Yanagisako 2012: 21). The separation of work processes involved in 

diverse forms of production supports the construction of “a false dichotomy between 
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complex human actions involved in productive processes, all of which entail mental 

processes and require knowledge, communication and affect” (Yanagisako 2012: 19) – 

and, I would add, the need to work with things, be they computers, silk or copper, to 

make anything “productive” happen. The privileging of immaterial or informational labor 

means that the world outside the mind is relegated to something that is acted on through 

rote labor practices, restricting production to that of what the human mind creates on the 

world outside. 

 The design skills possessed by Italian workers, their supposedly immaterial labor, 

comes into being through its contrast with the supposedly uncomplicated management 

and manufacturing labor in China, requiring little mental or immaterial labor and existing 

in repetitive, industrial settings. Yanagisako (2012: 17) charges that instead of creating a 

more inclusive analysis of labor, discussion of immaterial labor and the supposed 

transformation of the global economy to an informational economy “unwittingly parallels 

an emerging hegemonic discourse that serves to legitimate transnational hierarchies of 

capitalist labor.” The corollary of this labor dichotomy is that it nurtures a global 

hierarchy of labor types, clearly valuing “immaterial” labor as the true productive and 

skilled labor and positioning immaterial labor as inevitably taking place in the West, in 

the design studios of Como, Italy or Silicon Valley. Sims Recycling Solutions thus seems 

to exist, like Italian designers, in an immaterial world of skills and services, not the very 

grounded world of muddling through materials. While clearly this false distinction 

mirrors global hierarchies of labor and production, I argue that the most significant and 

pressing implication is how these distinctions become cemented in local and global 

environmental law and regulatory practices, as reflected by the growing governing 
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consensus regarding electronic waste management and informal labor. 

 While formal waste companies – based primarily in the Global North – may 

position themselves as somehow expertly traversing the world of electronic design and 

technological complexity, the jugadu knows that this can never be controlled or complete. 

There is no clear distinction between labor that is supposedly mental or manual, and there 

is certainly no immaterial labor: all labor is material. The separation and elevation of 

mental and immaterial labor, as somehow distinct in its ability to manipulate and control 

things, is a false representation of how we exist in the world. While these distinctions – 

between mental and manual, immaterial and material – do not reflect reality, they do 

serve a powerful political purpose and create their own reality: of certain firms “better” 

equipped to do work otherwise fulfilled by more “menial” laborers. Thus, silk designers 

in Italy are skilled and silk manufacturers in China are unskilled, just as electronics 

recycling firms in the US are skilled, while India’s informal sector consists of unskilled, 

hazardous and inefficient work. 

 Even as I show otherwise in this chapter, India’s waste governance regime is 

constructed around, and thus legally inscribes such labor distinctions. The emphasis on 

formalization of waste sectors, advanced equipment and vast factories as the solution to 

the “e-waste problem” assumes efficiency, skill and knowledge to be possessed only by 

“technicians,” rather than informal, self-learned and creative workers. The infrastructural 

and technological requirements for government-authorized e-waste management 

according to India’s E-waste Rules render informal reuse, repair and remanufacturing 

industries illegal, based in an understanding of their work as dangerous. The legal 

imperative to replace informal e-waste labor with formal, often corporate waste 
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“management” aims to produce a wholly new industry. Not only does this threaten the 

livelihoods of informal workers, whose work is marginalized and rendered less 

competitive through environmental regulations that privilege industrial systems, but the 

formal and corporate waste management practices –labeled by the government as 

environmentally-friendly – get the benefit of calling themselves “green” as compared to 

informal and hazardous e-waste work. India’s repair labor, operating with the flexible 

knowledge of one’s need to work with and within a complex world of materials, shows 

the hollowness and yet powerful political repercussions of environmental regulations that 

prioritize a hierarchized labor world, of allegedly controlled and expert technical skills.  

 Electronic waste as a planetary mine underscores the malleability of the 

commodity-waste distinction and demonstrates how power over its definition is 

implicated in global efforts to harvest those resources. Defining what is ‘waste’ (and 

when it is waste) is thus a political act that marks waste as a “terrain of power,” rather 

than a material with specific attributes (Gille 2007: 37). Attending to how the lines 

between waste and resource are punctuated, manipulated and redefined reveals common 

narratives and governance of electronic ‘waste’ to be enmeshed in global efforts to gain 

access to these materials. As waste becomes a global commodity, the line between waste 

and value is disproportionately shaped by law and waste management policy – both of 

which favor formal and corporate businesses and degrade the informal sector. The 

political power to regulate how “waste” is remade into a valuable commodity offers a 

potentially dramatic return on investment as electronic waste can go from hazardous to a 

gold mine with the help of a government law or collection campaign. These political 

battles produce new commodity frontiers and territories, and new battlegrounds over how 
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these are defined, legislated – and in the end, who captures them. 
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CONCLUSION 
_____________________ 

 

 

1. Summary 

As I discuss in the Introduction, while this project was initially conceived as 

research on informal electronic waste recycling, it quickly became an investigation into 

the relationship between global flows of commodities and India’s informal economy. As 

electronics increasingly saturate our lives – often in ways we may not realize, like the 

computerization of cars – my seemingly local exploration of India’s informal used 

electronics industries took on greater significance. Electronics and technological 

innovation are now universal symbols of globalization and the new global economy, from 

driverless cars to “smart” pacemakers. Mobile phones have allowed poor people in the 

Global South to technologically “leap-frog,” gaining access not only to phone service but 

also quickly to the internet and its ever-growing possibilities. In India, where the 

government is a fickle gate-keeper to landlines connections, poor neighborhoods and 

rural areas have rapidly integrated mobile phones, particularly smart phones, into 

everyday life (Jeffrey and Doron 2013).  

The other (well-documented) side of globalization is the vast labor and 

environmental disparities driven by the production and global travel of materials and 

commodities (Pellow and Park 2002). Workers in the Global South make most of the 

world’s electronics, as the global division of labor divides the design and manufacturing 
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of complex electronics:  

“It’s printed on the back of every iPhone: ‘Designed by Apple in California 
Assembled in China.’ US law dictates that products manufactured in China must 
be labelled as such and Apple’s inclusion of the phrase renders the statement 
uniquely illustrative of one of the planet’s starkest economic divides – the cutting 
edge is conceived and designed in Silicon Valley, but it is assembled by hand 
in China” (Merchant 2017).  

The stark economic divide of electronics production has been infamously exemplified by 

the iPhone Foxconn factory in Longhua, China, in which there were a rash of worker-

suicides (Merchant 2017). Electronics are also shaping global technological flows in 

unexpected ways: for example, Foxconn is developing a new mega-factory in Wisconsin, 

and Governor Scott Walker has “vowed it would give Wisconsin its own version of 

Silicon Valley” (Isidore 2018). The factory plans included a request by Foxconn for 

driverless vehicle lanes on Interstate 94 near the factory site, which the Department of 

Transportation is considering (Romell 2017). 

 This dissertation serves as witness to the global flows of electronics, waste, labor 

and knowledge as observed from one small pocket of the world. The traders and workers 

I interviewed are active participants and drivers of globalization (or perhaps more 

accurately, global economic processes), and they demonstrate that what is ‘global’ is 

complicated, difficult to monitor and often contradictory. Waste, too, is global in 

complex and contradictory ways, not just because ‘one man’s trash is another’s treasure’ 

but because of the ways that the value and lifespan of things are manipulated and 

politicized. As I discuss in Chapter Five, electronic ‘waste’ is now fought over across 

borders as a new and lucrative global commodity, and the urban mine has become 

another potent symbol of the uneven global. Drawing from research observing these 
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electronic circuits of global capital, which took place over five years (a total of almost 

two years of fieldwork) my dissertation articulates three overlapping arguments about 

waste, labor, informality and the global economy.  

My first argument, which is regarding waste, suffuses all chapters but is 

developed primarily in Chapter Two. This argument focuses on the revaluation of waste 

and its movements in circuits of value, back and forth across flexible categories, from 

value to waste and back again. I continue to complicate categories often assumed to be 

stable: rubbish, value, new, used, and old, in order to configure India’s electronic waste 

industries as economically rooted in the reinvention of electronics and their reentry into 

commodity circuits, rather than their wasting and recycling. Contrary to the implicit 

assumption of waste management that waste is inevitable and must be ‘managed,’ 

examining the dense and creative work of India’s secondary use economies questions the 

normative process of production-consumption-disposal implicit to most environmental 

law and scholarship, and directs attention to my remaining two arguments on labor and 

the global economy.  

My second argument is on the skilled informal labor in India’s electronics 

markets, which exists in what is otherwise conceived of as a world in the digital ‘cloud,’ 

the ephemeral and immaterial world of the human mind and the computer processor. 

Delhi’s repair work, which I categorize as a quintessential example of jugaad, shows that 

all work with things is a form of compromise between people and materials, facilitated 

through regular interaction and experimentation. These interactions are not distinct to 

secondary electronics markets and are emblematic of wider processes of making, which 

functions through contact between diverse and flexible materials and creative labor 
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practices. The collaborative work of jugaad recognizes the inseparability of ourselves and 

our work from the world at hand: that “we do not obtain knowledge by standing outside 

the world; we know because ‘we’ are of the world” (Barad 2007: 185, quoted in Ingold 

2013: 5). In sum, we are all jugadus.  

My final argument uses the specifics of India’s local electronics industry to 

emphasize the interconnectedness of the informal and formal in the global economy. 

Electronic circuits of capital reveal the global economy to be densely connected and 

fundamentally informal, based in a variety of illegal, legal-adjacent, unauthorized and 

unregulated business practices that form the backbone of India’s electronics industry. 

This offers one of many windows into what Tsing (2015b) calls “salvage accumulation,” 

capital accumulation based on “the conversion of stuff with other histories of social 

relations (human and not human) into capitalist wealth.” These different, non-capital 

social relations include not just the creative labor discussed above, but the informal 

connections that are the engine of global trade. Below, I explore these arguments a bit 

further and offer future avenues for exploration.  

 

2. The great material continuum 

My first argument regarding waste focuses on the revaluation of waste and its 

movements in circuits of value, which suffuses all chapters. Contrary to the normative 

process of production-consumption-disposal implicit to most environmental law and 

scholarship, I argue that the dense and creative work of India’s secondary use economies 

shows the flexibility of waste and demonstrates the power of the politics of waste in 

shaping global economic processes. I refer to the flexible materiality that I depict in e-
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waste markets as (only half-jokingly) “the great material continuum,” borrowed from a 

Star Trek episode from the late 1990s. The great material continuum is described as “the 

force that binds the universe together,” connecting people and things in a continuum of 

materials and materiality: “there are millions upon millions of worlds in the universe, 

each filled with too much of one thing and not enough of another, and the great 

continuum flows through them all, like a mighty river.”1 While the science fiction world 

of Star Trek meant “millions upon millions” of planets, on our single planet there exist 

incalculable different relationships with things in our very material world. My research 

foregrounds the importance of recognizing how things are produced as waste or not-

waste and the politics of these distinctions. 

A brief demonstrative anecdote: several months into interviews with electronics 

scrap dealers and repair workers in Delhi, my research assistant Arya and I arranged to 

meet at our regular spot in Nehru Place on a Sunday for an interview. Nehru Place is 

technically closed on Sunday, and while some of the bigger computer stores (the Dell and 

HP exclusive stores) pay fines to remain open on the market’s closed day, most small 

stores and repair shops are shut. The first floor hallways, normally so bustling you have 

to squeeze pass people, are mostly deserted on Sundays, save for a lone chaiwallah 

making tea for the few remaining workers.  

When we met up in front of a high-rise office building off one of the main parking 

lots, we noticed men carrying somewhat battered looking furniture and older computers 

out from the elevator, down the steps and into a truck parked outside the door. Our first 

                                                           
1 From Star Trek: Deep Space Nine, season 7 episode 6, “Treachery, Faith and the Great River”. 
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thought was: this is a kabaad pickup! We had seen it all before, but from the receiving 

side: a full truck arriving at the scrap shop and being unloaded, full of all the used 

makings of a functional office. The relatively slower traffic on Sundays meant it was a 

good day for scrap pickups and deliveries, and we decided it made sense, that everything 

fit: the day, the truck, the stuff. What else could it be? 

We sat on the building’s side steps for a while, watching the equipment get loaded 

into the truck: desktop computers stacked on top of one another, worn black rolling chairs 

haphazardly piled next to them. We discussed the maal: it was definitely used and clearly 

not even remotely new IT equipment (bulky desktop computers and boxy CRT screens 

— no flat screens or laptops) but we decided this was another example of offices 

upgrading and disposing of perfectly working things – or maybe, we speculated, a 

business was closing and their entire office was being liquidated. Why else would you get 

rid of everything all at once? After months of touring warehouses and scrap shops filled 

with working or workable electronics that had been designated as ‘waste,’ we felt a bit 

indignant as we witnessed yet another example of a business disposing of its inventory en 

masse.  

Finally, we decided to confirm what was happening with this stuff and get some 

details: perhaps we would know the scrap dealer, or could meet him. We approached one 

of the men loading the truck and asked him where it all was going, if it was being picked 

up by a kabadiwallah. The guy smiled and said no, the office was shifting to a new 

building in Nehru Place and they were moving all the stuff on the office’s day off. Arya 

and I walked away quickly and simultaneously burst into laughter, marveling at our 

terrible deductive reasoning.  
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It was immediately clear that after months of research on e-scrap, we were seeing 

waste everywhere! Everywhere we looked we saw ‘waste’ and everything, once used, 

had become always-on-the-edge of becoming kabaad: it was just one person’s fickle 

decision that stood between its remaining a useful commodity and its wasting. We had 

begun to see all our things as always existing on that fine line, between being useful and 

desired, and becoming waste. The potential of everything to become waste, its latent 

‘waste’ potential, was revealed in all objects every day. Just as the kabadiwallah sees 

value in all waste, we were seeing waste in all valuables.  

As my dissertation demonstrates, our perception that everything can be almost-

already waste meant that nothing is ever indisputable “waste” – it is just material, moving 

along a great material continuum.2 I observed that freedom from waste every day, in 

scrap shops, repair shops and manufacturing facilities scattered across Delhi. I knew that 

even if that truckload of office equipment really was being picked up as ‘scrap,’ it would 

most certainly not be going to a landfill: that in a few days I could find that same 

equipment in another office, those computer parts in another computer. Our performance 

of waste, or performing it into waste (Lepawsky and Mather 2011) is a process, and so is 

the labor that rescues it from waste.  

The quote from Anuj cited in Chapter Two, that “nothing is useless in 

                                                           
2 There are some materials that lend themselves to disputing this argument, nuclear and chemical 
waste being the most common examples. Gille’s (2010: 1057) explication of waste regimes in 
Hungary describes how during the Post World War II era, waste was perceived as being metal-
like: “discrete, nontoxic, and almost infinitely recyclable or reusable.” She argues that this led to 
the Hungarian government refusing to authorize burial of chemical waste in the hopes that it 
would one day be reused, and it “insisted that ‘the primary goal continues to be the reuse of 
wastes...[dumping] must be maintained only for wastes that cannot be sold’” (ibid). On a darker 
note, someone wanting to make a dirty bomb would not consider nuclear waste to be waste. 
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nature...except for people” can be understood as affirming a rigid distinction between 

nature and people – which is what I believe Anuj meant when he said it. However, I 

prefer to interpret this sentiment somewhat differently: I understand waste not as absent 

from nature but that no waste is a given or ‘natural’ occurrence: that waste must be 

produced through social, economic, political and material processes. Nelson (2016) refers 

to this (in a discussion of Nature/Society dualism) as attending to “the intersectional 

processes through which…categories themselves are transformed as the line separating 

production and reproduction (and thereby capitalization and appropriation) is reworked 

throughout capitalist history.” The significance of waste lies in the politics of its 

definition and demarcation of its boundaries, and I argue that the politics of waste serves 

as a bellwether, in what Gille (2007) calls a terrain of power. In this terrain, the 

transfigurations of waste and how the lines between waste and value are regularly 

negotiated, amended and transformed serves as a catalyst for examining the politics of 

global production further, as I do below with respect to informal labor and trade.  

 

3. Analog labor in a ‘digital’ world 

As I explain in Chapter Two, the management of electronic waste gained 

worldwide attention due to concerns about informal recycling labor in the Global South, 

and India’s regulations on e-waste management were enacted in order to formalize e-

waste labor and counteract the country’s identity as a dumping ground for the West’s 

hazardous waste. In Chapters Four and Five, I respond to the narrative of hazardous 

informal labor through an examination of e-waste work in Delhi, which exists based on 

hindering and reversing the transfer of things into rubbish. This skilled labor marks the 
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informal sector as not only organized but uniquely efficient and composed of labor that – 

while unintentionally, or at least without self-promotion – provides environmental 

services for the city as well as the immaterially and materially interconnected world. This 

important work exists in what is otherwise conceived of as a world in the digital ‘cloud,’ 

the ephemeral and immaterial world of the human mind and the computer processor. I 

refer to this as “analog” labor in a “digital” world because while the labor is both mental 

and manual and consists of intricate knowledge about the material world around us, this 

informal labor is often derided as unskilled and polluting in comparison with the 

supposed technical revolution of industrial processes and recycling robots. Just as 

electronics have transitioned to digital from the analog, a similar hierarchy of labor 

continues to be applied to workers in the informal sector and in the Global South, with 

claims to the superiority of corporate techno-immaterialism. 

My argument on the commonalities between all work with used electronics (both 

formal and informal) is part of my larger project, in support of which I return to Tim 

Ingold. Ingold’s (2013: 2) book Making: Anthropology, Archeology, Art and Architecture 

is based on a larger pedagogical project conducted along with other students and faculty, 

based in the conception of learning as being “taught by” the world as opposed to studying 

“facts about the world.” Its practice involved (at its most straightforward) making things 

as and while learning, which included a class outing during which Ingold and students 

learned how to weave baskets made of willow outside on a beach on a windy winter day: 

In a finished basket, the willow seems to sit so naturally there, as if it had always 
been meant to fall into that shape and was merely fulfilling the role for which it 
was predestined. But the willow did not want to be bent into shape. Sometimes it 
put up a fight, springing back and striking the weaver in the face. One had to be 
careful and coaxing. Then we realised that it was actually this resistance, the 
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friction set up by branches bent forcibly against each other, that held the whole 
construction together. The form was not imposed on the material from without, 
but was rather generated in this force field, comprised by the relations between 
the weaver and the willow. (Ingold 2013: 22-23) 

This type of work is not isolated to the world of craft, repair, or informal jugaad in India; 

it is in everything we do, in all our interactions with others, be they human or non-human, 

organic or inorganic. This way of thinking means that “the world itself becomes a place 

of study, a university that includes not just professional teachers and registered students, 

dragooned into their academic departments, but people everywhere, along with all the 

other creatures with which (or whom) we share our lives…In this university, whatever 

our discipline, we learn from those with whom (or which) we study” (Ingold 2013: 2).  

 Work with constantly evolving technology is all too easily rendered immaterial, 

guided by human design and physics and mathematical calculation, obscuring the 

materially grounded nature of all forms of work and the processes of learning from the 

world around us. It is not coincidence that in Bennett’s (2001) explanation of how she 

reclaims the enchantment of life, she calls herself a “recycler” or “trash collector.” 

Bennett (2001: 7) explains that it is in the things that are discarded that one can “pick up 

some of the experiences that lie in the wake of a familiar story.” Jugaad brings this work 

from the digital cloud of ones and zeros back to the earth of continuous transmissions of 

information from one thing to another – in other words, the analog world. The lifeworld 

of jugaad recognizes the inseparability of ourselves and our work from the world at hand: 

“we do not obtain knowledge by standing outside the world; we know because ‘we’ are 

of the world” (Barad 2007: 185, quoted in Ingold 2013: 5). In sum, we are all jugadus. 
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4. Circuits of capital  

I believe my third and final argument is just the stepping off point for future 

research, on global supply chains, informal labor and waste. Electronics are rife with 

significance to the complex workings of the global economy: commodity circuits to 

produce devices like personal computers and smartphones include materials mined and 

manufactured from across the globe, as “electronic wastes exemplify the pattern of 

technology and materials flows in the contemporary world economy…because 

consumption and production systems increasingly move resources, energy, pollution, and 

health effects around the world” (Iles 2014: 76). I explore in Chapters One and Three 

how global electronic circuits reveal the global economy as densely connected and 

fundamentally informal, based in a variety of illegal, legal-adjacent, unauthorized and 

unregulated business practices that form the backbone of India’s electronics industry. My 

research, taken alongside studies of supply chains and critical logistics, understands 

lawlessness as a norm for sustaining capital flows.  

This empirically-grounded argument has significance beyond India’s used 

electronics industries, offering one of many windows into what Tsing (2015b) calls 

“salvage accumulation,” capital accumulation based on “the conversion of stuff with 

other histories of social relations (human and not human) into capitalist wealth.” A topic 

which I have not broached in this dissertation, but that I hope comes through as not-so-

subtle subtext, is the significance of colonial histories to these capital formations, which 

form what Stoler (2013: 2) terms “uneven temporal sedimentations in which imperial 

formations leave their marks.” The unevenness of global capital flows stemming from 

“deep imperial genealogies” has seeped and “[settled] into the social and material 
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ecologies in which people live and survive” (Stoler 2013: 4), and their roots cannot be 

pulled out and extracted from these ecologies. Both Tsing (2015a) and Stoler (2013) 

recognize the deeply political nature of processes of ruination. However, global capital 

flows are also constantly creating new things out of these ruins and violent environments, 

and while Stoler (2013) focuses predominately on the violence of ruination, I choose to 

explore the possibilities for building new life in capitalist ruins (Tsing 2015a). These 

improvised social relations include not just the creative labor discussed above, but the 

informal connections that are the engine of global trade.  

This conversion of stuff into capitalist wealth also includes the conversion of 

things ever more rapidly into waste, so that new things must be bought and consumed, 

keeping the “cycle of surplus value in motion” (Gidwani and Corwin 2017: 45). Gidwani 

and Corwin (ibid.) note that while capitalism rests on the constant motion of surplus 

value, there are ever-present possibilities of breakdown – most significantly “disjuncture 

between aggregate supply and demand,” including over-accumulation and under-

consumption, creating a traffic jam on the super-highway of capitalism. In order to keep 

that motion, electronics markets must be produced and nurtured, and electronic waste 

must be created. It is not enough to wait until things completely die and are no more: that 

death must be anticipated and sped up. This ever-present production of waste, often 

summed up as “planned obsolescence,” is that which keeps the circulations of capital 

flowing and gives firms more control over supply and demand. Below, I explore two 

ways that waste is created: through planned obsolescence (as observed through the eyes 

of Delhi’s repairers) and the death of electronics in corporate budgets and manufacturing 

policy. This discussion continues what I began in my first argument regarding the 
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flexibility of categories of waste/value, new/used, but examines it in the context of global 

production networks and commodity flows. When does a commodity in our everyday 

lives become “waste,” and through what economic mechanisms and political processes? 

Overall I think it’s safe to say that most users of electronics, as participants in 

technological consumption but not production, generally assume a linear movement of 

progress, as things become smaller, faster, and all around better. Traders, recyclers and 

innovators alike in the used electronics industry have no such faith, and they quickly 

taught me that newer was not necessarily better, that lighter weight did not always mean 

higher quality, and that smaller sometimes just meant unrepairable. To these workers, 

electronics are complicated. They interact with whoever is using them, with their 

surrounding climate, with the software, and all these things taken together mean that in 

general, as Akash told me, “you can’t say anything with 100% assurance.” The 

determination of something as waste is (of course) not objective or uniform, but I think a 

reasonable assumption is that some combination of functionality must be lacking: even if 

it can still be used, it’s not working as reliably, quickly or powerfully as it was before, or 

it is unable to perform what you need it to do. Maybe you are getting rid of it not because 

the actual thing has changed or declined, but because the system in which it is imbedded 

has changed. For things like clothing, it might mean that your bell bottoms or oversized 

flannel shirts are in good shape but out of fashion, with no sign of their return to socially 

acceptable attire. For computers and other personal electronics, this would mean that your 

cell phone itself works fine but suddenly can’t update to the newest operating system.  

 People working in India’s used electronics industry regularly observe both 

technological progress as well as planned obsolescence in their daily workings. 
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Technological progress was routinely displayed for me as the recitation of processor 

evolution, beginning with the Intel 286 and continuing to our current i7. Observations of 

planned obsolescence, however, were less overt, and were relayed through an array of 

offhand observations or explanations about their work. Each observation on its own could 

seem meaningless, but together they showed the intricate workings of a design and 

manufacturing system that is not designed to last long, but instead to be smaller, lighter, 

faster – and burn out quicker. It is the look a scrap man gives when I ask about an old-

fashioned, heavy looking circuit board: a look of respect and regret for an old, retiring 

piece of equipment. This particular piece was for the telephone exchange authority: the 

board connected individual phone lines to the city’s landline system. To me, it looked 

ancient and obsolete, almost laughably so, but that board, I was told, had operated for 

many decades. To a scrap man, these old devices were always valuable, as things made 

“back then” did not skimp on quality materials. In other words, they were made to last 

decades.  

At another shop, for used electronics, Samir brought me inside to show his new 

shipment of server parts. He pointed to an SMPS (switched mode power supply, what 

powers a desktop computer) sitting on top of a desk against the wall. It was a big metal 

box with many wires coming out of it, ready to be connected to the various parts of a 

computer. The one Samir pointed to was huge, with thick twisted sets of multi-colored 

cables exiting from one end, so it resembled a strange electric octopus. This electronic 

sea creature was heavy: I picked it up and had to readjust my grip to handle it, having 

underestimated its weight. Samir then handed me another SMPS to compare. It was a 

little smaller, with thinner cables, but the main difference was its weight: it felt almost 
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half as heavy as the other. Samir said offhand that it is, obviously, a cheaper and lower 

quality SMPS.  

A little later, I sat in front of Arnab’s desk in his used computer storeroom, as he 

explained to me how to understand declines in quality. He pulled out a sheet of paper and 

drew two squares next to each other, each representing an SMPS (see Figure 6.1). On the 

first one, he drew lines inside the box, dividing it into five similarly sized compartments 

within the symbolic SMPS. The second, he divided into three spaces. He pointed to the 

first one, with five compartments, and explained that this SMPS has backup circuitry, so 

that if one of those five compartments stops functioning, there are multiple pathways 

through which the SMPS - in other words, the computer’s power – can still continue to 

function. The hypothetical SMPS with only three compartments does not have this 

engineered redundancy: if one of those compartments failed, there are no other pathways 

through which the circuitry can continue to provide power.  

 For the continued functioning of hardware, these redundant pathways are not 

only not superfluous but intensely necessary. In engineering, redundancy is the 

Figure 6.1: Reproduced diagram that Arnab drew to explain redundant systems in a 
computer SMPS. The image on the left depicts an SMPS with redundant paths, and the 
image on the right depicts an SMPS with no backup pathways. (source: photo by author) 
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anticipation of failure, with superfluous back-up pathways ready to make a new 

connection if the old one is broken. The hypothetical power supply with five 

compartments may not even need to be repaired: its redundant systems will ensure that 

even with one broken circuit, it will continue to function. Arnab pointed to the three-

compartment SMPS he had drawn and said that if one part goes bad in this one, it will 

probably stop working immediately. He continued to explain that, in a device like this, 

it’s possible that the broken part itself might be such low quality that it can’t even be 

repaired. In that case, perhaps the broken part can be replaced, but more likely the entire 

power supply would need to be replaced.  

Arnab’s explanation highlighted how, for the repairer, “low” quality expresses 

itself in multiple ways: in general, things break more easily or stop working more 

quickly; then, the broken component itself is more difficult to repair, and is likely to need 

replacement instead; and perhaps the entire appliance will cease to be worth repairing.3 In 

other words, the continued functioning of a device is not necessarily part of its essential 

design anymore. Kamal kept referring to the electronics industry as a “game,” and 

reiterated through a number of examples that the game isn’t about quality anymore. 

Quality – meaning how long it will last, how fast it will work, how well it will perform – 

is no longer the goal of electronics design. Now, he said, it’s about brand, flashiness, and 

selling as much as possible. To everyone working with electronics, this meant that new 

replacement parts were often not going to be better quality old parts, or that a new 

                                                           
3 For some devices like desktop computer and servers, even if an individual part cannot be 
repaired it may be replaced and allow for the overall appliance to function again. But for our tiny 
devices (like smartphones and most laptops), with all their individual components packed into 
tiny areas and glued together, very often opportunities for repair are significantly foreclosed.  
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computer may have a shorter lifespan than a five-year-old computer. Kamal’s evaluation 

of devices was, in many ways, agnostic: there was no reason to distinguish refurbished 

things from new things, no reason to value things based on age. Instead, everything was 

evaluated based on its materials and functionality. He summed it up for me: “If it’s 

working, it’s new. If it’s not working, it’s used. There is no definition of old in this 

market.” 

In addition to planned obsolescence, which creates waste through electronics 

design, electronics are made into waste constantly, on paper, through the simple process 

of corporate budgeting. Budgets and manufacturing decisions make something reach a 

technologically and economically determined “end of life” without any concern for the 

thing’s physical state; for example, something unsold and in a warehouse – and from a 

simple perspective, unused and new – can reach its end of life if it isn’t sold before the 

manufacturer stops producing it. For manufacturers and their customers, “end-of-life” is 

not a subjective or (explicitly) fashion-based determination; instead, it is part of 

company’s budget, a calculation of something’s depreciating value as a tangible asset in 

their capital expenditures, called CapEx. In an operating budget, end-of-life does not 

reflect the thing’s state of being, its functionality or its relationship to the user. Instead, 

end-of-life is the end of a thing’s “useful life,” “an estimation of the length of time the 

asset can reasonably be used to generate income and be of benefit to the company. Useful 

life generally does not refer to the length of time the asset will actually last” (Maverick 

N.D., my emphasis). 

For computers, the end of a device’s life has a few names, each denoting a 

different way of understanding or relating to its becoming waste: end of service life, end 
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of life, end of sale, and last date of support. One of the main considerations that a 

company must take is the servicing of their computers and IT equipment. Manufacturers 

do not make each version forever: there is a point at which the OEM stops producing 

replacement parts for an edition, or stops providing service. This can be for a number of 

reasons: they want to encourage upgrading of their units; they cannot manufacture and 

store replacement parts for all devices forever; the device has become obsolete in terms 

of software upgrades; or perhaps there has been a change in law affecting the product’s 

continued production.  

 In order for the calculation of an asset’s depreciation in a business’s budget, there 

needs to be an assumed length of life set at purchase. For electronics, this is set 

somewhere between three and five years. Calculating an asset’s depreciation requires 

setting a standard lifespan. There are several different types of equations used to calculate 

Figure 6.2: Corporate discards in a Delhi warehouse. Note that all the pictured computers are 
identical, which indicates the bulk disposal of an office’s IT equipment (source: photo by author). 
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depreciation, but they all take into account something’s purchase price, its projected 

value as a piece of waste or scrap (a salvage price), and its useful life in years. Less 

important than how much the computer depreciates each year (which differs by equation) 

is the fact that it is all based on a pre-arranged length of its life, or at least its “useful 

life.” The IRS already gives its own normative lifespans for a variety of things, and 

computers fall into the five year category. This budgetary wasting of electronics leads to 

the regular bulk disposal of working electronics from businesses and institutions across 

the world. This regular business practice is what fuels the vast quantities of waste that I 

explore in Chapter Four (see Figure 6.2). 

 This dissertation demonstrates that the world of electronic waste is not only not a 

given but is actively produced through the often concealed (and otherwise seemingly 

apolitical) work of corporate practices, from design and budgets to outsourcing and 

informal trade routes. Rather than the informal sector and informal labor representing the 

forgotten underbelly of global consumption, I argue that not only is global trade and 

corporate capital dependent on informality but it is intimately entrenched in this 

informality as a basis for ensuring smooth capital flows. The circuits of capital are 

connected through the processes of moving materials both across categories (of 

waste/value, informal/formal, non-corporate/corporate, non-capital/capital) and across 

places in the world. All this positions the informal work of waste not as peripheral or 

ancillary to global capitalism but right in the middle of it all, enabling its flows of supply 

and demand through the wastage of materials along with their informal trade networks. In 

this way, the work of waste is not just a facilitator of global electronics production, 

consumption and trade but illustrative of the norms and functions of global capitalism as 
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rooted in waste production, subterranean pathways and salvage accumulation. 
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